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ABSTRACT
Co-Management of Forest Resources in the NorSask Forest
Management License Area. Saskatchewan: A Case Studv
Fiona Grace Chambers
January,1999
A Master's Degree Project submitted to the Faculty of Enviromentd Design
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Environmental Design (EnvironmentalScience)
Supervisoc Mr. Mike Robinson

This Masters Degree Project proposes an evaluation hamework for forest comanagement practice. Organized under the main headings of Guiding
Prinaples, Institutional Structure and Operations of a co-management board,
this framework describes a wide range of criteria known to contribute to the
success of co-management. This approach differs significantly horn existing
evaluation models where the level of power shared between the parties is
presented as the most important criteria for success and co-management is
shown as a static end-point rather than a dynamic process. The proposed
framework is applied to two co-management board case studies located in the
NorSask Forest Management License Area, Northwest Saskatchewan. The
NorSask experience is unique in Canada as the co-management process has
developed between the forest industry and both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
local communities with Little government involvement. A significant conclusion
of this research is that participant satisfaction with the process and their
experience must be included as a major criteria in evaluating the success of any
co-management regime.

Key Words: Co-management, forest policy, local knowledge, local resource
users, renewable resource management, Aboriginal resource management.
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In Canada,resource attraction sectors such as forestry are a fundamental foundation
of our economy and pmsperity. In the past, these industries have tended to operate
with little regard for other resource users such as local inhabitants and Aboriginal
people. Since the 197Us, howeverf this narrow focus of conventional resoume
management has begun to broaden The trend today is towards a more c ~ p r a t i v e
and democratic approach to land and resour~emanagement involving both
increased public participation and a devolution of management responsibility from
government to civil society.'

Co-management is a joint management process that brings local resource usersf
government representatives and, increasingly, industry together to share the
management responsibility for local or regional resources. This shared approach to
management has gained signiscant popularity in Canada since its first mention in
the Western Arctic in 1942. Interest in co-management has been strong among First
Nations and provincial and federal governments, particularly in the context of land
claims and the managemmt of natural resources such as wildlife and fisheries
(Osharenko,1988; Pinkerton,1989).
Co-management agreements with Aboriginal peoples and other local stakeholders
are on the inuease in Canada (Campbe11,1996;Smith,l991). These joint management
regimes, currently developing in a remarkable variety of situations, range across a
continuum from fullpower-sharing between the participants to simple advisory
roles. For example, h m northem Canadian land claims-based agreements such as
the Inuvialuit Final Agreement where joint decision-making is institutionalized in a
partnership of equals, to informal agreements in Manitoba where local resource
users are simply consulted about resource management decisions (Berkes.1991;
CarnpbeU,1996; Haugh1994; Pinkerton,1989;Rokts,1994).

''civil society ' is d&ed here as the space that exists between the individual and the state. The role
of civil society is to act as a balance to the power of the dominant state and the economy by ptoviding
counter social and civil institutionsand movements.
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Thae are a number of reasons for the popularity of natural resources mmanagement in Canada. For example, govaunent managers, resource industries
and local resource usas are adapting c~managementto seek solutions to resource
c d c t , land daim settlements, and to satisfy growing demands for greater public
involvement and government accountability in the management pmcess
(Beddey,1995; Berkes,1991; Roberts,1994). Pinlrerton (1989) believes that as the cost

of centralized government rises, and as r e s o d e p e n d e n t regions demand
increasingly greater control over the dwdopment of their resource base, comanagement will become one of the most important means of regulating the use of
some Canadian natural resoufies.2 Furthermore, ,pressure from environmental
groups lobbying for more responsi'ble forest practices has contributed to the
popularity of co-management in this country (Beckley and Korbet,1996 and 1995).

Co-managementagreements are also being implemented in "an effort to strike a
balance among the constitutionallyprotected rights of First Nations' people, the
constitutionally derived legislative powers of provincial government
representatives, and the legislated privileges of licensed resource users"
.
of w a l C(Haugh,1995:28). For example, the
P e o w released in the Spring of 1997recognizes the important role that natural
resource co-management can play in treaty negotiations. The Report also
aclcnowledges co-management as a method to devolve administrative authority to
Aboriginal groups and to share power between governments and Aboriginal
peoples (p.66). There are also political masons and pressures for developing comanagement regimes (SERM,1995a) in Canada. For example, the need to respond to
. *
. . cP
the recommendations set out in the &yal C
e or to
follow the legal precedent of consultation with First Nations set by the 1998
Delgamuukw dedsion. For Aboriginal groups, the cemanagement process is a way
to articulate community concerns, to protect their traditional economy, and to
safeguard against outside threats to the land and resource base (Berkes,1994:20).
*

In theory,cemanagement of natural resources offers solutions to many issues faced
not only by local forest-dependent coxrununities but also by the other key players in
forest management of government and industry (Beddey,1995). The trend towards
government decentralization (SERM,1995b, Pinkerton,1989), the desire for certainty
2The large number of eo-management agreements involving both Aboriguul and non-Aboriginsl
community groups in British Columbia for fisheries and forcst resources are examples of this trend.
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of resource ownership in the face of Aboriginal land daims, and the p w i n g need to
appreciate forest values other than timber @eckley,1995) are examples of critical
issues that both government and industry believe cwnamgement can address. The
decentralization of resource control is also an important cornerstone of the larger
agenda for political self-determination by local gmups such as Aboriginal
communities. In the forest sector, for example, this pressure results in a call "for a
re-orientation of the hierarchical, mntml- and regulation-oriented structure of state
forest management which has evolved over the last century..." to a more cooperative
and locally-basedsystem (Vira,1997:1I). Indeed,in a climate of financialausterity,
government agencies are feeling increasing pressures to justify their operations and
expenditures - a reality which encourages them to examine new and innovative
ways to perform their core management functions. Governments are also realizing
that cernanagement is a feasible way of 'contracting out' some of these
responsibilities to local resource user groups (Vira,1997:12).

Conventionalresoume management practices have not only failed to sustainably
manage natural resources in the common interest (BecWey and Korber,lS%;
SERM,1995a) but have also failed to meet local community needs (l3eckley and
Korber,l9%) or to incorporate the valuable local knowledge of local resource users
into management plans and decision-making (Berkes,l991; Campbell,1996;
Pinkerton,1989; Rob&s,l994). More specifically, there is a growing recognition that
earlier 'blueprint' rational planning models of resource dwelopment are unable to
account for the current dimate of multiple stakeholders and multiple uses. Civil
society is increasingly critical not only of forest management practices, but of the
whole resource management process, in particular the lack of opportunity for
effective and meaningful public input and involvement (Higgelke and
m e r , 1993).
Existing models of power-sharing and joint management zie~ponsiibilitiesoften
depict a continuum representing the range of arrangements that can occur between
the parties involved (Amstein,1%9; Berkes et al,1991; Pinkerton,1989; Higgelke and
Duinker,l993; Roberts,l994). In an area that is generally lacking in theoretical
models of resource management, models such as Berkes' co-management continuum
do provide a starting point for the d d p t i o n of these regimes.3 However,
3This resource management model is dSusred in greater detail in Chapter 3.
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problems arise when what is essentially a descriptive, static model is applied to a
dynamic process such as CO-management
as an evaluative tool. Along with the
growing popularity of -management in Canada has come the need for a more
comprehensive and flexiible evaluative framework within which to evaluate the
successes and weaknesses of Mis resource management approach. The challenge,
therefore, is to dwe1op an evaluation framework that is flexible enough to
incorporate the wide range of existing co-managementpractice in Canada, yet
rigorous enough to enable meaningful comparisons between various mgbnes. The
question of how to undertake this task forms the basis of this M & W s Degree
Project (MDP) and is intended to be the main contributionof h i s work to the
growing literature on co-management
Although now widely used in Canadian wildlife, hheries and protected areas
management (Osharenk0~1988;
Morgan and Thompson,19%; Pidcerbn,l989), comanagement has only recently been applied as a management tool to forest
resources (Bedcley,1995; Chambers,l997; NAFA,1995). This MDP involves the
development of a co-managementwaluation framework and the application of this
model to two forest co-management regimes in the NorSask Forest Management
License Agreement (FMLA) area in Northwestern Saskatchewam the Beauval CoManagement Board and the Divide Forest Advisory Council (DFAC). Although
Beauval refers to itself as a "c~managementb a d " and Divide prefexs the term
"advisory council", both groups exhibit traits which place their regimes within the
description of "cc+rnanagement"outlined in this MDP. For reasons of clarity, both
the Beauval Board and the DFAC are therefore referred to throughout this document
as the "boards". When the term "cwmanagement" is used, it should be understood
to refer to both groups?

search Ob~ecuves
The objectives of this research are
to explore the definition of co-management
to develop an evaluation framework for cemanagement practice
4 ~ v e though
n
Divide calls themselves a bmt advisory committee, they are realiy a form of comanagement like the other board are. What they say at those meetings, it's taken very seriously by us
and by government managers." (#140)
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to apply this framework to two forest cwmnagement case studies within the
NorSask FMLA in Northern Saskatchewan
to make specific recommendations to the participants of the two case studies to
improve their co-management prooess
to recommend areas for furtherresearch

c-t

0
-

This document is organized into the foUowing six chapters:
Chapter 1: -management is introduced and reasons for its current popularity
are presented. The research problem is outlined, and the reseaKh
objectives stated.
Chapter 2: The research methodologies of a literahue review and a case study
are d e s u i i . These include initial contact and approval of the case
study c-management boards?development of research questions, a
desuiption of the field period and the interview process, as well as
attendance at -management and advisory board meetings.
Chapter 3: A review of Saskatchewan c~~management
context, theory and
practice is presented through a discussion of the origin and dehition
of -managementf a critique of the continuum model of resource
management, and a discussion of the contemporaq participation of
local resource users in forest management. The chapter ends with an
introduction to the background and history of forest co-management
in the case study area.
Chapter 4: An evaluation h e w o r k for co-management practice is proposed
based upon criteria that have been demonstrated to contri'bute to the
efkctive functioning of existing cemanagement regimes in Canada?
including the case study -management process. These criteria are
organizedunder the main headings of Guiding Principles,
Institutional Structure, and Operations of a co-management board.
Chapter 5: The two forest co-management case studies of the Beauval CoManagement Board and the Divide Forest Advisory Council are
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presented and evaluated, based upon the evaluation framework
proposd in Chapter Four.
Chapter 6: The research findings and conclusions are presented and
recommendations are offered to case study participants to improve
the identified areas of conDirections for further research are
suggested.
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The methodology followed for this research involves a literature review, the
development of a co-management evaluation framework, and the application of this
framework to two cu-management case studies in Northem Saskatchewan

e Rev~ew
The literature review conducted for this resea~ch
addresses the subjects of comanagement theory and practice, govemment and industry co-management policy,
public participation in resource management, local knowledge and resource
management, Aboriginal issues, and sustainable forestry. This review was
undertaken using a variety of sources, primarily library reference systems, manual
searches and personal contacts. Bibliographic references from related University of
Calgary Environmental Design and The Committee on Resources and Environment
MDPs were also searched. Bibliographic lists were provided by academic comanagement researchem at the Arctic institute of North America, the Canadian
Forest Service, the Canadian Institute of Resources Law and the National Aboriginal
Forestry Association.
At the University of Calgary, the Arctic Institute's resource library provided a rich
source of -management-related materials. The Canadian Forest Service h i m y in
Edmonton also provided a great deal of information,partidarly background data
on the case studies reviewed for this research. A number of journals and periodicals
such as Thedealing with Aboriginal issues, forest management,
policy development, community forestry, the environment, and natural resource
management were reviewed.
Both federal and provincial (Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia) web sites
were visited in order to download policy documents and other publications
referring to c-management and community mntrol of natural resources in these
jurisdictions. Personal contacts in related government agenaes and departments,
university faculties, and the forest industry were contacted. Finally, forest industry
publications and policy documents referring to -management we= reviewed.
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Framework
The evaluative framework developed for this resea& builds upon previous a~
management reseatch conducted by Landmann (I=), Morgan (1993) and Roberts
(1994). The original frameworks proposed by these authors are amalgamated,
modi£iedand updated based upon information gathered through the literature
review and the m-management case studies. For example, since a growing number
of Canadian co-management regimes do not result from a land daims settlement (as
did Roberts' Inuvialuit case study), criteria such as those evaluating the Secretariat
of each regime are not generally applicable. Relevant points from the case studies
that would have fit into the now omitted sections of these pioneering works are
easily addressed ekewhere in the propased evaluation framework.
New criteria are also added to these original evaluation frameworks based on the
findings of the literature review and the case study experiences. For example, a
heading of Guiding Principles for co-management practice has been added. The
level of autonomy exhibited by the comanagement Boards and the educational and
training opportunities afforded to board r n b and local communitiesby the
regimes have also been added to the framework. Justification of the proposed
framework is supported with pre- and post-1994 academic literature not referenced
by Landmann, Morgan or Roberts. The support of this new h e w o r k is further
strengthened by the atation of more recent co-management research and case
studies. The evaluation framework proposed here is organized under the three
main headings of Guiding Frinaples, Institutional Structure, and Operations of a comanagement board.

The methodology used to conduct the case study research includes initial contact
and approval from the two co1managementboards, development of research
questions, a field period to conduct intemiews, and regular attendance at the case
study Board meetings in the NorSask FMLA.

2.3.1 Initial Contact and Approval
Initial contact was made with Mistik Management Ltd., the company responsiile for
forestry operations in the NorSask FMLA, in November of 1996. Initial contact with
8
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the Beauval Co-ManagementBoard was made on Uarch 10,1997-At this meeting,a

presentation regarding the research propusal was given. A similar presentation was
given at the Divide Forest Advisory Council meeting on May 20,1997. At each of
these presentations, the pmoess and goals of this MDP research were explained and
the Boards were asked if they would be willing to participate in the study.
Questions regarding the research, such as who would have access to the data
produced and how the MDP research would benefit the communities and the comanagement pmcess, were responded to at this time. Approval to participate was
given by both Boards.

2.3.2 Development of Research Questions
A set of draft research questions was developed following the completion of the
literahue search and after initial contact was made and approval granted by the case
study Boards. The theme and content of these research questions are based upon
both the findings of the literature review and the oonsideration of previous comanagement research and expezience. The questions were p t e s t e d with the
author's supervisory committee, a senior Mistik employee, a co-managementBoard
member, and a government representative. The draft questions were then revised to
reflect the feedback from these individuals before interviews began As a result of
this pre-testing, the proposed questions were divided into two sets: one directed at
the key participants of government, industry and Board members, and another at
community members. The research cpestions were separated in this way since the
information sought h m community members, such as whether they had concerns
about forestry activities and if they knew what the co-management Board did, was
generally different from that sought from the key co-managementpartidpants. The
research questions directed to key players focused instead on their considerable
knowledge about the structure and process of ca-management. The research
questions provided a framework to guide discussions during interviews, and to
ensure consistency in the interview process. A copy of both sets of research
questions is contained in Appendix 1.
A mostly qualitative approach was h e n for the majority of this research since this
study entailed the gathering of essentially personal responses rather than
measurable, quantitative data. The majority of questions followed an open-ded
format, following the goal of qualitative research to gather information about
respondents' experience and opinions (Silvman,1993). Indeed, "Qualitative

interview studies are often conducted with small samples and the interviewinterviewee relationship may be defined in political rather than scientific terms"
(Silve~nan,1993:10).Howwer, a qyantiuante approach was found to be appropriate
forthe sections of the proposed evaluation h e w o r k requiring measurement For
example, quantification of the number of members on each co-management board
and the interval at which meetings are held.

2.3.3 The Field Period
Although initial contact with the Boards was made in March of 1997 and meetings
were attended through to M&yof that year, fieldwork did not begin in earnest until
Juneof 1997. Three field periods of approximately two weeks each were spent in the
Beauval and Divide areas during the months of Juneand July of 1997-Dudng this
timeIinterviews were conducted with -management participants and observers
from the case study communities,the forest industry and govemment- In addition
to these interviews, a signiscant amount of time was spent visiting in the local
communities. This provided a better understanding of the social, environmental
and economic context of the study. Board meetings were also attended in October of
1998 to discover whether any significant changes had taken place within the Boards
and the local communities during the previous eleven months. No significant
changes were found to have o c d .

2.3.4 The Interview Process
In total, 42 key informants were intentiewed from the co-managementBoards, the
case study communitiesIthe forest industry and the provincial government. A
profile of these respondents is contained in Figure 1. Eighteen Ebrd members
representing stakeholderp u p s were interviewed. The seven forest industry
respondents induded employees and contractors of Mistik Management Ltd. as well
as representatives of two other forest companies - Weyerhaeuser Saskatchewan Inc
and L&M Woodproducts Inc - that operate in the study area. While Weyerhaeuser
attends both case study co-management Boards, LQM works only with the Divide
group. From government, four repmentatives of SaskatchewanEnvironment and
Resource Management (SERM) at the provincial, regional and local levels were
interviewed. A total of thkteen coxnmunity members were interviewed in Beauval
and Divide. As well,spot-interviews were conducted in three of the Divide
communities.
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Figure 1

Gender

Ethniaty

Job F'unction

Gender
Male (MI 34
Femaletn 8

Ethniaty
Aboriginal (A)
20
NonAboriginal(N) 22

Job Function

Age

&25
2
-

2
12
21
7

1

Industry (1)

7

Community (C)

13

Government (GI

4

Board(B)

18

A representative sample was selected using a variety of methods. Firstly, academic
literature (Bemard,1995; Sayer,1994; Silverman,1993)on conducting representative
samples was reviewed. The s w e y sample for both Beauval and Divide was chosen
by asking key informants in government, industry and the communities who else
the researcher should talk to (sometimes referred to as a snowball sample). The
interviews followed an i n f d format since:
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...with a less formal, less standardizedand more interactive kind of interview, the
researcher has a much better chance of leanring from the respondents what the
different significance of circumstances are for thea.-This also enables the
researcher to rekr to and b d d upon knowIedge gained beforehand about the
specific characteristics of the respondent, instead of having to affect ignorance
(fabularasa) in order to ensure uniformity or 'controlled conditions' and avoid
what might be taken as 'observer-induced bias'. (Sayer,1994:245)
Subjects were chosen to repmsent a -on
of the stakeholders within the
geographical boundaries of each Board. In the community of Beauval, respondents
were also chosen to represent a sample of age, gender, social status, ecmnomic
stratification and ethniaty.
Divide posed a unique challenge to obtaining a representative sample since the
DFAC extends over a geographically large and demographicallydiversearea. For
example, the Divide forest area for which the DFAC is responsible encompasses
more than 15different communities. These range from the largest community in the
region (Meadow Lake, with a population over 4,200), to three Indian Reservations
and a number of small retirement communities and seasonal resort villages. Indeed,
the majority of Divide forest users must travel up to an hour by car in order to access
the forest itself. The DFAC is therefore more representative of a 'community'of
Divide forest users than of a spedfic, centralized communify such as Beauval or
Green Lake that is tied together through cultural or ethnic lines and is physically
surrounded by the forest. Interviews in Divide therefore focused on a sample of the
users of the Divide forest rather than on a cross section of one interrelated
community (aswas the case in Beauval). DFAC members representing the
stakeholders of the Divide forest, forest companies operating in the area (L&M
Woodproducts, Mistik Management Ltd. and Weyerhaeuser), First Nations, Metis,
and government rqmsentatives were interviewed. A s well, spot-intemiews were
conducted in the surrounding communities of StWalburg, Meadow Lake and the
resort village of Turtle Lake to determine whether people knew where the Divide
forest was, what activities (if any) these individuals did there, if they knew that the
DFAC existed, who was on the Council,or what the purpose of the DFAC was.

Intemiews were recorded by hand with a tape recorder sometima present,
depending on the wishes of the rapondent. It was found that tape-recorded
interviews were most appropriate for interviews with government, industry, and for
12
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those participants in the c~mahagmentprocess that had a considerable amount of
information and management experience to contribute. For community members
and Elders, hand-writteninterviews were found to be most appropriate since many
of these people did not feel cdortable about their verbal respcmses being recorded
on tape. Before any research questions were asked, subjects were informed of the
goals of the research and their role in the research process. Respondents were also
made aware of the purpose and requirements of the University of Calgary Joint
F a d t i e s Research Ethics Committee and were asked to sign an interview consent
form before the researchquestions were asked. For example, each person was
advised that they could stop the interview at any time if they wanted to and that if
they had any a e r questions or concerns about the research they could call the
researcher or her supemisor (Mr.
Mike Robinson) collect in Calgary. In I n e cases,
such as with Elders or other people who did not feel comfortable signing such a
legd-sounding form, the respondents were made aware of the key points on the
form and were left with a copy for their information.. A copy of the interview
consent form used for this MDP is contained in Appendix 2.
Most interviews lasted hwn one to two hours, depending on the number of
questions asked and the length of response given. Confidentiality of the information
gathered was ensured by the numerical coding of interview responses. Interview
tapes and notes were identified by these n u m b with no names appearing. Only
the author had access to the coding sheet, which was kept separate from the
interview tapes and notes at all times. Respondents were notified that a l l original
documents and recordings will be destroyed within two years of the termination of
the research project.

2.3.5 Co-Management Board Meetings
The Board meetings for the communities of Beauval, Green Lake and Waterhen Lake
as well as the DFAC were attended whenever possible begmningin March, 1997
until the start of September, 1997. Contact with the DFAC and Beauval Boards was
maintained during the next eleven months, and meetings were also attended in
October of 1998. Board meetings provided an important introduction and
communications link to each of the communities, with many participants giving
generously of their time and knowledge to the researcher. These meetings aiso
provided a forum in which to update the communities and the Boards on the
research progress as well as to receive feedback from the Beauval Board and the
13
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DFAC about the MDP research process. In addition, relevant resoufie materials
such as conference p m c e d h p , books and academic articles on comanagement and
community forestry were brought by the reseamher to each Board meeting for the
information of the participants. When requested, the author either obtained copies
of these reports for the participants, summarked and discussed the main issues
verbally, or advised them where copies were available.

The next chapter provides a review of Saskatchewan-management context, theory
and practice through a discussion of the origin and definition of -management, a
aitique of the popular continuum model of resatme management, and through a
discussion of the participation of local resource users in Saskatchewan forest
management. The chapter ends with an introduction to the background and history
of forest co-management in the two NorSask FMLA and the a e studies of Beauval
and Divide.
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The first section of this chapter presents a summary of the origin and development
of contemporary w-management theory and practice in Canada. The dWxculties
acperienced in exactly defining -management are discussed and a broad definition
of the term proposed- This is followed by a discussion and critique of the popular
co-management continuum model in Section 3.2. The necessity of local resource
user participation in forest management, in parti&
that of Aboriginal peoples, is
discussed in Section 33, Public Pazficipation in SaskatchewanForest Management.
The final section of this chapter provides information on how co-management
practice has developed in the case study of the NorSask FMLA, Northwestern
Saskatchewan.

The concept of co-management has a long history in Canada,beginning as early as
1942 when a group of local Inuit and Dene hunters and trappers from Fort
McPherson in the Western Arctic met with the federal government to discuss shared
management of hunting and trapping resources.5 This initiative eventually led to
the formation of the fiRt hunters and trappers committee in Fort Smith,Northwest
Territories, in 1946 (Roberts,1996). However, it was not until 1978 that the term "comanagement"was officially introduced when the then Minister of Fisheries and
Oceans used it to describe his departmenfs efforts to provide meaningful
involvement in fisheries management for local fishermen in the Atlantic fishery
(Kearney,l984 in Roberts,l994). The first large-scale legislated Canadian comanagement regime began when the J m s Bay and N i h e m Quebec Agreement of
1975 established the legal right of Aboriginal people to participate in resource
management. A number of subsequent landmark legal decisions such as S p r r m
(1990) and Delgamuukw (1998) have also encouraged the creation of comanagement
regimes as these decisions have limited the authority of government managers to
restrict Aboriginal rights to hunt, fish and trap. Co-management has therefore
emerged over the past decade as a si-cant
force in Canadian natural resource
~im
Bourque, quoted in
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management, particularly in regad to northern land claim settlements and
Aboriginal issues.
Most co-management agreements and *es
currently in effect in Canada focus on
a particular resource such as wildlife, or a single resource sector such as the forest
(Haugh1994; Witty,1994). Where a single species such as moose or salmon is
concerned, co-management agreements often involve several parties residing within
the territorial habitat of that species. For example, local resource users8conservation
groups and government managers are often parties to these agmxnents. In contrast
to this situation,cc+managementcan also involve a single land-basedresourcesuch
as the forest. In this case,co-managementagreements are usually formed between
two or more user groups wha derive resomce d u e s from the shared resource values which may or may not be exclusive of one another (&&leyf Korber and
Chambers,l997; Berkes,1994). For examp1e, a co-management board with
membership from a forest industry and a Fur Trappers Association
Co-management can offer a wide variety of potential benefits to partiapants. For
example, -managing forest resources can achieve a commitment from resource
users to sharing the costs of management with local government In retum, users
gain benefits such as access to educational (traditional, technical and professional)
and training opportunities related to the resource. The CO-management
process can
also lead to increased local control over resoas well as a higher degree of
organization, aedibility, cultural identity and self-reliance among resource users
(Witt~1994).Pinkerton (1989)believes that perhaps the greatest benefit of comanagement to local resource users is creating a greater sense of control over their
working lives.6 Indeedfit "is difficult to appreciate the importance of what a sense
of c o n e can mean until one looks at situations in which it is lacking...C m
management is a mechanism for restoring a sense of economic and cultural selfdetermination through greater contn,I over one's working lifeff(Pinl~erton~l989-26).
Table 1 presents some of the main reasons for the development of forest comanagement regimes in Canada.

most important thing about ro-management for me is runningour own [Fur]Block, to be able
to look after it, to plan for the future. That's the best thing that has ever happened to us, to have some
control over our lives. If it wasn't for that, then we'd have nothing left up here.-.it's really something,
you know, to manage your own life. And that is what co-managementhas given us..."(lf117)
ti '?he
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Table 1

I

Conventional management practices have failed to sustainably manage forest resources,meet
community needs, or d @ l y involve local resource users in management
Lack of respect Eor, and integration of, local (traditional) knowledge and managanent
systems in forest management
Decliningand overexploited forest resources
Wildlife population crises or perceived crisis
Political incentives, Aboriginal rights, and land cIaims
Economic and industrialdevelopment ptessures
Local interest in protecting species and ensuring wise harvesting practices
Presswe hrom environmental groups

I

-

Government decentralizationand the devolutionof management and research
responsibilities to the forest industry
The need to appreciate forest values other than timber

m:
-ey,-;
Intaviews,l997/9&

,k"b,1
-"5"kf ,1991; -pbefJ,19965
1
9
9
W

lu-

S

~

Y

In general terms, the benefits sought by the actors in any -management proass are
more appropriate, more efficient, and more equitable management of the resource(s)
in question (Pinkerton,l989). Additional goals of co-management are often t o create:
(1)a route to community-based development; (2) a route to addressing problems
more effectively through decentralized decision-making; and (3)a mechanism for
fostering the consent of local resource users and reducing conflict through a process
of participatory democracy (Pinkerton,1989). Governments also benefit from
participation in co-management by reduced challenges t o their authority since
management power and responsibility are shared through the process with other
resource users, who are then more likely to accept management decisions. Local
resource users benefit by increased participation and iduence in management
decisions (Pinkerton,l989). Related industries can also benefit through reduced
conflict and through access t o local knowledge about the resource(s) in question.'
In the forest sector, c e m a n a g e m e n t encourages the evolution of sustainable resource
management systems as well as economic development opportunities for local
'The term "local knowledge" rather than "traditional or indigenous knowledge" is used throughout
this MDP so as to validate both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal knowledge of the local resource(s)in

the co-management process.
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inhabitants such as silviculture or road maintenance contracts. By facilitating wider
community involvement in forest resowce planning and management, this shared
management process minimizes resource conaids that can lead to blockades and
other civil protest (l3eckley,1995; Roberts,l995; Pinkerton,l989; %Rhd01995b;
Witty,1994). Table 2 presents the potential benefits that forest co-management
practice can offer to participants.

Steady reductions in government programmes and funding over the past ten years
for research and -ent
in the forest sector have aided the dwolution of many
management and research responsibilities previously undertakenby government to
the forest industry. Cemanagement can provide an effkctive means for local
communities and residents to p v i d e roots expertise and knowledge about
the forest to both government and industry managers. This redprod flow of
information can reduce the oost of research for government managers and,
increasingly,the forest industry.8
Co-management practice results in the aeation of new relationships between
resource users and managers (R&erts,1996). These new relations can lead to
increased cooperation and trust between govemment managers, industry and local
harvesters - pazticular1y if the individual players involved remain consistent over
the long tenn. This improved trust can in turn aeate an increased willingness by
users and government to explore management alternatives, to develop and
implement enforcement plans, and to allow greater self-management for local
resource users (Roberts,1995; Pinkerton,1989).

8 u ~[Mistik]
e
provide them [the cemanagement boards] with scientific and management
information and education, and they provide us with the local knowledge so that we can all make
informed decisions together-"(llll2)
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Table 2
f F w tC

I
1
1

o

C

Cooperation between government managers, industry and Iocal harvesters in the
management of fomt resources

Increased wiUingness and trust between forest uscls and government to explore
management alternatives and to allow more local self-rmnagement

I Commitment of forest resource

I
I

-

uxls to share the costs of

management

Increased local control of forest resources
Higher degree of organization, =If-reliance? credibiiity, and cultural identity among I

d

forest resource users
Economic development opportunities and real employment and training results
Educational opporhmities in traditional, technical, and profissional areas for locaI
inhabitants

I Improved ability of managas and users to develop and successhdly implement

I

enforcement regimes
Better data g a t h e ~ and
g uulysis and inaeased communication about resources and

I Greater community involvement in mource planning and rrtanagement

I1

Reduction in forest resource conflicts

1

svstems in forest rnananement

Development of sustainable forest management systems
haeased validation of, and support for, I

d (traditional) knowledge and management

Despite its increasing popularity as a natural resource management tool, there is still
no single, accepted definition of what should constitute -management theory and
practice (Berkes et 41991;Roberts,l994). Part of this confusion is explained by the
fact that co-management arrangements are currently developing in remarkably
diverse situations. A statement by Pinkerton (1989:~)
describmg the existing variety
of a l y fisheries cemanagement arrangements serves to illustrate this point:
These [co-management arran ements] include difkrences in the parties involved (tribes,
sport,commercial,academics ,difkences in the formality or legality of arrangements or

f

agreements (court-ordered, legislated, claims agreement, locally specific, short-term, ad
hoc), difkrences in the scale of p u p covered by the an=angement(local, regional,statewide), differences in the basis for the organization of the group (local, watershed or
community,zpgionalethnic organization, regional licensing category, labour union, gear
type assodation), difkmnces in the species being managed ('Pacific salmon, lobster, dams,
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marine mammals?lake tmut, etc.), and difkences in the management function
undertaken by the fishing gmup (complete self-regulation or a mamower function).

The current diversity of cernanagement practice in Canada is also due to the fact
that the participants in any given co-managementarrangement often have widely
differing views of what co-management means depedhg on their goals and
incentives for being involved For example, Cassidy and Dale (1988)state that:
For some [provincial overnutents and industry]-management means an improved
advisory process?w i out demonstrable shifts in who has authority. In contrast to this use
of the term, some Native groups have used co-managementto denote a radically different
regime in which they would have final authority at least in some restricted geographical
areas. The federal goventmenrs perspective on co-managementis somewhere in between,
but certainly, the government has been corwktent in maintainingparamount jurisdiction

f

md ~ s p o n s i((~p.41-42)
~ .

As a result of this diversity and this lack of agreement between the parties involved

there are many published definitions of -management. In fact, much of the debate
in the co-management field today centres around the different understandings that
the parties involved have of what the tenn really means (Beckley,1995; Berkes,l991;
Campbell,1995; Cassidy and Dale,1988; Osharenko,l988; Roberts,l994). At a general
level, academics and practitioners agree that c*management refers to a joint
management process that brings local resource users, goverrunent qresentatives
and, increasingly, industry together to share the management responsibility for local
or regional resources. Co-management involves a devolution of decision-making
authority and other management powers from state-level managers to local resource
users. "Co-management"is also understood as an umbrella term that refers to a vast
spectrum of cooperative institutional agreements involving two or more parties that
have different interests in, or values for, the resources in question (Beckley,1995).
According to Osharenko (1988),formal -management agreements usually cover
one or more aspects of resource management activity, and often include signatory
rights and obligatiom, rules and procedures for making collective decisions
regarding speafic animals, plants or geographic areas. Witty (1994) views comanagement as a fullcyde process that shares in the "planning, management,
allocation, monitoring, and enforcement of resource use and consemation for
purposes that meet social, cultural, economic,spiritual,and ecological values"(p.2).
Although a broad definition of cwnamgexnent is useful, in the opinion of F. Berkes,
a leading academic writer on co-management, it would be "pointless to try to define
the tenn -management more precisely because of the variety of arrangements

possible. It is true that real 00-management involves shared decision-making power
by the partners; but in practice there is a wide variety of partnership arrangements
that involve various degrees of power-sharhg" (Berkes,1994AS).

Part of the confusion in defining CoImanagement is explained by the fact that the
practice of axmnagexnent,as part of an inherently evolutionary and dynamic
process, is changing with wery new m-management regime and experience
(Beckley and Korber,lS%;Berkes,l991; Pinkton,1989). C-management is
therefore most easily understood as two elements: regime and process.
A co-management regime is an institutional arrangement by which the agency with
jurisdiction ova the IXSOWC&S) enters into a formal ar infarmalapement with user
group(s), local communities and/or an industry with resource-extractionrights in
the area. It is at this level that the guiding principles, institutional structure and

operating proadwes of the 00-managementregime are agreed upon and defined.
The co-management regime generally covers a system of rights and obligations for
those interested in the resource, a collectionof rula indicating actions that subjects
are expected to take under various circumstances, and procedures for making
collective decisions affecting the interests of government actors, user organizations,
and individual users (Osharenko,l988).
A co-management process involves the day to day operations of the cct
management regime- When a formal agreement exists, this process normally
develops under the guiding principles and structures that are set out by the comanagement regime. A number of characteristics generally associated with such a
process are listed in Table 3. In practice, however, a number of -management
processes in Canada are developing in the absence of legally-binding agreements or
f o n d structuresbetween the parties (regime). In cases such as these where a
formal regime is lacking, the cernanagement process becomes particularly
important since it is this process itself that defines the formal co-management
agreement (regime) that is eventually signed. For example, operating procedures
such as dispute resolution or conflict of interest protoc~lsmay be practiced by the
group long before these are formalized in written operating bylaws. When a formal
regime is lacking, the co-management process contri'butes at a gass-mots level to
the eventual development of a more formal shared management agreement.
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Table 3
Broad stakeholderinvolvement
Balancing power between local resource users, industry and government
Research, education and information sharing
Recognizing and addrPssing cultural, linguistic, and other barriers to partidpation
Using ecologically-soundmanagement principles
Exercjzing flexi'bility in addressing management issues
Using both scientific and local knowledge in management decisions
Adequate administrative and technical support to the co-managanent regime
A power shift from govemment to the local level
Generating trust, cooperation and communication among partiapants
Addressing individual and collective interests
Providing local users with a sense of ownwhip in the management system
Use of a consensusdecision-makingprocess

The inherently dynamic nature of co-management means that the actual proass
may in practice not always meet the theoreticalcriteria and principles of "comanagement"as set out by the regime. For example. an equal sharing of power and
decision-making authority a p e d to in a land daim settlement may not translate
immediately into equal power-sharing on the ground. hdeed, the devolution of
management authority to local groups through land-claim settlements has not
always been that successful. due in part to the erosion of self-management
capabilities of these groups over years of learned dependency (E?erkes,1994). This is
not to say that the principles or promises set out in these agreements will never be
fulfilled in practice, but to acknowledge that management experience and other
skills may need to evolve over time as a nahval progression of the co-management
process. It is for this reason that an assessment of CO-management
practice must be
expanded to take into considerationmuch more than the conventional focus on the
level of power shared between the participants.
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A continuum of co-management practice h t ppased by Berkes and later
modi£iedby Roberts (1994) and Campbell (19%) attempts to provide a theoretical
hamework within which co-management practice can be placed and evaluated.
Since there is a general lack of models and evaluative methods for co-management8
this continuum has been extensively used to date. Howwer, there are a number of
problems with the continuum approach as an evaluative tool for c-management
practice. Of particular concern is its focus on the lwel of power that is shared
between the participants as the most important evaluationcriteria.

The concept of Berkes' -management continuum was inspired by Amstein's (1%9)
article, "A Ladder of Public Participation", which describes atizen participation as
rungs of an eight-step ladder beginning at the lowest level with manipulation (nonparticipation) and culminating in full citizen control of decision-making (Figure2).

Figure 2

- PARlBERsHw

-

-

PLACATION
CONSULTATION
THERAPY
MANIPULATION

I

Nonpartiapation

In Berkes' (1994) adaptation of Amstein's ladder, co-management is depicted
through seven discrete levels representing increased sharing of power and
responsibility ranging from informing to eventual partnership and community
control in the management of the resource in question (Figure3). These
management responsiiilities span a continuum of arrangementsranging from
complete government control (characterized by information sharing only) at lwel
one to what Berkes views as full ammnagernentin a partnership of equals institutionalized joint decision-making and community control - at level seven.
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However, like A m s k i d s Ladder upon which his work is based, Berkes' continuum
still d e s c r i i co-management as discrete steps and end-points rather than the fluid
and constantly evolving process that it is.

Figure 3
Co-Management: Levels of Authotity Transfer
I

I

Partnership of equals; pint decision-making
institutionalized; delegated to community where

Partnership m d
CoXNBlUnitY C0Slbd
--

6

5

--

-1

M m g e m e n t Bauds

1

AdvisoryCommittres

I
I
I

-

Community is given opportunity to participate in
developing and implementhy management p ~ n r
Partnership in decision-making starts; joint action
mmobiec&c

Start of two-wayinformation exchange; Iocal
concerns begin to enter management plans

-

3
2

--

Community starts to have input into management,
e.g. to the use of local knowledge and local
research assistants

Cooperation

1

T

consultation
- -

I

Start of face-to-face contact; community input

heard but not necesady heeded

-

Informing
Source: Berkes, 1994

Community is informed about decisions already
made

A s Roberts (1994) points out,the lower four levels of Berkes' continuum model are

only representative of conventional resource management since on these levels
communicationand information flow in one direction - from government to
resource users. Adual cemanagement does not really begin at all until level five of
the continuum - the point at which there is a two-way flow of information and
where partnerships in decision-making and agreements to share power and
responsibility begin. Roberts' adaptation of Berkes' original model is therefore
called "A Continuum of Resource Management" (Figure 4) rather than specifically
co-management. The co-management characteristics demonstrated at these higher
levels include increasingly greater levels of public participation in the management
process and the integration of local knowledge and other local-level practices into
the management process. These three higher levels also stress communication and
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the sharing of information and responsibilities as key elements of the management
process (Rober6,1994).

Figure 4
Community Control or Partnership

7

Institutionalized joint deckion-making
E q y l partnerships when resoare shared or migntoy s p d e r
Power delegated to the community when resources are managed locally

Management Boards

6

Common objectives pursued
~ommunity
and I

d users participate in policy and decision-making

Advisory Committees
Initiation of partnerships in decision-making
A p m e n t to share power and responsibility with partidpants

Communication

4

initiation of two-way communication
L o d concerns are deemed legitimate and enter into research agendas
Government retains alI powers of decision-making

Cooperation

3

Working together with government directing and controlling
Use of local knowledge and Aboriginal research assistants
Some appreciationof other party's abilities, mutual respect

Consultation

2

Initiation of factto-face contact
Community consulted on projects
Feedback available on research results
Users may be heard but not needed

Informing

1

One-way communication;often using technical language
Users generally informed about rules, regulations and changes

Source: Roberts, 1994
Levels Five, Six and Seven, decriied as "equalpartnerships established, power
delegated to the community,and committee...with advisory pow- df'
still
,focus
on the degree of power shared as the most critical evaluation uiteria. Indeed, the
terms 'm-management' and 'partnership' used in the continuum model imply that
there is an equal sharing of powers and respcmsi~tiesin management and
decision-makingamong the parties. However, such is not always the case in
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practice. Nor does this n e c e s d y need to be, since signiscant goals of comanagement (suchas legitimacy for government and industry as well as meaningful
input9 by local resourceusers) may be satisfactorily achieved by the parties involved
without an equitable distribution of decision-making power or of management
responsibiiity (Beckley and Korber,lS%).

In summary, the continuum model cannot account for actual co-management
practice since each level of the continuum represents a goal or end-pointin itself. As
a dynamic and evolving process, co-management simply cannot be properly
evaluated with models that are essentially static For instance,a emanagement
arrangement may not work effectively and participants may be very dissatisfied
with the process, yet if the regime (fotmal agreement) exhibits a level of powersharing equivalent to lwel swen of the continuum then the model still places this
experience at the highest level of co-management success. Pmsibilities such as this
highlight the problems inherent in using the continuum as an evaluative model for
cemanagement practice. The continuum model does, however, provide a starting
point in an area where theoretical models of power-sharing and management
responsibilities are still relatively scarce, and its value as a descriptive model should
not be ignored.

This MDP attempts to transcend the use to date of the continuum model as an
evaluative tool for c*management practice. To accomplish this god, this research
expands upon the more comprehensive co-management evaluation frameworks
proposed by Landmiinn (1988),Morgan (1993) and Roberts (1994 ). The justification
for the specific criteria and structure of this frameworkis examined in greater detail
in Chapter Four.

cw~gsource
Users

m

rest
Despite the wide range of contemporary -management experience,one criterion
that remains consistent to each interpretationof this method is that the active
participation of l o d resource users is central its success. In fact, it is this l o d
9'Meaningful input' is defined here as input given by locai resource users in such a way that these
participants have confidence that these concems or knowledge are resaccepted, and acted
upon, by government and industry managers as a valid part of the decision-makingprocess.
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involvement that gives validity to the co-management process and that strengthens
the commitment by participants to resultant plans and imp1ementation
(Roberts,l994). Public participation in the decision-making process, defined by
Amstein (1%9) as "...the means by which they (the have-nots) can induce significant
social reform which enables them to share in the benefits of the affluent society" is
also fundamental to the democratic process.

-

The increased popularity of co-management arrangements in Canada has come
about in cWunction with a greater public presence in the forest management
process. Exampies of this at the federal level are The 1998National Forest Strategy
and the Canadian Standards Association's Forest Certification Programme. For
example, the Canadian Council of F-t
Ministters (1992) reportpresents a number of Strategic Directions including the
following three which relate to inaeasd public partiapation in forest management
1. The public is entitled to partiapate in forest policy and planning processes, recognizing
that this carries with it obligations and responsiities.
2. Effective public participation requires an open, fair and well-informed process,with
generally accepted procedures and deadlines for decisions.
3. To participate effectively, the public must be aware and Wrmed, with access to
comprehensive and easy-teunderstand information on forest resources.

This same period has also seen the development of numerous provincial initiatives
facilitating public involvement in forest management. For example, along with a
series of related policy documents published from 1994 to 1996,the Saskatchewan
government's "Public Involvement in the Management of Saskatchewanfs
Environment and Natural Resources: A Policy Framework" (1995~3)
dearly states
that the provincial government's goal of public involvement is: "to engage the public
and stakeholders in the decision-making processes used in the government%
planning, policy-making and program development and deliverf. Also in
Saskatchewan, Sections # l I (Forest Management Committees) and t 9 4 (Delegation)
of the 1997provincial Forest Kesuurces Mknagnnmt Act make specific provisions for
public consultation in forest management For example, Section I I states that
The minister, pursuant to the regulations:
(a) shall establish a Provinaal Forest Policy Advisory Committee to advise the minister
on matters relating to the management of forest resources, including the preparation,
approval, implementation, amendment, revision or audit of any plan or
SsskatchewanForest Accord prepared pursuant to this Ad; and
(b) may establish forest management committees for those areas that are designated by
the minister to facilitate local involvement in the management of forest resources.
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Secfim 94 of the Act is pertinent to the development of forest -management

in the
province of Saskatchewanas it addresses the decentralizationof certaindecisionmaking powers and authdty from the provincial to the local management lwel.
Section 94 reads as follows:
(1)The minister may delegate to m y officer or employee of the department the exercise
of any of the minbtefs powers, or the carrying out of any of the minister's
respons~Wties,
pursuant to this Act or the regulations, including,without limitation,
those powem or responsibilities set out in section 53,661 to 63,7693, % and 97.

(2) The minister may delegate the exercise of any of the minister's powers, or the
carrying out of any of the ministefs respons~&ilities,
ppursuant to this Act a the
regulationsthat are presai'bed in the regulations for the purposes of this section to:
(a)any forest management committee; or
(b) any person or category of persons other than an officer or employee of the
department
(3) The exercise by an officer or employee of the department, forest management
committee, person or category of pesons of any of the ministefs powers, or the
carrying out of any of the minisMs
n s i i t i e s , delegated pwsuant to this
section is deemed to be the exemse o x carrying out, as the case may be, by the
minister.

This trend of increased public involvement in forest resouras management
(planning,policy and decision-making)is due to a complex mix of contemporary
pressures. As in other Canadian experience, this development in Saskatchewan is
attributed to growing numbers of resource-useoonflicts, greater concern for
environmental integrity, provincial and national policy developments, legal
incentives such as land claims, and a growing public demand for more
accountability in resource allocation decisions (SERM,1995b). A significant force
behind increased public involvement in resource management is also that of the
public itself.10 This follows a global trend in society in general for more democratic
modes of decision-making within institutions, whether in government, corporations
or civil society (Stauch,1997). Indeed,it is ironic that in established democracies
such as Canada "agrowing number of citizens are questioning the effectiveness of
their public institutions at the very moment when liberal democracy has swept the
[global]battlefield (Putnam,1995:77, in S~tach,1997:4).
In greater Canadian society, a number of factors have contributed to the public's
irtueasing demand for an increased role in decision-making and planning processes.
lo"~o-managementbegan as a perception/ pmsme in government that the public in general wanted
more involvement in day to day decisionsP(#lW)
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These include higher levels of education,improved communications networks,
better-oxganized interest gc)qxO
and a growing cynicism about the ability of a
centralized government or industry to effecfively manage nabill resources in a
sustainable manner (Pal,1992). For example, "communitiesare demanding a greater
say in decisions affecting them and citizens have begunto realize that science
(includingsoda1science) is unable to solve our social, economic and environmental
problems" (Stauch,lSm:4).11
It is interesting to note that the forest industry itself, responding to pressures such as
the demand for international "green" product marketing created by some
conservation groups0has developed a number of public involvement initiatives that
often place industry ahead of govemment in the level of pubIic involvement in their
operations. For example, the forest industry has recognked through recent
experiences, "that protracted conflict and negative publicity can have high political
and economic costs" (Kennett,1995:6). In British Columbia and elsewhere in
Canada, the lesson has been hard-learned that involving stakeholders and the public
before conflict explodes is the most cost-effective way of doing business. For
example, in the Nosask FMLA in Saskatchewan, industry,largely without the input
of government, initiated m-managementas a participatory process to address the
growing conflict between industry and local inhabitants over forest development
(Golly, pers.com.).l2

According to J3erkes (1994), co-management broadly refers to various degrees of
integration of state-leveland local-level resource management systems. The
meaningful involvement of local resource users in this process is an important pillar
of this integration. In Ekrkes' theoretical model, state-level management is defined
as management that is: "carried out largely by some centralized authority such as a
federal agency; is based on scientific data and analysis; and uses the authority of
government laws and regulations for enforcement" (Berkes,1994:18). Local-level
management, on the other hand, is characterizedby decentralized structures and
l1''There are changes happening in the north - them is more resource development than there ever
was before,and there are more people up here, our population is growing very fast. Indusfq doesn't
ut a whole lot back into the communities up here..Jike the uranium mines.. for example."(#128)
P2d'It's
been a red frustrating road, but I honestiy believe that in the long run, like in ten yean from
now, it will pay off because stakeholders will be able to make better decisions, and as the process
works, more and more people will buy into it and its ping to be easier for it to have credibility in
making operating decisionsP(#132)
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often involves customary authority' such as that existingin traditional Aboriginal
management systems. These local-level systems "are based on traditional ecological
knowledge (indigenousknowledge) and rule-making and enforcement at the local
level. They rely on comensus8self-regulation, and social sanctions'' (ibid.). Locallevel (or 'self-management)systemsI unlike state-lwel systems, do not rely on
government legitimjzation for their existence (FeitJ988). In this way. comanagement can be appreciated as a management process that attempts to integrate
conventional state-level centralized management with local-level management
systems through a more partiapatory process. However, in order for this
integration to happen, there must be a strong political commitment to the devolution
of power on the part of government bureauc~:acy(Poffenberger,1990:102).

Despite the many benefits offered by increased public partiapation in forest
management, there are a number of potential concerns which must also be
acknowiedged. These include the costs of participation - which are borne by all
participants - and time delays as well as the potential for the process to be
dominated by narrow or elite interests and by vocal and unrepresentative minorities
(Higgelke and D u h k e r 8 1 ~ 5 ) .
Co-management in the NorSssk FMLA invalves the participation of both the
Aboriginal and the non-Aboriginal public Due to differences in cultural
backgrounds (including the nature of the local knowledge held)as well as legal
rights, it is useful to consider these p u p s separately in terms of their partiapation
in forest co-management The key issues assodated with Aboriginal involvement in
forest co-management are legal rights, Aboriginal pasp&ives of the land and
reliance upon resources, and barriers that limit Aboriginal partiapation in cc+
management.
Aboriginal people in Canada have a number of constitutionally-protected rights to
not only use their traditional lands and resourcesbut to be properly consulted when
other uses such as timber extraction may infringe upon these rights. Section 35(1) of
the Castitutim Act of 1982states that 'The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of
the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby w e d and affirmed." This means
that in the context of decision-makingregarding natural resources such as forests8
"governments must seek to protect the prior interests of Aboriginal peoples in both
the process and end result of decision-making" (Rosset al,19983). Recent Canadian
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case law sets and upholds the precedent that the interested parties (usually
government and Aboriginal groups,but increasingly industry as well)should mate
a framework in which both interests can coexistl3 These legal rights have important
implications for Aboriginal involvement in co-management as they place Aboriginal
interests in the process at a different legal level than the involvement of other
resource user groups. In other words, Aboriginal interests are not 'just another
stakeholder' to be considered in the forest management process ( N . 1 9 9 5 b ) . The
Canadian government has also signed a number of international agreements which
support the relationship between protecting Indigenousknowledge and achieving
sustainable forest management. For example, the 1992Rio conkreme documents:
Agenda 21,the Forest Principles and the Convention on Biological Diversify.
Government policy has a major impact on how A b o r i g d people are involved in
partiapatory management processes such as mmanagement For example, the 1998
National Forest Strategy (p.34)sets out two tenets regarding A b o r i p a l people and
forestmanagement: (1) forest management practices should recognize and make
provisions for the rights of aboriginal people who rely on forests for their livelihood,
community structure and cultural identity and; (2) Aboriginal people have an
important and integral role in planning and manaping forest resources within areas
of traditional use. However, the application of these tenets varies widely aaoss the
provincial landscape due to differing provincial policies and attitudes towards comanagement.

In general, the harvesting and management of wildlife and other forest resources
occurs for Aboriginal people within a larger social and d t u r a l framework than it
does for non-Aboripal users (Benidickson,l992;Berkes,1994/ 1991; Cassidy and
Dale,1988; Wittp1994). The traditions of hunting, fishing and trapping result in a
long-standingbond between Aboriginal (Metis and First Nations) harvesters and the
resources which encompass their traditional lands. For example, Appendix A
(StrategicDirection Seven: Aboriginal People: A Unique perspective) of Canada's
National Forest Strategy (1992),recognizes that
Since time immemorial, the forests have met the d t u r a l , spiritual and material needs of
the Aboriginal people of Canada, the fmt stewards of Canada's forests. The Aboriginal
land ethic is deeply rooted in traditional culturalbeliefs, which hold that land and forests
should be viewed as a whole. This ethic embodies the concept that land and its resources
1 3 v.Spmao,
~
(199011 S S R 1075at 11191.v.Emhy, [I99311 CN=LR92 at 94
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must be protected out ofrespect for past, present and future generations. The knowledge
they have gained through their enduring relationship with the land can bring a special
perspective to sustainable forest management (p.39)

A common characteristicof many indigenous societies is the communal control of
natural resources, which are g e n d y viewed as communal pperty (8erkes,l994)
rather than the personal possession of an individual or state government. hdeed,
thiscollective management of resources requires skills such as mutual respect,
reciprocity, and mnsensus decision-making that are known to contribute to
successful co-management practice. Recent Canadian court decisions have
acknowledged the existence of these Aboriginal laws, customs and practices as well
as their value in the oonservation and management of natural resources such as
forests (Ross et d,1998:16).l4
A number of barriers have helped to limit the participation of Aboriginal people in
resource management processes su& as cmmanagement. These include a la& of
f a m h r i f y with (or controI over) management decisions, racism, and a history of
learned dependency.15 Linguistic and s o c i 4 t u r a l differences have also posed
barriers to greater participation by Aboriginal people. In addition, existing
provincial forest tenure systems, government managers unwilling to share control of
the resource(s), forest management policies unsupportive of Aboriginal
participation, and the strengthof non-Aborigmal interests in nahual resources have
contriiuted to this historical lack of involvement (Berkes,1991;Hobart,1984;
NAFkAugust 1993;Roberts,l994).16
Aboriginal people in Canada therefore come to the co-management process from a
very different legal and cultural perspective than non-Aboriginal partiapants.l'
14~.v. Van d m P&, [19%] 2 S.CR 507 at puk 40. Also see R. 0- Sparrru,[I9901note 1at 1119.
l5"I think that the attitude in the north is a systemic thing. Social services is v e y generous. They pay

about $1200 a month and cover your dental care, medication, utilities, even your housing. When you
want to employ this person who is used to this level of income and services for doing nothing all their
life, they all of a sudden become responsible for all of these payments, and it doesn't make sense for
them to do that Ws a catch-22 because they have become used to this dependency. We were selfsuffiaent before and I think that it was better that way." (#116)
I6''It's not that the Metis didn't want to get involved in these industries like forestry and mining,but
barriers were placed in our way to stop us from getting involved. All those thingsare slowly opening
up because we started to get involved in co-management boards and we began controlling it Ovough
that format even though there is no formalized, legislated guidelines that would give us the legal
authority to enforce these things."(#l3l)
l7"For many, the issue of aboriginal rights is at the top of the agenda: northern natives are not merely
one of the 'user-pups' in the managas' parlance they are the owners of the resources of 'theif land.
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HOW~V
the~practical
T~
reality of economic development and the reliance upon forest
resourcesby non-Aboriginal atizens means that government managers must meet
these other obligations to Canadians as a whole while protecting Aboriginal
interests. Co-management is an appropriate vehide for this endeavour since this
process aims at achieving recondiation between the different culhues, knowledge
systems and worldviews of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal resoutce wrs.

Participation of other local non-Aboriginal stakeholders in co-management is also on
the increase in Canada. This is dw to factors such as the ongoing decentralization of
resource management functions from government to industry and local-level
managers. Demands by the public for greater input into management decisions,
new federal and provincialgovernment policy mandating public involvement in
resource management,and new government legislationsupporting public
involvement in the management process are also contriiting factors (Beckley and
Korber,lS%; SERM,1995b; Press,1979). Many barriers to the involvement of
Aboriginal resource users in cemanagement are M a r to those faced by nonAboriginal people. For example, a lack of familiarity with (or control over)
management decisions, reverse-racism, and the reluctance of government managers
to share control of resources with other stakeholders.
There are many benefits offered by inueased local involvement in resource
management. These indude higherquality decision-making the buy-inof
stakeholders in management decisions, and a generally fairer management process
(SEW,1995b; Witty,1994). However, despite important benefits such as these there
remain a number of significant barriers to the acceptance and implementation of
greater public involvement in Canadian natural resource management. These
barriers indude the need for confidentiality in government (for example in early
budget development) and the predominance of traditional internal "command and
control" decision-making processes that inhibit government staff empowerment.
There is also a lack of adequate funding for the development and the support of the
infrastructure required for participatory processes such as CO-management.In
addition, a perceived inability or unwihgness of some communities or stakeholder
groups to work with government or to participate in the management process can
require signiscant development work such as education, trust building8and
The issue of co-management is, therefore, one of the more tangiiie aspects of sovereignty and the
applicability of the laws of the land." (Berkes et al,1991:17)
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information exchange before these stakeholders and government qmsentativesare
ready to participate in a shared management regime. A resistance to change, i.e. a
perceived diminishing of influence and power by avil servants, and a fear of the
burden of respmsiibility that comes with decision-makingpower also present
significant barriers (Beckley,1995;Mddwn, pes.wm.;SERM 1995a,1995b, 1995c).
For example, experience has shown that government officials "often jealously guard
their authority against encroachment by other agencies, and they are not in the habit
of sharing power with those they have the authority to regulate"
(Osharenk0,198&44). The goal of increased local involvement in resource
management and decision-making through a process like co-management can
therefore conflict significantly with existing power structures.

In addition to these barriers, government is concerned that public participation
processes aeate public expectations that the government may be unable or
u n m g to fulfiU (SERM,1995b).la This is patticukIy true when dealing with
Aboriginal communitiesand natural resource issues since many bands see comanagement and other public involvement processg as an interim step towards
eventual self government and treaty/ land claims settlements (NAFA, Mike
Robinson, pers.com.).For example:
I would like to see formal, official recognition of co-managementand the Boards - that's
what we would gain out of signing something with SERM on co-management When those
guys from Regina came up here [before the last provincial electionl they had pretty rigid
ideas of what c0-management was and what it wasn't. They were adamant that jurisdiction
and revenue-sharingcould only be done by the Minister - but we are already doing thase
things,so it doesn't make sense what they wanted us to sign [whichwould restrict current
Board activities)!(#103)

Meaningful public participation proasses like c0-management are often contentious
since these challenge conventional resource managers to integrate the concerns of
other, often previously ignored yet equally important, users of the msource in
question into their operations- As well,meaningful involvement of local
stakeholders obliges resource managm to accept that these other resource users
may have completely diffetent opinions and priorities in regard to the resource(s)
18"~nother
big conam for us is that the Boards are now g<tting into broader issues,away from
forestry, and they are not adequately representativeof the different interest p u p s to look at the
issues that affect these other groups. SERM just isn't positioned to go in and respond to this issue.
The boards weren't originally envisaged to get as b a d as they are now... I'm afraid that if we are not
careful, these boards won't be able to evolve into what they need to for their needs and purpose."
(#I381
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involved. Indeed, these broader interests may have a useful and direct contribution
to make in achieving sustainable resource management since meaningful public
involvement requires a commitment to a broader, and often more sustainable, vision
that encompasses that diversity (Witty,1994).
A central dilemma for govemment in inaeased local involvement in resource
- management is that of maintaining the balance between ministerial authority and
the delegation of management responsibility and decision-making powers to the
local level. In theory, government officials have the authority to make resourcemanagement dedsiorts without undertaking major oonsultation with stakeholders
since these individuals act on behalf of their democraticallyslected superiors.
However, a signiscant teason for today's increased pressures for public involvement
in natural resource management is that the general public no longer trusts
government managers to effectively steward resources in the public's best interest
(Pd,1992).In addition, contemporary pressures pit government-as-resourcedeveloper against the gov-ent-as-en-mtd--tee
(Dr. Bob Page,
pers.com.). Note, for example, the contradictions apparent in the title of the federal
Department of Indian Affairs and Northem Development At the same time,
managers are starting to acknowledge that in order 'To resolve today's problems we
need information and knowledge that can only be tapped through local,
decentralized processes" (SERM, January,l994:13). Co-management is an integrated
process that can offer a much-needed pragmatic balance between these two
competing interests. As a central tenet of co-management, meaningful public
participation in the management process is critical to the success of this method.

in the N o r b k FMCA:
This MDP involves the investigationof two co-management case studies located in
Northwestern Saskatchewan. A brief description of the background and history of
c-management in the NorSask FMLA is therefore useful before the case studies of
Beauval and Divide are investigated in Chapter Five. NorSask Forest Products
holds the FMLA in the case study area (Map 11.19 The forests of Northwest
I 9 ~the
t time this research was conducted, NorSask Forest Roducts held the FMLA agreement.
However, in the Spring of 1998, a buyout of Techfofs (40%)and Millar western's (2O%) ownefthip
in NorSask by MLTC resulted in the FMLA being transfered to Mistik Management. Although the
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Saskatchewanhave been inhabited by Aboriginal people for thousands of years,
with non-Aboriginal settlers arriving in the mid 180's. The current inhabitants of
the FMLA m a are predominantly Aborigid north of Meadow Lake (Gee
Dene
,
and Metis), with the southern portion predominantly non-Aboriginal. Forestry has
been an important part of the region's economy since the 1930's. The Nor5ask
FMLA covers 3.3 millionhectares, about 1.7 million of which are considered
productive forest lands.
NorSask Forest Products Inc,holds the rights to cut timber within the FMLA. As of
the Spring of 1998, Nolsask is fully owned by the Meadow Lake Tribal Council
(MLTC), an economic coalition of nine local First Nations. Along with acquiring the
right to harvest the timberm the FMA, NolSask undertook a number of
management responsi'bilities,including the requirement that all harvesting
operations be accompanied by appropriate planning, management and reforestation
(Beckley and Korber,l9%). To address these responsibilities, in 1990 NorSask
formed a management company, Mistik Management Ltd, with Millar Westem, an
Edmonton-based forest company which owns the Meadow Lake pulp mill supplied
by FMLA fibre. Mistik, which is currently owned 50% by Millar Western and 50%
by NorSask, is responsible for the planning, harvesting and reforestation of the lands
induded in the FMLA. A Cree word meaning 'wood', Mistik was "born from a
desire of its sharehold- and stakeholders of the NorSask Forest Management
License Agreement...area to base their forest operations on integrated resource
management and community involvement"( SERM, January 1994:13). For instance,
the company has a vision statement which states that:
W e are an innovative, responsible,and ada tive forest management company that
continually strives to improve our relations 'ps, services, and t w t with the land, people,
and mills in an energized environment of mutual respect. (Mistik Management Ltd. 1997
business card)

R

The mandate of Mistik is to "serve people, manage the land, and supply the mills."2o
Mistik is also committed to fulfilling its management chjectives in cwperation and
consultation with local communities. From its inception, community involvement in
forest planning has been an explicit goal of this company. It was through the
---

- -

FMLA is now the sole responsibility of Mistik, the license is still commonly refered to as the NoISask
FM-lA
2%rry Opekokew, Mistik Management, paraphrased in "Aboriginal Forestry: Lessons in the
Making" 1995, p.14
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creation of Mistik that a local vision of cwnanagement first began to take shape in
the NorSask FMLA (Beckley and Korber81996). According to Mistik, comanagement is the key to the company's "success in protecting a healthy, multipleuse forest for future generatiom."21 The community co-management boards
proposed by the company are based upon the nineteen pre-exhting Fur
Conservation Area (FCA) boundaries within the FMLA
Development of forest resources in the FMU, however8has not come about without
debate within the e e d communities about the pros and cons of large-scale forest
development The best-knownexample of this Wct was Canada's longestrunning logging blockade in 1992/93. This lsmonth protest and avil disobedience
by members of the Came L a b First Nation, later joined by other local and national
individuals and groups, stemmed horn the controversy over local clearcut logging
by Mistik Management22 The protest group finally disassembled the blodcade after
Mistik and NorSask proposed setting up a cc+management prthat would
address the group's demands of ending clearcutting, gaining greater control over
their local resources, negotiating compensationfor damage caused by logging
activities, and receiving financial and tedvlid assistance for the development of
local Native-run forestry operations. Co-management is d e s u i i by Mistik as "the
process by which the companies which hold the N-k
FMLA share in the
decision making of the forestry operations of the F M L A with First Nations and other
northern communities that have a stake in it" (Mistik CwManagement Draft #3, June
22,19921).
Mistik Management's vision of the local northern fur block co-management boards
is that these boards wiu review and approve cutting plans before harvesting begins8
decide the size and location of cutblocks and method of harvest, set hamest
regulations8and prepare reforestation plans. The company also envisages that
"community based -management boards will allow traditional knowledge and
land use values to be combined with modem saence and technology in managing
forest resources8' ("The Mistik Family:4). As well, the areas of concern that Mistik
views as appropriate for -management boards to address include protecting
21"Four Keys to Mistik's Success", p.1
U"rhere is a great need for something like co-management in this area. There are a lot of
communities, a lot offorest dependency, a strong connection to the forest and it was obvious that the
pulp mill was going to create a major impact on a l l of this."(#lll)
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traditional uses of the forest, recornending W e r strips, site preparation methods,
harvesting method,reforestation, the needs of 0th- forest uses and users,
facilitating local dedsion making as well as employment and education,and
addressing local economic issues- Mistik also recognizes that the boards might, in
the future,have a desire to give input into the dwelopment of other natural
resources such as oil and gas, game and game ranching, wildlife viewing, gazing,
wild rice, and tourism (Beckleyand Korber,l9%). However, existing jurisdictional
structures must be altered if this expansion of Board activities is to be formally
approved by government managers.
Mistik Management is currently working with nine forestxy ccwnanagementand
advisory boards in the FMLk Indeed, the clifkrent titles adopted by each of these
boards give a due as to their diversity of interests as well as co-management goals.
For example, these boards include the Beauval Co-management Board, the Canoe
Lake Traditional Resource Users Board, and the Divide Forest Advisory Council
Corporation- Due perhaps to a lack of rigid criteria imposed by Mistik and to the
provincial government takng a back seat at the start of the NorSask co-management
process, each board has developed a co-management regime and relationship
unique to the stakeholders and communities involved. Indeed, ''Northern
community representatives themselves are defming the role and responsibilities of
each co-management board- Because of the diverse geography and the varied
cultural backgrounds involved, no single approach will meet the needs of all
. . News Vol.1, No.2,1993:3). This diverse
residents across the FMLA"
structure can, in fact, be seen as one of the great strengths of the NorSask comanagement regime since each community is given the opportunity to adapt the
management process to its individualneeds.= Each of the existing -management
boards have local stakeholder rqmsentatives such as FiRt Nations and Metis
leaders, industry,environmentalists,government, hunters, trappers, outfitte~s,wild
rice growers, recreationists, cabin owners and Northern communities. D u e to space
and time constraints as well as logistid limitations, only two of the NoSask boards
are investigated for this MDP: the Beauval Co-Management Board and the Divide
Forest Advisory Council.

23"The co-management process is still just starting md every community is different This difference I
think is based on the leadership in each community as wedl as the commitment of the peopfe and the
dedication of the resources in the communities."(#lll)
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A number of legal amngements set out the rights and responsibilities of Mistik and
NorSask regarding the current forest -management process. These indude the
1990 NorSask FMLA, the 1993 Co-Management MOU signed between NorSask and
SERM, and the Saskatchewan F o r a t Resources Miattllgemmt Act. On December 20,
1993, a Forestry Cwnanagement Partnezship Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) as well as Operational Tenns of Reference was signed between NorSask
Forest Products and SERM (Appendix 3). This MOU dearly states the
government's position that it owns and administers the natural resources of the
Province on behalf of the people of Saskatchewan and that nothing in the MOU sM1
prevent the Province from meeting its responsibilitiesand obligationswith respect
to environmental protection and resource management- However, at the same time,
this MOU recognizes that participationby stakeholdexs m the resource planning and
management de&ion-making processes is of mtical importance to sustainable
forest management- This agreement also explicitly mcognizes that co-management
is the way that government and industry have chosen to go about fostering this
participation.24
Section 2.0 of the 1993 Forestry Co-Management MOU describes the roles and

respans~hiktiesof govemment and industry participants in the co-management
process as follows:
21 The government of Saskatchewan owns the renewable resources on Crown Lands and
administers them on behalf of the people of Saskatchewan. The Province has the
authority and responsibility to review and approve forest harvesting and management
plans developed by the holder of the NorSask Forest Roducts Inc. FMLA.Nothing in
this agreement shall prevent the Province from meeting its responsibilitiesand
obligations with respect to environmental protection and resource management
22 NorSask Forest Products Inc is responsiile for the management of the forest and its
harvesting which meet the terms and conditions of the F M L k Z 5

This MOU also recognizes Mistik Management, through its af5htion to NorSask, as
a party to the management agreement. Section 8.0 of the MOU states that both
signatories recognize that the development of co-managementmust not infringe or
detract from any existing Treaty or Aboriginal rights. The MOU specifically states
that forest management "will consider the full range of values and uses of a l l
24When you consider the players involved and the context up here, co-management was the obvious
thing to txy to solve our probbms."(Xlll)
or example, these terms and conditions include reforestation responsibfities, employment
opportunities for local inhabitants, and consultation with northern communities about proposed
cutting plans.
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resources within the MLA land base; trees bemg d y one of the resources" (1993
MOU3). For example, other recognized forest values in the FMLA include
commf
i
s
w recreationaluses and wild rice production These stakeholder
interests are to take part in each local co-management board through individuals
who are recognized by the elected community leadership as qxesentlng their
stakeholdergroup. In addition, the MOU states that the co-management process
must emphasize the participation of stakeholderswithin the FMLA and insure
timely and open sharing of information between these participants. The users of the
forest,its r e s o w , and other components of the ecosystem must be involved in the
planning of the forestry operations within the FMLA in order to minimize the effects
of harvesting on a l l forest stakeholders.

The NorSask MOU introduces the concept of both a Regional FMLA Cwrdinating
Committee to represent regionally-based stakeholders and of Local Cemanagement
Boards intended to represent local interests within the FCA boundaries. Despite
various attempts by SERM and local wmmunities, however, the Regional
Committee has yet to form. At the local level, there are now approximately nine comanagement and forest advisory boards operating within the FMLA under the
MOU agreement
NorSask Forest Products holds a legally-binding FMLA with the province to carry
out certain forest harvesting and management activities, including public
participation in forest management. The FMLA agreement,howeverf deals only
with timber resources and the management of the forest in this respectf md does not
(and cannot) trans* to Mistik uuthorityjbr the manugment of na-timber resources such
us wildlif,fzsheries and water quality. Mistik Management, considered an operating
party under the NolSask FMLA, "is prepared to relinquish a portion of its authority
obtained through the license agreement to the local co-management boards. As a
result, the co-managementagreements are between the local communities and
Mistik..[and] at this time, the government is not a signatory to these agreements"26
Since Mistik's mandate is legally limited through the FMLA to the management of
timber resources, the company does not have the authority to grant the comanagement boards direct juridiction to co-manage fishand wildlife or any other
forest resource of potential signiscame to other forest ~ s e f f .
- --

2sQuoted in "Forest Co-Management and Public Participation: Some Questions and Answers" Draft
prepared for Mistik Management, circa 1993, p.7.
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The 1993MOU commits NorSask and SERM to initiate jointly the dwe10pment and
enhancement of the concept of FmesfryCeManagement within the FMLA The
MOU acknowledges that other forest resource users (stakeholders) should be
involved in the f-t
management process through the co-managementmodel so as
to minimize the impact of forestzy operations on their activities. However, the MOU
is only intended to create a framework for further discussions leading to formal
agreementsbetween the parties and the stakeholders (includingFirst Nations)
which are to indude more specific terms and principles. The provincial government
has yet to sign a formal apement including SERM, any of the NorSask comanagement boards and Mistk It is unclear, therefore, how the l d comanagement boards, operating directly under agreements signed with Mistik
Management and without the provincial govemment, have the authority to comanage forest resources other than timber. The la& of government involvement to
date is partly explained by the fact that "SERM consciously and deliberately took a
back seat in the early stages of the development of local cemanagement boards.
Provincial officials-..felt that it should be a local process directed by community
members themselves and the local leaseholdem....officials were astute to recognize
that co-management implemented horn the top down would not Likely work"
(Beckleyand Korber,1996:24). While the 1993MOU does commit government to
involvement in co-managementat the regional and l d levels, the agreement
makes no commitment from government to a devolution of decision-making
authority over natural resources to the local boards. It must therefore be concluded
that the cemanagement of forest resources other than timber which is cumently
taking place through the NorSask boards is due to the goodwill of govemment and
industry partiapants rather than legally-bindingc~managementagreements that
grant the boards real management authority and jurisdiction The issue of the legal
basis of co-managementwithin the FMLA is discussed in relation to the two case
studies in greater detail in Chapters Five and Six.

Although co-management has a long history in Canada, it has only recently been
applied as a management tool to forest resources. The increased popularity of comanagement as an alternative to the conventional centralized approach to forest
resource management is linked closely to a number of contemporary concerns. For
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example, a growing public demand for rneaniqful involvement in resource
planning and management, and an incmasing recognitionof Aboriginal rights to
resources. Since this subject area is relatively recent, very little exists in terms of
both theoretical models of forest -management and the application of these
models to a s e studies. In Chapter Four. cc+management evaluationstandards
organized under the three main headings of Guiding Rinaples, Institutional
Structure and Operations are proposed.
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The evaluationframework proposed in this MDP builds upon previous work by
Landmann (1988),Morgan (1993) and Roberts (1994). Other important sources
indude Beckley and Korber (19%), Campbell (1995),and Witty (1994). The case
study i n t h e w s conducted for this research in the NorSask FMLA and the findings
of other -management experience both in Canada and abroad also figured
prominently in the development and justificationof the d u a t i o n criteria. A key
feature of this proposed framework is that it allows for the evaluation of wmanagement as an evolutionary and flexible process rather thanpresenting it as a
specific outcome or end-point. It does this by considering a wide variety of
management criteria that are known to contribute to the effective functioning of comanagement and by providing fw the regular evaluation of each co-management
process in order that the amingementbe adapted to changing circumstances and
needs. In this way, co-management practice which only meets some of the
theoreticalcriteria for success can still be waluated as a functioning process which is
understood to improve over time.
The proposed evaluation framework is organized under the three general headings
of Guiding Principles, Institutional Structure and Operations of a co-management
board. These components are each broken down into more speafic criteria such as
the authority and power of the board and the performance of individual members.
Further, each of these criterion indudes a number of qualitative and quantitative
points that should be considered. For example, the number of board members and
the main reasons for the board's formation. Although the section on Institutional
Structure is broadly intended to evaluate a co-management regime and h t of
Operations the -management process, it is reagnized that overlap naturally exists
between these delineations. The proposed evaluation fiamework is presented in
Table 4.

Table 4

Vision Statement
EcologicalIy-sound management
CulturaUy appropriate

Respect for, and use of, differing knowledge systems
(TEK and scientific knowledge)
Spirit of trust and cooperation
Q

Formation

Reasons br fonnation
Formality of structure

Board Size

Stakeholders involved

Membership and Roles

Large versus small
Representatives horn stakeholder groups,
including govenunent and industry
Accountability
Clearly defined member roles

No conflict of interest
Continuity of Participants
Board's authority to manage resource(s)
Authority of parties to participate
Member's authority to represent, and to make
decisions on behalf of, their stakeholder group
Management functions defined
Provision made for periodic internal and
extemai evaluation of the regime and process

Mandate

Management Approach

Flexible and adaptable
Autonomous
Proactive

Funding and Administrative Support
Administrative positions on board

Stable and adequate funding
Access to necessary resources

r'
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Brwd M e t i q p

Location and fadlities
Sd\eduling and frequency
Agenda

Preparation and codtation
Visitor policy

Participant Skills

Strong leadership
Expertise (knowledge of their stakeholder
group and the resource managed)
Well-prepared and good interpersonal skills
Commitment to long-term solutions, patience
and amperation
Recognition and elimination of W
e
t
s to
participation

Research, Access to Wonrution and Education
Strong like with user communities
Trust and respect of resource users and
communities

Regular two-way communication betweenthe
b o d and resource users
hfbnnation and translation available

Local involvement in research, skills training and
education

Decision-Making Process
Cocwllsus
Community hvolvemnt and Co~ultation
Strong link with user communities
Trust and respect of community
Regular two-way communication
Information and translation services available
Local involvement in research

Incorporation of Loul Knowledge

d

How often used
How obtained

Willingness of government and industry
managem to accept and integrate w e

L

Participants responsible for articulating

knowledge

Internal Communication

Common language or translation
Informaland formal communication
Respect for diffgl.entways of learning,
opinions, and knowledge

External Coordination and Conmunication
Relationship to and communication with
existing management agenaes
Interaction with other co-management regimes
ov
Sources=&ddeymd-A%~w=;-1=M~mRabag,1)9Y1996e
Wittv,1994

Committees that have a shared vision and common goals are more likely to work
effectively and experience less c d c t thangroups that differ on these key points
(ProfessorMike Robinson, pers.wm.). Since the c-management process
necessitates developing trust and a good working relationship among participants?it
is important that these individuals arrive at a common understanding at the start of
the process of their role and how co-management is to develop. Most participants
have very personal reasons, such as a logging contractor protecting her source of
income or an Aboriginal person preseming his culture, for being involved in comanagement The very nature of the process means that these reasons often c d c t
with one another. For this reason, it is preferable to hire an outside facilitator to
assist the process of creating a common vision for the board. This can happen
through a workshop convened specifically for this purpose. Issues addrased often
indude deve1oping a vision statement?setting goals for the process within a limited
time-frame?and agreeing upon a set of principles that will guide co-management.

Common principles that underlie existing Canadian co-managementpractice
include ecologically-sound management, respect for differing knowledge systems
(particularly Aboriginal knowledge), practicing culturally appropriate management,
and working together in a spirit of cooperation (Huntington,1992;L a n d m a ~ , l m ) .
For example, Section 1.0 of the 1993 NorSask and SERM MOU states that comanagement will be undertaken in the area based upon prinaples such as co46
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operation, sus-ty
and the inclusion of all stakeholders. Huntington (1992)
concludes that successfulboards have a process in which respect for local customs,
beliefs and practices is evident- Operating under the guiding principle of culturally
appropriate management is particularly important with boards that involve
Aborigmal participants, whose resource management approach and cultural ties to
the land generally conflict with conventional management practices and goals.

c,tAn waluation of the institutional strudure of any cmnanagementregime involves
the consideration of a number of factors. These include the conditions under which
the board formed, the board size, membership and roles of participants, the mandate
of the board, the approach taken to management, and the funding and
administrative support available to the regime.

4.3.1 Formation
An evaluation of the formation of a co-managementregime must consider the
reasons for forming the regime and the formality of the structure that is created. An
investigation of these points is important since co-management experience to date
has shown that certain types of regime are more successful than others. In Canadian
co-management experience, m-management regimes have formed and evolved with
widely differing levels of formality, types of structures and reasons for formation.
This variety is in great part due to the lack of a single accepted model for comanagement (Berkes,1991), causing each regime to be tailored to meet specific
parameters of the resme(s) being managed as well as the speafic needs of the local
region (Roberts,1994).

Canadian co-management regimes are forming for a wide variety of reasons. A
review of existing c*managanent practice reveals that the urgency of the resource
situation is the main driving force behind the formation of many of the c c ~
management arrangements currently operating in Canada (Roberts, 1994:71). The
literature and case studies reviewed for this research expose differences between comanagement regimes that were established through either proactive or reactive
processes. For example, as part of a land daim settlement or in response to a
resource crisis. However, there is no agreement among academics as to whether one
approach or another leads to a more effective regime in the long t e r m In a sort of
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resource management brinhamhip, Huntington (1992) suggests that
management regimes formed in response to an actual resource crisis are more likely
to succeed than those that are famed more proactively since a crisis not only
motivates the parties to act and to work together but provides a track record of
decision-making for the regime. In contrast, -on
(1989) and Usher (1991)
believe that an effective CoImanagement process is ideally established in the absence
sf any crisis since adequate time is then available to develop a strong board
structure and operating procedures before the decision-making process must
operate under duress. However, a concern of proactively-formed -management
boards is that most have never had to respond to a crisis situationand can therefore
lack validity in the eyes of other resource stakeholders C)Iuntington,1992).

Co-management in Canada takesmany forms ranging from legislated and formal, to
advisory or informal regimes (Phkerton,1989). Comprehensive northern land
claims settlements such as the Inuvialuit Final Agreement represent the most
formalized c*management agreements and structures. However, while these
formal and legislated agreements can provide a greater degree of protection to the
regime and process on paper, actual co-management experience has shown that
informal arrangementscan often achieve success where more formal structures fail
(Roberts,1994). For example, although Roberts (1994) is of the opinion that when a
f o d agreement of any sort is lacking, there appears to be less incentive and
obligation on the part of the parties to continue to support the co-management
regime, this author also found evidence that i n f o d agreements often succeed
where more formal arrangements have failed (Roberts,l994). Osharenko (1988)
concludes that since co-management is a naturally evolving process the lack of a
formal written agreement at the start does not mean that it will fail or that such an
agreement will never be signed. While a degree of power-sharing is critical to
ensure that the resource users do not feel that they have been simply m p t e d
through the process into govemment's and industry's convenience (Pinkerton,l989),
this is by no means the only, nor the most important criteria that should be
considered when waluating the success of a partidm regime.

4.3.2 Board Size
The size of a co-management board depends upon how many stakeholder groups
have an interest in the resource bemg managed, and whether a larger or smaller
management board is more appropriate to the local situation
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Membership of a co-managementboard should be qresentative of local
stakeholder groups which have a legitimate interest in the resource(s) being
managed. Exdusion of parties that have a vested interest in the resource can
prevent the co-management process from functioning effectively sine decisions that
affectnon-repmsented graups may not be accepted by these resource users. The
exclusion of stakeholder groups can also invalidate the co-managementprocess for
the other partidpants on the baud (Landmann,l988).
Smaller management boards (i.e. less than 15 members) tend to work more
effedively and efficiently than larger ones (Lan-1988;
Osharenk0~1988;
Roberb,l994). Fur example, the co-management boardsttuctures created under the
Inuvialuit Final Agreement are much too large and expensive to be appropriate for
cemanagement in the NoGask FMLA. According to Pinkerton (1989:27),comanagement "operatesmost favourably where the number of [resource wrs] or
communities is not too large for effective co~~ununication,
or where there are wellorganized subgroupings (villages, kin groups,organizations) which communicate
well with each other or have effective umbrella organizations." In general, d e r
boards function better, expedite business, allow more direct participation by
members,and have healthier dynamics than larger boards (Osharmk0~1988;
Roberts,1994). Small groups are also likely to face lower transactionand monitoring
costs in concluding and enforcing decisions (Vira,1997:.8). Experience suggests that
an optimal board size is fmm ten to 15 participants (Golly, pers.com). Where a large
board is unavoidable, as in many of the northern Canadian comprehensive land
claims committees (Roberts,l994) or where a complex management situation exists
like the British Columbia salmon fishery (Phkerton,l989), the formation of smaller
working p u p s or dxommittees that report to the main co-management board is
recommended (Landmann,l988). This structure allows all stakeholders to have a
voice in the process, while preventing the main co-management board from
becoming too large to function efficiently.

4.3.3 Membership and Roles
The membership of a comanagement board as well as the mles of these members
impact how well the process functions. Effective co-management board members
are those who are truly repmentative of their stakeholdergroup, are accountable to
their p u p , have a dearly defined role in the process, and who are not in conflict of
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interest. The co-management board membe~hipmust also experience a continuity
of participants in the process.

Board members should be representative of the identified resource stakeholders
including government and industry since this representation inueases not only the
validity of the boardbut acceptance of the managanent decisions made
(SERM,1993). This repesentation can be achieved through a number of methods,
for example a formal or informal electoral process that is reviewed on a regular
basis. Members should also be carefulto represent the interests of their stakeholder
group first in discussions and deon-making before repmsenting their own
personal interests,if at a l l (Landmann,l988; Roberts,l994). Personal judgment
should of course be used, but opinions and input given in such a way that it is clear
that the member is not spealang f o r his/ her stakeholder group will help to avoid
confusion, bad feelings and charges of conflict of interest (L,andmann,l988;
Roberts,l994; Mike Robinson, pers.com.).

Both the co-management board and individual members must be accountable to the
stakeholders and to the affected local communities (Landmann,l988). For example,
do the board members representing the community contribute local know1edge, and
does their participation ensure that this passing on of knowledge will continue? As
Roberts (199497) concludes: "[tlhecommunities party to co-management
agreements place a great deal of trust in the representatives they appoint to the
committees, so it is important that members be accountable to these communities."
Participants and their institutions or constituencies must also be committed to longterm planning and the cemanagement process. This is particularly important for
government and industry managers. For instance, in their review of nine case
studies of public participation in forest management, Higgeke and M e r (1993)
conclude that:
Broad support from within forest-productscompanies is recpired to make public
involvement propms work well and to maintain d i i l i t y . Companies must effixtively
portray a willingness to listen,to change (takecorrective action when neressary), and to
admit mistakes. ( p i )

Each co-management board member should have their role and responsibilities
clearly defined at the start of the process (Landmann,l988), preferably in the formal
mandate of the board. This helps to define relationships and responsibilities, to
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avoid misunderstandings, to faditate the effecfive functioning of the board as a
team, and to ensure that conflict of interest does not occur. This last point is of great
importance since c d c t of interest, or even a pezceptionof this, can cause
stakeholders and local communities to lose respect for the board as well as the
management decisions made. It is extremely important that provisions be made for
the regular review of members' rola so that these can be updated to remain accurate
as the cemanagement process evolves.

The continuity of participants, i.e. the level of turnover that is experienced, is
extremely important to the effecfive functioning of a management process
(Landmann,l988;Interview notes,1998; Roberb,1994). The continuity of all comanagement participants and notjust board members is induded here since the
major participants involved in the process are not necessarily actual board members.
For example, case study respondents consistently referred to government and
industry in terms of individual representativesand their relationship to the board
rather than to the institutions themselves.~Continuity of participants is noted as
important in developing trust and respect, elements essential for the effective
functioning of the cemanagement process (Landma~,1988;Witty,1994).

A steady turn-overof members, however, is also important to the functioning of CP
management since this stops the board from stagnating or becoming a "private club"
(Landmann,l988). Such a controlled turnover ensures that a new generation of
managers is constantly becoming familiar with the functioning and knowledge
needed to participate in each individual-management process. This turnover also
means that an inordinate amount of time is not spent educating a large number of
new members at one time (Lan-1988).
Perhaps of greater importance the
assurance that board knowledge and experience is not all lost at once when an entire
board is replaced at once, resulting in a large disruption of the process. Assigning
membership terms that are staggered is one way of accomplishing board mntinuity.
For example, setting a three-yearmembership term and replacing one-third of the
membership each year.

Boards must also establish a time frame for the -management process. This will
help to set long-term and short-termgoals and objectives for the Board and co27fMistikand L&M always send the same guys to our meetings...we have found this red@ helpful,
always having the same people around."( X125)
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management regime as well as allow a periodic yet controlled evaluation and even
adaptation of the original plart. For example, an annual setting of goals as well as a
year-end review of the process and the issues addressed. Developing a protocol to
be followed in the event that a Board member is asked to resign during his/ her
term, for example due to conflict of interest, will help the Board to deal with this
issue in a fair manner if the need ever arises-

4.3.4 Mandate
According to Huntington (1992), any joint management regime must clearly define
its role and its limitations if it is to be successful,for "[wlithout such dear
de£initions, the regime will sufkr from uncertaidy on the inside and confusion on
the outside" (p.145). A dear mandate defining both the powers of the board as well
as management functions is therefore an important foundation of any
management regime and should be articulated and defined early in the process
(Higgelke and Duinker,1993). A written mandate should outline the following: the
board's authority to manage the m c e ( s ) in question; the authority of the parties
to partidpate; members' authority to represent and to make decisions on behalf of
their stakeholder p u p ; a definition of management functions, and; provisions for
the review of board structure and operations. Indeed, this provision for periodic
internal and extemal evaluation of the cemanagement regime is critical to preserve
the flcxibility of -management within existing legal and pohq structures. A dear
mandate for the comanagement board is critical to ensure that board functioning
does not degenerate into a positional battle by the participants (Higgelke and
Duinker,l993). A written mandate also provides focus and direction for the board,
thereby limiting uncertainty and confusion when addressing issues or dealing with
conflict among interested parties (Roberts,1994:72).

-

In Canada, the authority of a cemanagement board to make resource management
decisions is usually based upon a formal, written agreement between the main
parties. The majority of -management boards formed in Canada to date are as a
result of comprehensive land clabs~settlementsnorth of 60". In these cases, the comanagement agreement is between the government (which holds ownership of the
resources)and Aboriginal p u p s . Canadian -management agreements south of
60"are proving to be quite different from the northern e-ence.
These southern
agreements generally occur on a smaller scale than the nurthem agreements, involve
a more complicated set of stakeholder interests, and form as a result of a real or
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perceived resource crisis rather than a political panass designed to lead to greater
independence and self government. Partly as a result of these differences, comanagement in southem Canada is ocauring on an idormal basis, sometimes even
in the absence of fwmalwritten agreements. In these cases,co-management
functionsas a result of the goodwill of the parties involved rather thanon a formal
legal mandate that outlines the authority of the board to manage the resounm(s) in
question.

In order for two or more parties to engage in a joint management process, each must
hold the authority to participate in that process (Mcqan,1993). In general, comanagement participants include government representatives, industry
repmsentatives, and local resoume users. In a co-management p-,
government's authority to participate is normally based in the legal mandate and
policies of the agency/ department involved. For example, in Saskatchewan, the
department of Saskatchewan Environment and Resoufie Management maintains the
legislative, regulatory, policy and progiam authority for resource management in
the province ( N d k MOU, 1993). Similarly, industry's involvement in the process
draws from their legal operating agreements, such as a Forest Management License
Agreement, the Forest Resources Management Act, their approved 20-Year Plan, and
individual corporate policies. Board representatives from government and industry
must have enough authority to make most management decisions at the board level.
Lower-level bureaucats and industry representatives who must confer with their
superiors before making any decisions hamper the cemanagement process and lead
to feelings of fwtration by all participants, including these representatives
(Landmann,l988; Mike Robinson, pers-mm.). Indeed, Higgelke and hinker (1993)
conclude that successful public involvement programmes cannot simply be the sole
responsibility of one individual but require a wide range of support from within the
company or government agency from all authority levels.
While industry and government have a relatively established assodation and
generally-accepted history of joint resource management, other local resource uses
such as Aboriginal peoples and local communities are only just gaining acceptance
as legitimate parties in this process (NAFA,1995b). The authority of Aboriginal
people to participate in co-management often derives from a settled wmprehensive
land claim agreement process, treaty right, or a wmtitutionally-protected
Aboriginal right However, these rights are often not acknowledged to their full
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extent at the provincial level south of 609 This is attributed to c~management
taking place in an environment where Aboriginal people are not a majorityin many
communities, do not have the legislative foundation provided by land daims
settlements, and where a mosaic of stakeholders already exists whose conmust
be addressed in wunction with Aboriginal rights. The legitimacy of other local
stakeholders to partidpate in aFmanagement stems from legislation such as the
Saskatchewan Forat Resources Mknagement Act, govemment policy on public
participation, and industry regulations and corporate policy. For a greater
discussion of the partidpation of local resource users in forest management, see
Section 3.3.

The authority of each member to represent, and to make decisions on behalf of, their
stakeholder group in the process must also be established (Morgan, 1992). This is
essential if the decisions talcen by theboardare to be accepted and supported by
members of the stakeholder groups involved. The mandate of each c-management
board should therefore dearly define the authority of individual members to
represent their stakeholder groups (Morgan,1993).
Co-management boards handle a variety of management functions ranging from
data gathering and analysis, to long-term planning and policy development
(F'inkerton,1989). In order to avoid confusion and misunderstandings, it is
important that these management functionsbe dearly defined in the board's
mandate. Experience has shown, however, that it is problematic for the board to
undertake some management functions. For example, the enfomement of
regulations is best left to government agencies since this responsibility can increase
pressure on the board as well as limit the acceptance of the board's decisions by local
resource harvesters (Roberts,1994:73).

Finally, it is critical that the inherent flexiiility and adaptive nature of the comanagement process be preserved within each regime. In order to maintain room
for this change which naturally occurs in a co-management situation, provision must
be made for periodic internal and external evaluation of the co-management regime
and process. In addition, provision should also be made to ensure that the findings
of these reviews are actually addressed by the participants.
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4.3.5 Management Approach
A review of m-managementpractice reveals a number of characteristis which
contribute to a successful c-management approach. These indude a flexile,
predictable and adaptable style of management, autonomous decision-making, and
a proactive appmach by the board
An adaptable and flexible management style helps to mainfain the resiliency and the
long-term success of the regime (Witty,l994). According to Huntington (1992), an
effective management approach that is accepted by the sbkeh01ders is one which is
predictable, yet flexiile. En terms of organizational structure, the increased level of
local partiapation inherent in comanagement "requiresa shift away h m top-down
and conservative technically-orientedbureaucracies towards flenile, peoplecentred, leaming-oriented organizations" (Vira,1997:13). For example, the rigid and
hierarchical management structure of the Forestry Service in India is often cited by
critics as a reason for its failure to sustainably manage the resource OJira,1997). It is
also important that the board work cooperatively with other stakeholders and
managers to achieve common c0-management goals (SEJXM,1995b; Witty,1994).

Successful -management regimes are generally those in which the board exerdses
autonomy from major interests in its operations (Jentoftl989) such as govemment
and industry. Experience has demonstrated that co-management regimes which are
accountable to stakeholders (Benidickson,1992) and do not rely on the federal
government for major assistance or support (Witty,1994) have higher rates of success
and acceptance by stakeholders and local communities than those that do. The
autonomy and success of the co-managementrepime also increases with the number
of functions and reqxmsibilities delegated to it by existing managers such as
government (Roberts,1994).
A proactive management approach by the board contributes significantly to the
success of the co-managementregime and process (CizekJ990). For example,
actively bringing opposing sides of a potentially difficult debate together to talk or
developing a c d c t resolution protocol before a crisis actually occurs. A proactive
approach by the board to undertake research where data requhd formanagement
decisions is laclang can also motivate govemment and industry to produce better
information than these managers might normally have done. For example,
incomplete understanding of whale population counts and dynamics spurred
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Eskimo whalers to outdo government and international bodies as scientific data
gatherers and analysts in order to demonstrate to government that the bowhead
whale was not being overfished and did not require a moratorium on hunting. To
do this, the local whalers contriited their traditional knowledge of the whales,
invested ansideable funding towads further study of whale population dynamics,
and stimulated the international academic mmmunity to generate greater scientific
data on the species ~ o n , 1 9 8 9 : 1 5 ) .This type of proactive management
produces superior quality data for management of the resoufie in questiom
Successful -management regimes are also those that proactively seek support
from, and links to, the local community and stakeholder groups.

4.3.6 Funding and Administrative Support
The provision of stable funding and administrative support are key to the success of
any c~rnanagementreghe (Pinkerton,l989; Witty,1994). This support also involves
provisions for administrative pition(s) and access to necessary resources such as a
photocopier and a telephone for the board.
Effective co-management quires an on-going commitment to funding for
operations, communications and research for the regime (SERM11995b;
Roberts,l994). For example, the comprehensive administrative support and funding
provisions provided for in the northern land claims c~~management
regimes are
considered central to their effectiveness (Osharenko,1988; MacLachlan, 1994;
Roberts,l994). The inadequate (andin some cases non-existent) provisions made for
funding and administrativesupport of the 1975James Bay and Northern Quebec
Agreement are cited as a major reason for the failure of the process (Mainville, 1994).
However, in his review of the Wabaseemoong First Nation and four other comanagement regimes in Ontariof Witty (1994) conduded that the federal
government should not be relied upon for major financial assistance and support for
a regime over the long term. Canadian cemanagement regimes are currently
funded through a variety of sources including both provincial and federal
governments, the extractiveindustries involved, comervation p u p s , and resource
users themselves. Indeed, in a review of fisheriesco-management experience worldwide, Pinkerton (198927) condudes that "C~managementis most likely to develop
when fishermen [resource users] show a willingness to contribute f i n m a y (or
recruit other levels of support) to the rehabilitation of the resource, and/ or
contribute to other management functions."

Support for board administrative positions such as a secmtary and treasurer is
central to the functioning of the co-managementproass. For example, the
secretary's administrative responsibiIities are key to the effective functioning of the
board. These generally indude making logistical arrangements, forwarding the
agenda and other materials ng.e%ary for the meeting to participants, preppreparing and
distriiuting the minutes, briefing the dmiqxmon, and dealing with technical
equipment, Responsibilities can also include informingand providing advice to
members, facilitating communication among members,handling correspondence,
and providing a link from the board to the public and community (Lurdmann,1988).
The Secretary often becomes the central contact pason for the board, particularly in
situations where membgs are geographically separated.
Revisions should be made for the co-management board to have access to resources
necessary f a the functioning of the board. Commonly used resourcesinclude
stationary,a dedicated phone line, fax machine, and office space.

The operations of a co-management board involve meetings, research, decisionmaking community involvement and consultation, the incorporation of local
know1edge into management decisions, i n t d communication, and a t a n a l
coordination and communication.

4.4.1 Board Meetings
Regular meetings are the structure around which the operations and
communications of each -management board revolve. The procedures used to
conduct meetings are important since these d e b e how participants interact,
exchange information, solve problems and make decisions (Landmann,1988:64). The
location and facilities available to the board, scheduling and frequency of rneiings,
the agenda, prior preparation and consultation, and the existence of a visitor policy
are factors that must be considered.

The location of meetings can affect the success and acceptance of the comanagement
board (Roberts,l994) since this determines both the distance that members must
travel to attend meetings and the visibility of the co-managementprocess in the
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communities. Meetings should be conducted within access of facilities that are
required by the p u p (Landmam,l988). Examples of commonly used facilities
indude good lighting,washrooms, a kitchen area, parking, and audiofvisual
equipment. The facilities available can also have an impact upon the atmosphere of
meetings. For example, a round-table format is conducive to discussions while a
long rectangular table with mpresentatives seated facing each other creates an
atmosphere of ampetition (Landmann,1988:65).
Scheduling should ensure that meetings occur when m&
have had adequate
time to undertake tasks and responsibilitiesfrom the last session (Roberts,l994) such
as consultation with their stakeholder gmup, research or networking. The hequency
of meetings sbuld reflect the number of issues that the board must deal with, i-e.
the greater the workload, the more hequent the meetings (Landmann,1988).
An agenda fOr each meeting keeps the discussion focused and facilitates the conduct

of board business. The agenda is normally prepared by the chairperson and
secretary, and should take account of the time available as well as list the items for
discussion in order of priority (Landmann,1988:65). Participants, visitors and
members should contact either the chairperson or the secretary well in advance of
the meeting if they wish to add to the agenda. Last-minute additions can slow down
the process and lead to feelings of frustration and unfairness on the part of other
participants. Circulation of the agenda should be timely to allow all members
adequate opportunity to prepare for the meeting (Roberts,1994:79).
Adequate time and resources should exist to allow members to prepare and consult
as needed between meetings. These might indude access to a resource library and
GIS maps, or a budget to help members cover or defray the costs of telephoning or
meeting to consult with their stakeholder groups.
A policy regarding the attendance and participationof visitors, for example that

they can make a presentation only if they are on the agenda, should be formulated
and passed by the board @ndmann,1988). Visitors should be made aware of this
policy and what their role in the meeting will be the hrst time that they attend a
board meeting.

4.4.2 Participant Skills
The functioning of any -management regime, including interpretation of the
board's mandate and the -management agreement, is highly dependent upon the
individual participants involved in the process (Roberts,1994:75). Indeed, "the
motivations and attitudes of key individuals can make or break cemanagement, no
matter how much legal backing or supportive arrangements en agreement has"
(Phkerton,1989:29). The skills held by individual participants, particularly the
c h p r w n , are critical to the effective functioningof the board (Higgelkeand
Duinker,l993; -1988;
Roberb,1994). E f f ' v emembers are those who
exhibit strong leadership traits, an eqerthe about their stakeholdergroup and
resource being managed, are well-prepared for meetings, and have good
interpersonal skills. Partidpants also need to be committed to long-term solutions,
patience and cooperation as well as working to eliminate barriers to participationin
the process (Morgan,1992).
Charismatic and effective leadership plays a central role in the cemanagement
process (Higgelke and Duinker,l993; Landmann,1988).28 Pinkerton (1989.29)
concludes that co-management is most likely to evolve if there is an 'energy centre' a dedicated person or core group who applies consistent pressure to advance the cw
management process. Morgan (1992) notes that the most effective individual a~
management board members are those who exhibit a o s d t u r a l sensitivity and
respect for differing knowledge base. Morgan (1992) also found that effective
members are those who are patient, and work within a time frame that
accommodates that patience.

Each stakeholder representative should have expertise (knowledge of their
stakeholder group as well as the species being managed) if they are to be effective
contributors to the co-managementprocess (Morgan,1992). Participantsshould be
prepared for meetings (Rokts,1994) since a lack of preparation and follow-up
between meetings has been ated as a main factor undermining the hctioning of
cemanagementboards (Landma~,1988).Co-management is an intensive, on-

2 8 ~ o example:
r
"Ihave to say, though, that if these people were not on the Board, then there wouldn't
be a co-management board. Where would co-management be without that leadership?" (#116)
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going process which requires substantial commitments of timer sources and
energy by the paaia~ants-2~
Members must be open to recognizing and eliminating barriers to stakeholder
participation in the CO-management
process (Rokts,l994). Although a difficult
exercise which often challenges long-held assumptions and values, recognition and
elimination of these W e r s must be achieved to facilitate the process- Examples of
these barriers include financial constraints, the distance to attend meetings, the
mfamihrity of the process, the timing of meetings, and racism.

4.4.3 Research, Access to Information and Education
A significant goal of the -management process is to provide -ties
to both
partidpants and local communities to share information for researchand education.
This goal raises a number of important issues regarding the quality and availability
of data, the incorporation of local and scientific knowledge in the resource
management process, and capacity-building opportunities.

Firstly, co-managementboards must have consistent and hi@quality data upon
which to base their management decisions (I?inkerton,1989). According to Pinkerton
(1989),"the most successful and smoothly managed negotiations occur when neither
government nor [user]groups have exclusive control w e r data and data analysis"
(p.13). The co-managementprocess facilitates access to existing informationby the
stakeholders involved in the management process as well as identifies areas where
further research needs to be done?
If the cmmanagement process is to function properly, it is important that
information come to the participants from both western, scientific sources and local
knowledge (Berkes,l991).31 Effective co-management involves the incorporation of
both of these management systems and knowledge bases in the management of the
resource(s)in question. This marriage often leads to more equitable sharing of data
29"lt's a slow process - this is measured in demades, not weeks or years. You can make great strides,
but you must have patience."(#lll)
308we,Mistik, are the hewers of information. We know that this is a big responsibility, and we take
it seriously. Traditiodiy, government and industry have held this power and not shared it with

others."(#lll)
31"Part of the problem is that we have held the power in terms of knowledge. I think that education
[is importantJ on both sides - traditional knowledge, values and priorities versus scientific industrial
knowledge and their own values and priorities."(#lll)
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gathering and analysis mspomiwties as well as access to higher quality baseline
data than can be achieved through conventionalstate management (Pinkerbn,1989).
For example, in the case of the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission, government's
incomplete understanding of whale population counts and dynamics "spurred the
Eskimo whalers to outdo government and international bodies as scientific data
gatherers and analysts" (Pinke!rton,1989:15), thereby gathering critical traditional
knowledge that otherwise would not have been available to manages.
A functioningCO-managementregime contributes to capacity-building by bringing
real educational and training -ties
to the boardmembers,resource users
and local communitiiesu. For example, educational opportunities provided by comanagement reseamh me
may indude traditional land-use mapping projects
involving the local sch001 and Elders, job training such as heavy machinery
operation, or silvicultural experience. However, care must be taken that the
acqyisitionof this knowledge and skiUs is shared consistently and openly with the
communities and other stakeholders. If not, these opportunities have the ability to
turn the co-management board into a sort of private dub which is no longer seen as
accessible by, or of benefit to,local resource users and community members.

4.4.4 Decision-Making Process
Comanagement experience to date suggests that the process by which the comanagement board makes decisions is central to the effective functioning of the
regime. Conventional decision making mechanisms, which have tended to exclude
rather than include diverse interests, do not cope well with the complexity of issues
and stakeholders that contemporary decision makes must face (CanadianRound
Tables,1993:5). A consensus decision-making approach that facilitates an equal level
of participation in decision-makmg between participants is appropriate to shared
management arrangements such as CoImanagement Indeed,some critics argue that
consensus decision-makingis neassary to the long-termsuccess of the comanagement process (Phkerton,l989). There are many different forms that
consensus can take since each situation, issue or problem prompts the need for
participants to design a process specifically suited to their abilities, circumstances,
3Z"I
think that effective co-management is dependent on the education and awareness levels of the
people in the area. In some areas, you have to come in with a lot of details and specifics because
people are so unfamiliar with the process. In other areas, you can come in with a blank sheet and co-

design the process."(#lll)

and issues (CanadianRound Tab1es11993:6). Howwer, a consensus process is
generally one in which partiapants work together in a way that maximizes their
ability to resolve their differences. This proass does not avoid decision-making or
require the abdication of leadership. Rather, it calls upon leaders to forge
partnerships that work toward developing lasting solutions, providing an
opporhmity for participants to work together to rerealize acceptable solutions without
imposing the views or authority of one group over another (ibid.).
Consensus is said to be reached when all participants are willing to live with "the
total padcage". When this is not possible, alternative forms of consensus may be
appropriate. For example, agreeing to end the meeting and reconvene in one week
with 'consensus' then defined as 'the agrement of all members but onef. This
process continues week after week until a majority vote eventually prevails (Mike
Robinson, pers.com.).Experience demonstrates that successfulconsensuspnresses
are based upon the ten following prinaples, which are also compatible with c e
management practice: pwps4riven, inclusive not exclusive, voluntary
participation, self-design,flexibility, -equal
opportunity, respect for diverse interests,
accountability, time limits, and commitment to imp1ementation of the decisions
reached.

There are many potential advantages to a consensus approach to decision-making.
Such a process encourages aeative and innovative soiutions to complex problems
by bringing a divexsity of knowledge and expertise together to resolve issues
(Canadianround Tables,1993:5). Although generally more timeconsuming than a
conventional majority-vote, a consensus process produces decisions that are of a
longer-lasting and therefore higher quality (Peter and Urquhart,l991;
Robats,l994).= Si@icant benefits indude more equal participation by
participants, decisions that are more likely to be acceptedby user groups, and an
improvement in working relationships between participants. A consensus process is
particularly important in moss-cultural situations as it builds respect for, and a
better understanding of,different viewpoints among participants. Decisions made
by consensus are often better informed, more aeative, balanced, and enduring than
those reached through conventional topdown resource management Consensus
3J"I£
you come to the table with agendas that are very far apart, you need to go to the table accepting
that you might not be able to solve these issues. What is important is to agree to not unilatetaUy
decide the issues."(#lll)
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also helps partiapants to gain a commitment to, and responsiity for, the process
as well as the results and the implementationof decisions thus made (Canadian
Round Tables,1993).
However, despite the benefits offered by a consensus process there are a number of
concern which must be acknowledged. Stauber (1997) warns that "the amsemw
process used by government and industry is best viewed as a publics ukis
management tool that primarily divides, stymies and defeats social change activists
while protecting and strengthening the status quo".x Unless partiapants have
access to equal resources requiredto participate effectively, consensus can also lead
to "coercion d i s p s e d as consultation".Js It is important that the chairperson
understand that silenceon the part of a partidpant when discussing an issuedoes
not necessarily mean agreement since 'tacit' consent by some participants does not
constitute consensus. When trust among participants and a healthy group process
are lacking, there is a temptation for individuals to use wnsensus to stall the
decision-making process for their own benefit If partiapants are incapable of
adjusting their positions and compromising, a consensus ptocess can also result in
decisions that are based upon the lowest common denominator. Strong group
leaders such as the hwpason of the -management board can prevent these
possibilities from becorning a problem. Reaching consensus is not always possible,
particularly when parties have a history of poor relations with one another or when
partiapants are extremely polarized in their views or values (HiggeIke and
Duinker,1993:ll). In this case,it may at times be necessary to have 'majority rules'
as a back-up to prevent derailment of the entire process (Higgelke and
Duhker,l993:ii). Even if a consensus process does not resolve the issues presented,
this cooperative process can "crystallize discussion, clarify the underlying issues,
identify the options for dealing with outstanding disagreements, and build respect
and understanding among the parties affected" (CanadianRound Tables,1993:7).

While consultation through consensus is the preferable process for co1management,
the board will sometimes need to make immediate decisions, and consultation with
all participants about an issue may not always be b i l e (Roberts,1994). In fact, if
consultation is required on every issue that the board deals with, the ability of the
board to function m a y be restricted (East,1991 in Roberts, 1994). Having
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stakeholders and managers at the table who have high levels of decision-making
authority helps to avoid this problem (Robert~~l994;
Mike Robinson, pers.com.) as
these individuals are generally able to make more immediate decisions than their
junior counterparts.

4.4.5 Community involvement and Consultation
The meaningful involvement of, and d t a t i o n with, local communities and
resource users in the management process is a basic tenet of both co-xnanagement
theory and practioe.J6 This process involves developing strong links, trust and
respect, and regular two-way communicationbetween the board and user
communities. Making information and translation sawices available as well as
involving local resource users in resear& skills development and education
encourages these links between the board and local communities.
Building a strong link between the board and local communities is essential for
developing the community support, trust and respect needed for the comanagement process to succeed (Osharenko,1988;Pinkerton,l989). The tw+way
sharing of local and scientific knowledge as well as local resource users' acceptance
of management decisions depend upon this relationship. Indeed, the social health of
the local communities is an important factor in how well a cemanagement board
functions (Mike Robinson,pers.com.). Pinkerton (1989) concludes that comanagement operates most effectivdy where a resource user group already has a
cohesive social system based upon kinship or ethniaty and can define its geographic
boundaries of iduence and resource use. Due to the importance of community
involvement and the visibility of the board with local resource users, a substantial
portion of a board's operating budget may need to be allocated to this task
(Roberts,1994).

Regular communicationfrom the board to the communities regarding board
business and decisions is a i t i d to the -management process ( L a n d 1 n a ~ 1 9 8 8 ~ ~ .
This can be accomplished in a number of ways. For example, publishing board36"It is very important that they [the community] feel comfortable in the steps that are king taken in
this growth process. This is much better than creating animosity and misunderstandings. In this case
we tried to build up the consensusand have people feel comfortable with the steps and
understanding what has to be done...(#lll)
31
'
have 3.3 million hedares as my office - we need a good communicationnetwork to get messages
out to this, and that is part of what co-management is."(#113)
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related articles in local community newslettas, holding cemanagement open
houses, conducting interviews on local news media, and displaying meeting
minutes on local radio and TV stations. Communication can also be facilitated
through the cmnanagement board having a designated office and phone number as
well as board members that are highly visible in the coxrununity (Witty,1994).
Written methods of c~~nmunication,
e s p e d l y of technical information,are
considered to be the least effective means of delivering information from the board
to communities and user groups (Peter and Ur*,l991).
Peter and Urqyart
(1991)state that visual methods such as maps and tables are a more effective way of
communicating information, particularly in communities with low literacy rates.
Research and education are an important part of the ammurticationprocess
(Huntington,l992) for both board members and local resource harvestas. These
goals can be achieved through the involvement of local inhabitants in forest research
projects. S i n a co-management can provide numerous opportunities for
employment and slcills training in the local area, it is important that fair and open
lines of communication exist to get these opportunities out to the communities in a
timely manner. Indeed, 'Tangible pmof of changes influenced by public input is
vital to convince the public that its input was valued and constructive and that the
process was worthwhile" (Higgelke and Dujnker,l9935i). Co-management is also
more successful where there is a merhanism for returning some of the wealth
generated by the improved management process back into the local communities
(Pinkerton,l98927).

4.4.6 Incorporation of Local Knowledge
The incorporation of both Westem scientificknowledge and local knowledge into
the management process is a major aim of co-management. The term 'local

knowledge" is used here rather than that of "traditional ecological knowledge" or
TEK since this incorporatesand validates both Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal
knowledge held by individuals and communities. In both cases, this term refers to
knowledge that has been gained through years, and often generations, of living on
the same land base. According to M'Gonigle (1989). the criticalpoint is the degree to
which the values and practices of both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 'inhabitants'
of an area foster long-term cultural and environmental stability within the place. A
"deep local knowledge and sincere respect for the integrity of place, and a
commitment to the welfare of the I d community'' (M'Gonigle,1989:83) can be held
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by a l l inhabitants of a place, regardless of their cultural or spiritual background.
Indeed, co-management operates most effectively where the rne&m&zm for
conserving and protecting the resource base at the same time enhance the
functioning of a cultural system (Morrell,l989).

In general, the western scientific management system is charackized by written
laws, rules, and regulationsbased upon the scientific method and made and
administered by governments to direct the management of resources
(Osharenk0~1988
in Roberts,1994*21). On the other hand?indigenous (local)
management involves self-management and relies on knowledge that is gathered
through customary practice?cultural tradition and local knowledge of the land and
wildlife (R0bertsI1994r22).Effective management pactice involves the
acceptance and incorporation of both westem scientific and local knowledge in the
management of the resouce(s) in question (Berka,1989; Candmann,l988;
Pinkerton,1989).a
An evaluationof how well local knowledge is being integrated into cemanagement
practice involves the amsideration of four main points. Whether participants are
taking responsibility for articulating local knowledge, how often this knowledge is
used, how it is obtained?and the vrdlingness of industry and government members
and agencies to accept its use in their plarming and management operations. The
way in which this knowledge is gathered is also of importance. For example,
collecting knowledge about wildlife from Elders in both a visual and a written
format so as to incorporate both western and indigenous ways of communicating
this informationThere is a danger that partiapants in the CO-management
process buy into the
dominant westem system of knowledge and management to the detriment of
indigenous knowledge and management systems (Berkes,l991;Roberts,l994). To
help avoid this problem, individual co-management participants must assume
responsibility for articulating local knowledge as well as ensuring that the boatd
responds to the needs of the local communities (Golly,pers.com, Iherrien,1988 in
Roberts,l994). Another barrier to the integration of local knowledge in comanagement is that board members may not be the people who have the best access
""[As managers], we need to undexstand the science and the technology as well as the local
knowledge, the traditional ways, that have been gathered by years of experience."(#113)
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to that knowledge.39 In some Aboriginal coxmmunitiesfmuch traditional knowledge
has been lost already as Elders pass away without transthis information an to
the younger generations (Mike Robinsoh pers.com.) Government and industry
managers must also be willing to accept local knowledge and to integrate it into the
management process (Robertsf1994). F m y f partidpants themselvesmust take
responsiility for articulating their knowledge and ensuring that it is incorporated
into management dedsions.

4.4.7 Internal Communlcatlon
Effective internal communication is necessary for successful CO-management
practice
(Landmann,l988; Pinkerton,l989; Robertsf1994). Internal communication is
facilitated by a common language or translation, both fonnaland inhmal ways of
communicating, and participants demonstrating a respect for different ways of
learning and knowledge. Methods that facilitate thiscommunicationindude regular
round-table discussio~s,distributing agendas prior to meetings, and creating
working groups and sub-committees when needed. While informal discussions and
networking fonn an important component of this incommunications system
(Roberts,l994), care must be taken that these informal groups do not create a 'private
club' which =dudes some members from discussing board business."

To be successful, intemal communicationmust respea both linguisticdifferences
and different ways of learning and knowledge, particularly between western
scientific knowledge and Indigenous systems (Berkes,1989; Huntington,l992;
Osharenko,l988; Pinkerton,l989). For example, failure to understand the
bureaucratic process is cited by a number of authors as well as NolSask a>management participants as a factor limiting user participation in -management
(Osharenko,l988; Pinkerton,1989; Roberts,l994). Education and training for
participants that focuses on group communication, processes, and dynamics as well
as consensus-decision-makingis one way of addressing this concern (Morgan,1993).

39'"That'~ an area that needs improvement...this whole idea of sharing traditional knowledge of local
areas is incomplete. Some of the knowledge comes through, but it is incomplete because people on

the boards might not necessarily have that knowledge."(#lll)
meadow Lake Coffee Club8does get together in between meetings to discuss issues, but
dedsion-making is still shared -ally among the members."( #lW)
'We try to minimize huddles on the side, try to keep the Board worlcing as a tem..and I think that
we have done a reasonable job at that"(#102)
%e
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4.4.8 External Coordination and Communication
Cmnanagementboards operate within a broader regional, provincial, and even
national b e w o r k of institutions and interests (Ro-,l994).
Indeedf "comanagement operates best where external support can be d t e d (university, nongovernment scientists,credible organizations) and where external forums of
discussion (e.g. technical committees) including more [resource users] than
government m
e can be involved in -management concernsf'
(Pinkerton,198927). It is therefore important that boards establish and maintain
communicationnetworks with outside management institutions such as provincial
government agmties and departments (Landmann,l988) as well as other institutions
related to co-management in order to avoid duplication of management efforts.41
Examples of existing extemal organkatiozts hrdude the National Aboriginal Forestry
Association and provincial government initiatives such as the SaskatchewanfsForest
Policy Advisory Committee. Roberts (1994)notes that outside parties with an
interest in the resource being -managed, but who are not party to the comanagement agreement, can sometimes create problems for the management
regime. Roberts cites the example by Osharenko (1988) of the US hunting lobby
opposing the Yukon-KuskokwinDelta Goose Management Regime and successfully
taking their opposition to court as an example of outside interests and demands not
only challenging a management board's authority but forcing the board to take
much time away from their management activities.

c

This chapter has proposed an evaluation framework based upon c~management
literature, co-management experience to date, and the case study interviews
conducted for this resear&. This framework is organized into three main
components - Guiding Principles, Institutional Structure and Opeations - each with
additional sub-headings and evaluation points to consider. Chapter 5 takes this
evaluative structure and integrates the interviewee responses as to how each of the
case study regimes of Beauval and Divide fit into the evaluation criteria des~l'bed.

41"Thereshould be a super co-managementb o d that deals with issuer of s i m i l a r concern to all of
the boards...This larger board could -manage areas such as roads, wildlife management, education
and forest access on a regional level...this larger board shouldn't necbe power-based.
Decisions should continue to be made at the I d level with this larger board being a forum for
discussion of issues that affect all of the boatds."(#lll)
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The purpose of this chapter is to take the evaluationframework proposed in Chapter
Four and apply it to the two case studies of the Beauval Co-Management Board and
the Divide Forest Advisory Council Corporation in Northwestem Saskatchewan. A
sipficant number of intemiew quotes are footnoted in this chapter in order to
provide a voice to the participants in the -management process and to
complement the -management theory dscribed in Chapter Four with actual
practice. Due to issues of legibility and confidentiality, respondents referred to in
the main text are identified only by their i n h e w number unless permission to use
their name has been sought and given.

eauvd
Beauval is a c m u n i t y of approximately 720 people, 650 of whom are of Aboriginal
(mostly Metis of Cree) descent and 70 who are Non-Aboriginal. The population of
the community is increasing at a significant rate with a growth of 9.3%experienced
from 1986 to 1991 (Census Canada). Employment opportunities in the area are
relatively good with forestry, mining, commercial fish~ng,trapping, outfitting and
long-haul trucking being the major sources. Commercial forestry has taken place in
the Beauval area since the 1930's when a small sawmill ran on hydro-power from the
Beaver river. However, it was not until the late 1980's that large-scale timber
harvesting began around the community.*

Since there are strong cultural and subsistence ties between the community of
Beauval and the surrounding forest, the onset of industrial forest developmentwas
of great concem to the community.* As a result of these community conas
42"1 think that the only type of logging people were inv01ved in up here in the past was small.
manual stuff. There really wasn't much forestry in the past here. Larger-scaIe logging only started
here about five years ago". (gll6)
4 3 1 am concerned about wildlife and what they are doing to protect it while they are logging. I
depend on the forest for my food supply for my family. We eat mostiy traditional foods..my
Livelihood comes from the forest, so 1am concerned about its health."(#l29)
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well as the ongoing Keeley Lake logging blockade, Mistik M&agement contacted
stakeholders in 8eauval in 1992 and proposed co-management as a solution to
forestry conflict and tensions in the srea (#102-3,139).44 The Beauval CoManagement Board,which began operations in 1992/1993, oversees the N-12 FCA
located on the mid-eastern edge of the NolSask FMLA (Map 2). In Januaryof 1998
the Board signed a co-managementMemorandum of Understanding (MOU) with
Weyerhaewer Canada, which holds the eastern portion of the N-12 FCA in the
neighbowing FMLA, thereby gaining recognition of the Board's role in the
management process for the entire FCA A copy of the Weyerhaeuser MOU is
contained in Appendix 4.

The Beauvd co-management B o d does not have a formally-mcqpized vision
statement nor has the group gone through a formal process of agreeing upon
common goals of co-management. However, Beauval is a relatively cohesive
community with many members who share a wmmcm culture and attitude towards
the forest resoufie. The Beauval Board views the protection of the forest ecosystem
as their primary function before any other uses of the forest are considered (#102).
This protection is partidarly important for the community as many people
continue to depend on the forest for a portion of both their subsistence and income.
Ensuring that economic benefits of forest development are retumed to the
community is also a major goal of the Board. Board members appear to have a .
common understanding that the purpose of co-management is to ensure that the
forest resource is managed properly and that benefits of this development are
returned to the l d communities. Since the Board expeds to develop and ratify
their operating bylaws in the next six months, this may be a good opportunity to
create a vision statement for the Board and to include long-term for co-management
in these bylaws.
An effort is made by the Beauval participants to provide information in a number of
forms such as oral, written, and graphical so that everyone present understands the
issuesbeing discussed. For example, the chaqmson conducts meetings in both
Cree and English, often stopping to confirm that everyone understands what the
different participants are saying. This culturally-appropriateapproach to the
@'There was a lot of controvusy up here. There was talk of blockades and protestsw.(1116)
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management process helps to ensure that all participants understand the issues and
have an equal chance for input and decision-making*
At a more formal level, the Operatid Terms of Rekrarce of the NorSask CoManagement Partnership MOU [under which Mlstik signed the co-management
agreement creating the Beauval Board] state that -management in the FMLA will
be based upon a number of guiding principles. These indude cwperation between
the parties involved, sustainable use of the forest resoufie, the inclusion of all
stakeholders in the management process, and an integrated approach to

management,*

tmctue of the B w v a l
A review of the Beauval Cemanagement Board'sinstitutional structure involves the

considerationof the factors desaibed in Chapter Four. These indude the reasons for
formation of the regime, Board size, m h h i p and roles, the authority and power
of the Board and the Board's mandate. The management approach taken by the
Board, provisions for funding and administrative support,participant skills, and the
continuity of participants also have important implications for how well the comanagementprocess functions.

5.3.1 Formation of the Board
The Beauval Board was fonned mainly in reaction to general tensionsand conflict
over the rapid expansion of forestry operations around the community (#102-3).&
At this time, there was also a growing desire in the community for more formal
input into forest management activities. The community wanted to both infIuence
how this development took place and to ensure that some benefits from these
activities were returned to the community (#lM)When
.
Mistik first proposed comanagement in 1992, a comm&ty meeting was held with SERM, Mistik and
members of the Beauval community in attendance. At that meeting, the community
decided that they were willing, despite initial mistrust and suspicion of the process,
"SERM'S role in this CO-managementwas not to set up the boards, but to..[provideJinformation on
how the process should work, and of the potential benefits. The best apprctachis to facilitate, not to
lead."(#104)
46"The co-management process had started before Mistik came in, but it was the [loggingmad]
blockade that really got things started*"(#113)
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to give co-managementa try (#102).Nominations were immediately held at that
meeting for stakehoIder repmentatives to sit on the Board. Although Mistik was
keen to begin co-management immediately, and indeed offered financialand
administrative support, the community decided that they did not want to rush into
any agreements or commitmentsat that time (#103). As a resuLt, it was not until the
Fall of 1994 that the Board officially registered as a not-for-profit copmation (a
requirement by Mistik before the company will provide funding to a board)and the
$10,000 start-up cheque from Mistik was cashed.

The Beauval Board operates under the umbrella structure of the 1993 SERM and
Nosask CeManagernentMOW, in which the Government of Saskatchewan and
NolSask Forest Products Inc (withMistik Management as an operating party)
commit to initiate jointly the development and enhancement of f m t r y wmanagement within the FMLk This agreement represents the framework under
which Mistik and NorSask will operate in order to undertake further discussions
and eventually sign formal co-management agreements with stakeholder groups in
the FMLk Following upon this initial agreement, Mistik signed a basic one-page
c-management agreement with the Beauval Co-Management Board in 1994 which
commits the parties to work coopeatively together to develop CO-management
in N12 FCA. In 1998,the Beauval Board signed an MOU with Weyerhaeuser
Saskatchewan in which the forestry company agreed to participate in the N-12 comanagement process. C0-management in the N-12FCA therefore operates under
three agreements involving various combhatiom of government, industry and the
Beauval Board: the 1993MOU between SERM and Mistik, the 1994 agreement
between Mistik and the Beauval Co-Management Board, and the 1998 MOU
between the Beauval Board and Weyerhaeuser Saskatchewan.

The lack of formal written agreements with the Board at the start of the wmanagement process is seen by membas as a benefit since it has meant that
participants ha& had to discuss issues with each other rather thanretreat into
speaEic sections of an agreement where the dialogue stops (#102-3).Members also
feel that the lack of government involvement has allowed the process to develop to a
higher level than it would have otherwise. However, the Board has now reached a
point where it would like to sign a more formal agreement with the province in
order to give greater d t y to the process and to ensure cemanagement wiU
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continue in the future.* Beauval has been working on a set of draft operating
procedures and bylaws for the past three years, but these have yet to be ratified.
Since the Board is g e n d y less busy in the Winter it is hoped that the bylaws will
be completed and ratified within the next six months (#102).

5.3.2 Board Size
The Beauval Co-ManagementBoard is made up of seven representatives who were
chosen at the first community meeting to represent what the community felt were
the main stakeholder groups afhcted by foreshy operations in the area. These are:
Cabin Owners,Commercial Fishmen, EIders/Traditional Users,Outfitters,
Trappers, Wild Rice Growers, and the Village Council-Representatives h n t Mistik
Management, SERM and Weyerhaeuser Canada attend meetings on a regular basis,
but are not Board members and do not have voting privileges. This membership
structure is very different horn the northern Canadian -management boards, such
as those fonned by the Inuvialuit Final Agreement, in which boardqmesentation is
sfty percent Aboriginal and fifty percent government. The Beauval structure is also
somewhat different from the Green Lake Co-Management Board where
Weyerhaeuser Canada is a full member of the Baard- Weyerhaeuser accepted the
offer of membership horn Green Lake, but declined voting privileges except where
forestry-relatedissues are involved (#132).

The smallsize of the Beauval Board is viewed by participants as a benefit to the
process since a small group has made it easier to conduct meetings, to make
dedsions, and to get through the business at hand in a timely manner (#102-3,106,
108,110,137-8).m However,it is also felt that the Board should not Limit the number
of stakeholders involved simply to keep the membership to a manageable size
(#137).A membership of between 6 to 15 participants is felt to be optimal, since any
less than thiswould mean that stakeholders were not adequately represented, and
any more would make the proass too unwieldy (#137-8).49

there are certain guidelines that could
be placed, ways of enforcing cer!ain regulations...I am worried that nothing is in writing with SERM
and with the co-management boards."(#131)
*"A small, cohesive unit is better than a big mas.Then groups can't be dominated by
factions."(#102)
49"1 think, too, that there should be at l u s t 6-10 people to form a board. You can't have too few
members, either, or the process won't workff(#137)
4 7 think
~
that co-management should be legislated...Tha t way,
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5.3.3 Membership and Roles
The Beauval Board has qresentatives from seven forest resource user groups.
Respondents suggest that a women's as well as a youth50 v t a t i v e should be
added to the Board to encourage participation h m these stakeholders in the
community and to ensure that these interests are consideredin the management
process.5l Although government and industry qresentatives regularly attend
meetings, these stakeholders do not hold membership on the Board, nor do they
have voting privileges.

There is a concern among participants that Board members do not always w d t
enough to ensure that they truly represent their stakeholder groups. This is
attriibuted to a lack of funding for consultationarpehses such as mileage and
telephone, a lack of organization on the part of the stakeholder group, members
being too busy to devote the necessary time, and the Board not enfixing this
consultation (#117,139). While membexs are elected either fonnally or informally by
their stakeholder group, it is not practical to consult with the entire group every time
a cc~management
decision is made. Nor is constant consultation always necessary
since stakeholder groups entrust their -management mpresentatives with a certain
level of decision-makingauthority on behalf of their group. A review of Board
minute shows that when major decisions must be made members do consult more
directly with their larger group. To date, no major conflicts have arisen to date
between members' resource management decisions and the opinions of their
stakeholder group. Consultation could be improved by the &ahperson asking on a
regular basis what members are doing to ensure that they are accountable to their
stakeholder group. Mistik Management has delegated a significant level of decisionmaking trust and powers to their field staff who regularly attend the comanagement meetings, thereby allowing these qresentatives to make most
management decisions at the board level without conferring with their superiors
(#140).Similarly, SERM is cumently undergoing a reorganization in order to confer

-

-

-

501 also think, definite@#that youth should have a voice on the Board, that they should be more
involved in co-management".(#l31) ""Ourmost important resource in this Fur Block are our

chiidren."(#102)
51"I am interested in learning more. I'd like to go to more meetings. Like myself, I have a trappers
License, and I
'
d like to be more invoIved, because the forestry affects me,l would go more often to
those meetings to Learn more if there were more women there. Then I would feel more comfortable,
more like I beIonged in those meetings."(#l20)
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greater decision-making authority to local and regional offices to facilitate the
management process (#I@#,
137,139).
Due to the structure of the Board in which each member represents a spedfic interest
group, members' roles are dearly defined. However, since most members belong to
more than one user group (for example, a wild rice grower may also fish
commercially and own a recreational cabin), more than one Board member usually
speaks to each issue. Board members interviewed responded that in general, the
expectation of their roles have not changed since they each began participating in
the process. Members consistently reported that the amount of time that they spend
on Board business and the comanagement process is less now than when the Board
first started. In some cases this time commitment has changed as much as from ten
hours a month down to just over one hour at pmsent (#103). This change is
generally attributed to factors such as a greater familiarity with the process, more
knowledge about forestry operations, and the fact that the Board now works
together as a team. However, one member did state that the time he spends on
Board business has increased since he first became involved (#121). This is
attriiuted to the amount of funds that the Board must now manage and distxiibute
and the wider range of activities that the Board is currently involved in.
There is a recurring concern of a conflict, or perceived conflict, of interest between
board members and logging activities (#116,1302,137,139).5253 It was suggested
by these respondents that the Board draw up conflict of interest guidelines so that if
an issue comes up, for example that may impact upon logging contractom and
operators, these members should consider themselves in conflict and thus leave the
meeting for that portion of the discussion. Indeed,a review of Board minutes shows
that when members have thought that they were in potential conflict of interest,
these individuals have left the mom to return only after the issue has been settled
(#103).In interviews with community members, no one could cite a specific
example of a decision make by the Board that benefited logging contractors who
528Therehas been one re-ocavringthing that I've been hearin&and that%the question of if there is a
conflict of interest with the Board members and logging. How can we guarantee that they are not
benefiting themselves through their work with the Board?"(#ll6)
534'My
main concern is that some people on the Boud who either have logging companies or are
contradors in the logging industry, that these people are making decisions that ate good for them,
not what's good fbr the community....Boad members should make decisions from the resource-users'
point of view, not from their business interests and personal g*v(#137)
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hold a membership position. However, there was a general impression that the
contractors that sit on the Board are doing very well finan&illy. One community
member felt that this was due more to hard work and initiative than trying to
manipulate the do-management process in their favour (#116)Y
Membership of the Beauval C*Management Board has been quite wnsistent since
the start of the pmcess.55 Terms for Board members were not set when wmanagement began in 1992since the Board first wanted to get the process running
smoothly before passing bylaws dealing with those sorh of procedural issues ((t102).
Elections for the Board were due to be held in the Fall of 1997, but this did not
happen due to the lack of formally-approvedopefating bylaws. Board and
co~~ununity
members do not kel that it would be diffidt to get new members to
join the Board (#102-3).However, a significant number of respondentsvoiced
concerns about what would happen to the management process and the trust that
has been built between participants if the Board membership suddenly changed and
new representatives had to start over again from square one (#104,111-12,116, 132,
137-8).% 9 58

There have been few changes in Board membership since the inceptionof comanagement seven years ago. The chavperson changed three times near the start of
the process due to politics and other issues, but has been the same for the past five
years. The initial Elder/Traditional User representative who passed away was
replaced in 1994, and the Mayor has replaced the Deputy Mayor as the Village
started with nothing five years ago. Thy didn't even have a roof over their heads. They
started with a little skidder and worked up from there. AU that machinery that they have now, they
had to put everything that they had earned, like their house, up as collateral against the loans as they
got bigger along the way. But they did it. Some peopIe up here are jealous of that success, but 1 don't
see these other people working and putting their neck out to get somewhere." (t116)
"'The maintenance of an on-going relationship is key - it provides credibility to the organizations
involved as well as structure to the process... The hardest thing in my mind is to try and be involved
in every Little thing that goes o n It's equally hard for the boards to inform us of what they're
thinking. Thafs why it's important to build trust and to be able to talk openly with each
other." (#112)
56"I'm also concerned about the continuity of members. What will happen to the Board and its
operations, the trust that people have, the reputation that it is building if these leaders aren't there
anymore? I worry about thatU(#116)
57"1 am worried about the turn-over of Board members. Obviously, it is good to have some hun-over
and to bring in new members, but it sets the process back when this all happew at once..."(#132)
""My mapr concem.i+ that if the Board itself changes we might have to start over at square one
again with the new guys. Right now, cemanagement is an on-going educational process with the
door swinging both ways, and I don't want to lose that."(#112)

*Fey]
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Council rqmsentative. The original Commer&l Fishamen and Triippes
representatives stopped corning regdarly to meetings and were replaced by two
new members in 1998. Thae is mmpition by both Board and community members
that some turnover in the Board aomposition would be a good thing (#102,132,1378). Respondents also feel that this turnover should be organized so that only a few
members are changed each time, thereby ensuring continuity in the management
process and the knowledge and skills that have been gained?

5.3.4 Mandate
The Beauval Board does not have a formal written mandate nor is there anything in
the 1993 SERM MOU that requires them to do so. However, there is a consensus

among the participants that the Boud exists firstly to protect the forest resoun?e in
conjunction with forest dwelopment, and secondly to ensure that benefits of this
development are returned to the community (tt102).Pmsently, the Board is
involved in a wide variety of forest-relatedactivities. These indude reviewing
cutting plans and lease applications in the K12 FCA, road closures, buffer zones,
and wild rice lakes as well as incorporating local knowledge and data into forestry
management plans. At a local level, the Board provides educational sdrolmhips,
smallbusiness loans and other h c i a l support to the community as well as
facilitating training and employment opportunities.61 The Board also plays a
coordinating role by seeking funding for community
horn other sources
such as government and industry. For example, a provincial New Careers
Programme with a $100,000 budget was administered through the Board over a twoyear period from 1995 to 19%. After a funding request horn the Beauvd School
Outdoor Education Programme was sent to the Board, the Board brought the
request to the attention of Weyerhaeuser Canada who later donated a total of $8,400
to purchase equipment such a canoes and life jackets for the sch001.~2
healthy. You cm't have the same members a l l of the time. Issues do come
up lrom the past, though,and new members wouldn't know what was said and done at that time. I
think that the Board membership should be staggered."(#137)
60"~ome
boards have strong people that are very committed. But what happens when these people
""You need change, i
t's

Ieave?"(#lOQ)
61'8~o-management
also helps to bring in financial opportunities through the forest industry, rmldng
sure that NorSask and Weyerhaeuser allow local contractors and local parkiapation. They come to
the Co-Management to see if we have any resource people if they see an opportunity for someone to
land a contract. The Co-Management Board in turn have people attending the meetings looking for
work and training oppo~ties."(#231)
6 2 " ~ kt t , we asked for funding from the Board, but they sent the request on to Weyerhaeuser. 'Ihir
way, it went through the proper channels. The Board knew that Weyerhaeuser wanted to donate
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Through the 1993NorSask MOU,each functioning local ammnagement board such
as Beauval is mandated to participate in the integrated planning and dedsionmaking proass with respect to forest harvesting activities within their FCA.
Stakeholders (local mource users)are to participate in not only the management
pmcess, but in the desip of the process ifself. This is to be achieved through the
development and support of local co-managementb o d such as Beauval, which
the 1993MOU gives Mistik the authority to set up. However, it is dearly stated in
the MOU that this process is not to prevent theSaskatchewangovernment from
meeting its respomibilities and obligations with respect to environmental protection
and re~nvce
management, nor is this amangement to infzinge upon Aboriginal and
treaty rights or the terms of the existing FMLA agreement As inother Canadian comanagement experience, the Minister respmsib1e for the resources in question does
not delegate final authority over those resources, maintaining that power.

InJanuary of 1998 the Beauval Board signed a Co-Management Memorandum of
Understanding with Weyerhaeuser Saskatchewan Lnc While SERM was party to the
early negotiations of thisagreement, the government decided not to sign the final
document. Under this agreement,Weyerhaeuser commits to participate in the comanagement process and to contribute financially to the operations of the Board.
This MOU also extends the mandate of the Beauval C-Management Board to the
eastern portion of the N-12 FCA contained in Weyerhaeuser's neighbouring FMLA.
Individual Board members get their authority to participate in the process from the
continued support of the stakeholder group that elected them at the initial
community c0-management meeting in 1992. There has been very little turnover in
the membership since the Board fvst fonned. Although an election was to be held in
the Fall of 1997to either r 4 e c t or replace the Board members that have sat on the
Board thus far, this did not take place. The reason given for this is that the Board
wants to formally adopt its operating bylaws prior to any significantchange in
Board membership in order to ensure the continuity of the process as it has
developed to date. The Board is committed to holding an election as soon as the
bylaws have been ratified.
money to community projeds...this way, it was organized and everyone knew who had been given
how much."(#128)
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The Beauval Board has expanded its ori@ mandate of addressing forest
management issues to encompass those of community health and economic
development as well as managing other local resources (#l(n-4).63A 1993company
newsletter
V01.1, N02) stated that Tor now, the co-management
boards will deal solely with forestry. Northem residents are hoping that, in time,
the boards will make decisions regardingother resource development activities on
their traditional lands." In the future, the Board hopes to use the CO-management
structure and proass to share management responsibilities for the development of
other resources such a tourism and oil and gas (#102).M The c~rnanagement
boards
developed by the northern land claims such as the Inuvialuit Final Agteement offer
a possible model within which this could develop. To date, there has been no talk of
the Board taking on meritfunctions (#102,104,137,142) since this is seen as
SERM's responsibility. However, it is noted that enforcement of existing regulations
has been improved through the co-management process (#137). This is attnibuted to
local inhabitants reporting vio1ations since c<~management
has given them a sense
of real ownership and responsibility in the local resources as well as greater
confidence that their advice will be acted upon by managers (#137).65

There are no provisions in place for a regular external and intemal review of the
Beauval Co-management Board structure and operations. It is expected that
provisions for such a review will be incorporated into the Board's operating bylaws,
which are due to be completed and ratified in the Spring of 1999.

5.3.5 Management Approach
A review of past Board minutes and of meetings attended demonstrate that the
Beauval Board maintains a flexible approach to management. Having operated
since 1992, the Board now has a history of management decisions and experience

634TheY
have added more responsibility onto us now, we're doing the whok picture in the FCA now.
Before, we just Looked at forestry. Now, SERM wants us to take over the Iakes with respect to
building cabins, thing like that."(#l21)
6%e
eventually want to co-manage everything - oil rights, tourism.. not just the bushW(#l02)
Q"PeopLe knew it [violations]was going on, but they never reported it happening. They know what
their neighbours are doing much more than [SERM]do. When we asked them for their opinion and
gave the coxrununity some decision-makingpower, people started to take responsibility for the
resource since they knew that they would be listened to. Now, local people are reporting things to
us." (a137)

-
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that it relies upon when making decisicms.66 Mistik has also generally proven itself
to be flexible and able to adapt to the needs and requests of the individual
communities such as Beauval within the FMLA.67
A concern exists within the community that the Board is not as autonomous as it
could be since the funding forccwnanagernentis tied to the amount of timber
harvested in the FCA (#118,122). Howeverfgovernment and industry participants
feel that the Board's operations as autonomous of these vested interests% Some
Board members also do not feel that the 'donationf per cubic metre by Mistik
challenges the Boards autonomy since the co-management process is now so
established that it will continue to operate regardless of whether there is any forestry
activity in the area (#103).

The Beauval Board has taken a very proactive approach to their role in resource
management and decision-making in the N-12 FCA. This proactive stance has
helped to phce the Board on an equal footing with government and industry
participants in decision-makirtg and is viewed as a major redson for the success of
the process to date (#104f132f137-8)P9

5.3.6 Funding and Administrative Support
Three main points must be considered when evaluating the funding and
administrative support of the Beauval c-management board. These include
whether the funding is stable and adequate?whether there is sufficient

66''1 think we pretty wen have it down to a process now, and I Mconfident that we can deal with
anything. Now it runs smoothly, and we have experience. When an issue comes up now, we can
r e d what we did in the past, and that helps us a lot"(ltl21)
67"with flexibility,you can't always do what is efficient-. [For example], Ile La Crarx passed a
plebiscite that they didn't want any logging in their fur BIo&.Three or four years after this, they
have decided to start logging on a limited basis. They recognize that we respected their decision, and
we don't have to do this - the law is behind us in terms of our rights. But realty the law is irrelevant
in these matters. So, we are talking now and working together, in an area where we could have taken
the position that there is a cesource there and that we have the right to utilize that resource, and we
don't care what the co-management b o d has to say. And if we had done that, we probably
wouldn't be talking right now, there would probably be a lot of friction to say the least"(#lll)
6 8 ' ~ helped
e
to set up the cmnanagement process, but the board+ ace autonomous so we don't try

to influence the process a lot."(#104)

[and some other boards] is that Tjeauvd is very proactive, and
the others are still stuck at the reactive stage. Beauval has reached a higher level of functioning as a
bard, and the result is that the management decisions and the process that come out of there are of a
much higher validity and qyality than they are down south" (t127)

6 9 u key
~ difference between.,Beauval
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administrative support for the Board's operations, and whether the Board has access
to the necessary resourrxs.

Funding for the Beauval Board comes fkom a number of sources. When the Board
was incorporated in 1994,an initial Sl0,OOO start-upgrant was donated by Mistik to
the development of the Board.70 The majority of ongoing funding is provided
through the 1993SERM/No&sk CmManagement MOU in which NorSask agreed
to commit $0.50 for each cubic mehe of wood harvested in each co-management
board's FCA b support the process. However, since SERM is wary of this
arrangement being perceivedas revenue-sharingand the legal precedent that is
possibly being set, NaiSask is careful to call the $U.Ma cubic metre a 'donation' to
the Co-Management Board instead of a tax or royalty (#104). The MOU calls this
$0.50 per cubic metre a 'commitment' and a 'contribution' to the establishment of the
c-management boards. Government is not that comfortable with the existing
funding arrangement for the NorSask boards and is investigating different options
for the long-term support of co-management in the province (#lO4).71
The Board is also investigating additional sources of income. For example, the
Board has suggested that anyone who harvests a resource from the FCA should
contribute something to the co-management expensa as well as to the p(#103).This could include post cutters, outfitters, mushroom harvesters and tourism
operators. In the 1993MOU, the provincial government agrees to help identify
additional sources of funding relating to -management initiatives and the boards.
This includes government programme funding for -management boards like
Beauval as related to environment and resource stewardship, community
sustainability and economic development issues. SERM also commits to direct and
to focus both financial and human resources of existing government programmes to
assist communities and c0-management boards in working towards economic and
environmental sustainabilty. An example of this happening to date is the $100,000
New Careers Programme that was administered through the Board in 1995-%.
Weyerhaeuser Saskatchewan, which operates within the N-12FCA, has also
70"We [Mistikjbrought financial resources to the table to facilitate the process u d to help it get
started - I think that this was really important The cash showed that we were serious about our

commitment to this...It was maUy just a corporation and the communities with SERM sometimes
qving support It was not complicated and a lot of tangling bureaucracy wasn't involved."(#lll)
l"I don't think that it should be up to industry to pay the 50 cents a cubic metre. Any funding
should come from govecnment."(#104)
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committed to ongoing support of community pmjects. However, the company

prefers to fund individual -ects
and Board-related scpensesrather than base their
contributions on the volume of wood that they cut from the FCA as Mistik does
(#132). It is reasonable to assume that long-term funding arrangements for Beauval
will eventually see contributionscofrom industry, government and possibly
Iocal resource users.
The major costs incurred by the Board to date are the Secretary's salary of $50 per
month, hall rental,coffee and baked goods for m e e w , photocopying, postage, and
telephone and fax. Most of these costs are covered by Weyerhaeuser, who
contributes about $350 to the monthly meeting eqxnses. The Beauval Board
members are all volunteers and are not paid honoraria for their expemes or time
spent on Board business. The Board is adamant that this policy not change
significantlyfciting examples of other boards in the FMLA that paid huge honoraria
and expenses to their members after receiving the initial $lOfOOO seed money from
Mistik72 These other boards are no longer operating and many bad kelings exist in
those communities over the way that events took place (#102-3,137).An exception
to the Beauval policy of not paying members is a motion which passed in Juneof
1997 to reimbme members $0.30a kilometre traveled on Board business, including
attendance at meetings. This was felt to be fair since many Board members have
traveled up to hundreds of kilometres to attend each Board meeting for the past
three years and,being volunteers, have paid these costs out of their own pockets
(# 102).73

Funding for the Board appears to be adequate for its current operations. However,
some members and participants would like to see a regular source of funding
allocated to a full-time administrative position for c~management74The only paid
position on the Board is the Secretary, who receives a salary of $50 a month for the
work she does for the Board. This work indudes taking minutes at the monthly
meeting, typing and distributing the agenda, dealing with correspondence, acting as

72u~orco-management to work, you need the right people there for the right masons. By that, I mean
people who represent user p u p s because they want to, that they have a key interest and aren't there
because they are paid to go."(#137)
73"PeOple shouldn't be worse off because of their participation in this [eo-management]. Funding
should cover expenses as weil as a slush fund for s p e l l projects, but it shouldn't pay salaries.(#lll)
74~ow
would I improve things? I would put in place funding fbr admhkbtive stability."(ltll3)
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a central catact person, amwering w e s t s for information, and numerous other

tasks.

There is a concern that the amount of money now involved in the operations of the
Board (the operating money available to the Board for 19% was approximateIy
$30,000) has the potential to split the Board apart and to encourage people to get

involved in the process for financial gain rather than a conservation ethic (#103).
Members would like to see the Board cover expenses for them to attend forestry
conferences and other meetings around Board-related business as well as to join
forestry networking groups such as the National Aboriginal Forestry Association
(#103-4)." This capacity building would not only increase the skills and knowledge
of Board members and p v i d e usehtl outside contacts in dated fields, but would
return benefits to members (i.e.education and travd) so that these individuals are
rewarded for their participation in the process.
Negotiations are ongoing between SERM and Mistik to develop a job description
and a funding source for a part-time co-management coodinator for the comanagement and advisory boards operating in the FMLA (A1Martin, Stuart Golly
and JoeMuldcxm Pers.com.). While the exact details of the job description and
community input have yet to be finalized, this position will likely involve at least
five days work a month The purpose of this position will be to facilitate the comanagement process, to act as a communications link to government and industry,
and to provide follow-up between meetings on requests for information and tasks
assigned to Board members-76

The Beauval Board appears to have adequate access to resources such as
photocopier, fax and telephone that the Board requires to conduct business. While
some members would like to have a dedicated office space and phone line for the
Board, there is ccmcem that this expense would be too great to justify at this time.

75"1 would like to see some funding fbr training of individual board members such as workshops on
human relations, mediation and facilitation, or the development of forestry regulations."(#137)
76'There is a lot more to do than what one sees Wre the follow-up to meetings, for example and
getting the information out to the public. I don't think that this happens enough now because we are
all volunteers and we are very busy."(#131)
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A review ofthe operations of the Beauval Co-Management Board involves an

examination of seven difkrent factors. These indude Board meetings, research and
access to i n f ~ ~ m a t i as
o nwell as education,the decision-making process, community
involvement and aonsultation, the incmporation of local knowledge, intemal
communication,and external coordination and ctxnmuniration,

5.4.1 Board Meetings
The Beauval Co-Management Board meets every second Tuesday of the month at
7:OO PM in the mezzanine of the Beauval sports centre or in the Village boardroom
unless otherwise scheduled. Both of these locations have adequate facilities for
meetings such as waslwoams, access to a blackbad, a kitchen area and dependable
lighting. It is not difficult to get members together for meetings (#102-3,117,131,
137,139) and meeting dates seldom have to be changed (#103).A review of past
minutes reveals that the Board has rarely changed the time, date or location of its
meetings. Extra meetings are sometimes called when the need arises, for example to
view MistWs 20-Year Plan or to sign the 1998MOU with Weyerhaeuser- Meetings
are rarely canceled. Both Board memand participants in the process indicate
that continuity in meeting time and location has been extremely valuable. Since
many participants have busy schedules, this regularity has helped them to attend
meetings as they are confident that a meeting will actually take place when it is
supposed to (#102,104,137).

Members are generally well-prepared for meetings. However, it is acknowledged
that some members need to undertake more proactive codtation regarding Board
business with constituents on a regular basis. Meetings are conducted using a
modified version of Robert's Rules of Order. An agenda, prepared by the Secretary,
is typed in advance and handed out to each participant at the start of each meeting.
This written agenda, with the reading and adoption of the previous meetings8
minutes usually at the top of the list, is formally presented at the start of each
meeting. The Beauval Board does not have a written visitor protocol, nor has there
been tdk of developing one (#102). Visitors wanting to make a presentation are
expected to get in touch with the Secretary well in advance of the meeting so that
they can be placed on the agenda Space is made on each agenda for unforeseen
business, which is added with the general agreement of those present only at the
start of the meeting.
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5.4.2 Participant Skills
Charismatic and strong leadership by a number of members is key to the success of
the Board thus far (#1167,137,139).n The Board meetings attended demonstrate
how strong leadership and dearly defined roles make a definite contriition to the
effectiveness of the cwnanagement process. Such leadership positively impacts
how meetings are run and the amount of business that is accomplished (#I@&,
106,
109,116-7,139). Participant skills such as mediation and listening appear to be as
important as general know1edge about local resourcesand the existing management
process.78 In general, respondents feel that Board members are doing a good jab
managing the Board and looking after their stakeholder interests (#116,131-2).
Mistik tries to send the same reprewntativesto each meeting, and this continuity has
heIped the other participants in the process to develop their relationship with the
company.79
Board members are generally knowledgeable about their stakeholder group and the
resources that are being managed. However, some concern does exist that those
resource users with the most knowledge about the forest do not get involved in the
cemanagement process because they are too busy.80

N o respondents cited a lack of preparedness by participants or follow-up between
meetings as a major prob1em in the Beauval process. Howwer,a concern was
expressed that meetings are often dominated by a few individuals and that not all
members speak up during discussions (#132). Concern was also raised that
although members usually notify the Secretary if they are going to be absent, they
rarely designate a regular substitute who is authorized to make decisions on behalf

n"You gotta have a good backbone, a guy who knows what he's doing and that knows how to s p a k
for everyone."(#117)
781
really think that m y new board should have access to resources such as professional facilitators
and mediators for the first two years of its operations it really does have an impact on how well the
board functions and operates."(#138)
7 9 " of
~ our plans have to be developed, miewcd and approved by the boards. W e attend all of
the board meetings that we're invited to. I estimate that on average, the 42 Mistik employees spend
10%of their time on the co-managementpmcess."(#lll)
Boyhis
gets back to the imn of how eduated the people are who are sitting on the co-management
Board - they are making decisions based on the knowledge that they have. If they don't have the
knowledge, then how can they make good decisions? Co-management is also about having the
strength to ask the questions if they don't have the knowledge, to gain that knowledge."(#131)

...
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of their stak&oIder group (#137). Alternates that do come are often unclear as b
their role, for scample whether they can vote or not (#137).
Relationships between the Board and Mistik are generally good (#102-3,132). The
Board has good wmmunication with the local SERM officers (#103)but it is felt that
the more senior Provincial managers are not always attuned to the needs or the
realities of the community (#la-3). The local SERM representatives have been quite
consistent throughout the process and this has contributed to the lwel of trust that
now exists between parties and therefore the success of comanagement in Beauval
(#102).

The long-term commitmentof participants to the process, demonstrated by the
continuity of mpresentatives from both the Board and from industry as well as
government, is cited by many interviewees as a -or reason for the Board's
effectiveness and success to date. During the c0-management meetings attended,
members consistently demonstrated both patience and a cooperative attitude to the
cwnanagement process. The relatively low level of turnover of Board members can
also be seen as a gauge of current participants' long-term commitment to the
process.

Cross cultural sensitivity of the Board is high, with both English and Cree spoken at
meetings. This sensitivity helps to ensure that language is not a barrier to
partiapation and decision-making. The chairperson makes a noticeable effort to
clanfy points made by industry,govemment, and resource users in both Cree and

English so that everyone present can understand the issue being discussed.
Realizing the importance of cultural differences, Mistik and SERM representatives
now bring graphic illustrations such as maps to meetings rather than the
conventional printed documents or technicalgraphs.
By far the mast common concern brought up by Board members is that they do not
have enough time to participate as much as they would like to in the comanagement prooess and that this leads to feelings of frustration about not doing as
good a job as they feel they should (#102,131-2).81 The Board is aware of other
814'1wish that I had more time to spend up there with this proass, I believe that it is like a sacid
contract with people in these communities." (#132) "I'm not satisfied with the input that I have at the
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barriers to participation and is wurking to address these. For example, offering to
pay mileage undeztaken on Board business and considering the addition of a
women and youth represmtative on the Board to increase the partiapation of these
groups in c+management

5.4.3 Research, Access to Information and Education
The majority of data which the Board uses to make management decisions is
supplied by Mistk SERM and Weyethaeuser also contribute information such as
maps, statistics and the results of scientific studies when required. Participants seem
generally satisfiedwith the cpality of data supplied by government and industry
partiapants. To date, the Beauval Board has only initiated one researchprojects in
the FCA. The &adr SERMr Wgrerhaeuser, a d Mistik dl contributed ~ ~ M I I c MtoI . .
undertake an aerial s u r v g . of the N-12 FCA moose population in the winter of
1997/98due to ongoing concerns about the health of the resource. The survey
found that the moose population was well-below historical levels (which are low
anyway in comparison to other areas in the FMLA due to generally poor habitat in
the N-12 FCA). This drop in population is attriiuted to greater hunting pressures
from more extensive road access caused by logging, overhunting by local residents
as well as outsiders, two consecutive severe winters, the upgrading of the main road
from Meadow Lake to Beauval (which passes directly through the best moose
habitat in the FCA), and the generally poor habitat in the Beauval area. In response
to this issue, the Board collaborated with SERM and Mistik to close road access to
good habitat areas, to stop logging in moose calving areas during the calving season,
and to move cutblocks that were found to occur in prime habitat The comanagement participants plan to undertake another survey in 1998/99 to continue
to monitor moose population levels and to determine if any other action should be
taken
Both local and scientific knowledge are used in management decisions. For
example, when concern about the health of the local moose population was raised in
the Fall of 1997, SERM brought moose population statistio to the Board meeting
while other members located calving grounds and other key habitat on proposed
cutting plans. Mistik recognizes that resource users may be reluctant to contribute
some local knowledge such as the location of s a d sites or a salt lidc frequented by
moment and the information that I have access to, but I don't have the time right now to get any more
deeply involved." (#131)
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commercially-valuableanimals. To emwe that this knowledge is used when
planning forestry activities, but that the exact location of these important sites is not
public information, Mistik has created a password-protected layer on their
Geographic Information System (GE)system for the FMLk
Cemanagernent in Beauval has increased awareness and knowledge about forestry
issues among participants and in the community (P102-3,117,137).82 By providing a
regular forum for discussion and the sharing of information, the Board has
facilitated the two-way transfer of saentific knowledge and data from government
and indushy to the local users and community members who hold local knowledge
valuable to the management process (#104,111,132,137). The proactive approach
taken by the B a u d in its cprations has also had a positive impact upon the amount
and quality of information that is transferred from government and industry to the
Board (8104,113,136-7). Howwer, the flow of this information h m the Board to
the community lwel is not yet as consistent as it could be (#103,131,137).e
Since it began operations, the Board has provided real educational and training
opportunities (capacity building) to community m e m b e r s For example in
silviculture, harvesting and ha&g.S Education for the Board and the community
as a whole is viewed as a major benefit and goal of the c-management process to
date (#102-3,137).86 The Board also offers scholarships and other support such as
letters of reference to community members wishing to pursue post-secondary
education and training.

EspciaUy about forestry. People learn a lot
now on account of the co-management If there was no co-management, that wouldn't have
happened. Mistik and Weyerhaeuser never used to tell us nothing,, they came up and did what they
wanted, then left. Now, it's a different story." (#139)
83"In my mind, cemanagement means s h a d management, and this can only happen when both
parties are educated and have the information that they need to make decisions. People would be
more involved if they had the education and support to participate in the co-management process.
Right now, the process is too foreign to them for them to feel comfortable getting involvedn (#131)
84'Through this process, we want to create jobs and educational opportunities for our young
8 2 think
~
that absolutely, we play an educational mle.

r : : " . : : ?&
the problem they had in getting manpower for their operations. They had to go
south to hire people. It was a big expense for them. Nobody up hat wanted to work Or if they did,
they either didn't have the training or they were unreliable or wouldn't redly work hard enough."
(#116)
86"1 think that education is a key part of the co-management process. Education for the Boud, but
mostly for the comrnunity."(#137)
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5.4.4 Decision-Making Process
The Beauval Board operates under a modified version of Roberts Rules of Order.
The Board does not generally make decisions using a consensusprocess since it is
felt that this is not necessuy. Thete is also a concern that amsenms bogs the process
down and allows some participants to manipulate the pnx~ss
by drawing out
decisions these individuals do not want b go forward (#102-3). Board members
appear content with the way in which the Board currently malces decisions, with
busings conducted through the passing of motions with a seconder followed by a
vote if necessary. Participationby Boatd members in decision-making is generally
quite equal (#102-3). However,it is also felt that participation depends not only
upon having a skilled dukperwn, but upon the individual efforts put in by
participants and the nature of the business at hand (#103). There is a concem that
some of the quieter Board members do not speak up enough to fully represent their
stakeholder group in discussions and decision-making (#131-2,137). This is
attributed to individual persodities, cultural factors, and an unfamiliarity with the
p
m (#la-3,137).
Representatives from Mistik and SERM have been given the authority to make most
decisions o n behalf of their organizations at the board level. This delegation of
authority is recognized as facilitating the decisim-making process (#104,111,137,
Co-management is recognized as a significant factor in the reduction of
140).87
conflict over forestry activities in the Beauval area (#102-3,137).89 This is pprimarily
attributed to the increased communication and exchange of information from

""we have given our staff real deckion-making power, which is mostly common-sense, at the local
level. I've had calls at 1&00 at night, 7:00 in the morning [from our sraffl, to make decisio=...We have
most of our problems when people have to wait for decisions and action on our part."(#lll)
88"Weyerhaeusefsdecisions are made in head offices down south, and I think that this is frustrating
for the participants in the co-management process because the guys at the table can't always make the
decisions that need to be made." (#140)
89"Before,if someone didn't like something, they would go straight to the Minister, and things would
get out of perspective, out of control. It was time-consuming,expensive and often a waste of time
and resources with a lot of bad feelings for practically the same management result- Now, people
come to discuss issues with the Co-Management Board before they go anywhere else... We have a
forum now to discuss issues, to explain our point of view and knowledge. Now, a lot of issues are
solved before they reaIly become issues."(#l37)
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government and industry managers to the community level that is occuning
through the -management pmcess.90 91

5.4.5 Community Involvement and Consultation
A total of thirteenBeauval community members were interviewedboth formally
and on an informal basis (walking in the community, shopping at the Northern Store
or visiting). Responses of intdewees show that while many people in the
community know that the Board exists (intemiewee estimates of the percentage of
the community aware of the cemanagement Board ranged from 30%, to 50% to
95%), most do not know who is on the Board, how these people were chosen or what
issues the Board deals with. Most corxunllRity members have not attended, or
thought of attending, a meeting. As well, respondentsdid not h o w if the Board is
covering all the issues that they think it should since they felt that they would have
to attend meetings in order to find this out (#118,120,129,141). However, most
respondents who did not know much about the Board expressed an interest in
knowing more about the co-management process and the Board's activities. Like
other co-managementboards, the Beauval meetings are open to any members of the
public who wish to attend. At present, the Board does not spend a significant
portion of its operating budget on community involvement or encouraging
community members to become more involved in the co-managementprocess. The
Board has a mailing address and access to phone and fax services through the
n
.
However, it does not have a dedicated office space in the community.
The Board is interested in setting up such a permanent space, but they are concerned
about how much this might cost (#102). Another barrier is that at present, there is
no vacant space in the Frillage where the Board could locate an office.
Although a level of trust and respect has certainly developed between the Board and
the community,not all respondents feel that the communi.ty as a whole benefits as a
result of co-managementBoard activities (#137,141).92 However,respondents who
90"[~o-management]
is a good process since a lot of conflict is simply because there isn't good
communication and people don't understand the ~ a s o n for
s things,"(#137)
91yhere was a lot of controvey up here. Them was talk of blockades and protests.... I think now
that most of that concern happened because people didn't know what mechanical harvesting was
about, they thought that it was all bad. People up here lack education and knowledge about things
like this. I think that this has to change, we have to become more aware, more educated." (#I161
92"1 thinkthat the general feeling in the community is negative. People don't see the forestry
benefiting everybody. There are also a lot of political issues, a lot of political fights around this
industry.... fighting about who gets the pbs, who gets the contracts. Thafs not healthy"(tl41).
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made reference to previous consultation attempts do agree that c*management is
better at involving the wmmunity in management than any previous system.93
Having a say in the decision-making process tbugh -management has also
increased the feelings of pride and self-worth among some community members.^
Inaeased respect among partidpants is often cited as a success of the comanagement process to date in Beauval, and a pre-requisite for the proper
functioning d the regime (#102-3,137)?5 Respondents stated that not all of the
community supports the Board. This is attributed to personality conflicts (#102-3,
116,137),differences of opinion about how things should be run (#137),docation of
the revenues from logging activities (#IN),lack of ~ommunication(#1368)~
and
political tensions between families (#102-3,137).%

There is not much interest by the community in the day to day operations of the
Board, and people do not attend meetings unless they are seeking something fnnn
the Board (#103,128-9,139)or something affects them directly (#139).979* For
example, community members have come to the Board to apply for the two $1,000
educational scholarships offered by the Board (#114),to request a donation to help a
family in need (#118),and to ask for financing and a letter of support to purchase
logging equipment (# 115-6).99 Respondent also thought that many older people do

93"People did have a say before co-management, 15e through the planning process, but the elected
people that knew about this and who the industry went to either didn't have the time or interest, or
they never took the opportunities to the communiti(".seit
#113)
g4'~o-managementhas really boosted the morale in the community. Now we know that we have a
say, that there is a different way to do things instead of just holering and screaming at each
other."(#137)
95"l.f there is no respect, then there is poor communication, and everything E
d
k apart..if people don't
respect you, you aren't going to get anywhere."(#137)
%"~ ikeany other northern community, everyone here is related, and you get conflict between
families. The Board is certainly not immune to this...You will always have people who aren't happy,
who think that things should be done differently, or that so-and-so should be involved and
isn't."(#l37)
97"tt's hard to motivate people to partiapate, to get involved in co-management because they aren't
interested if something doesn't affectthem directly."(#l39)
98t'Right now, I think that just interested parties go to the meetings. I don't think that the general
public goes to the meetings...If it doesn't directly affect you, you don't pay attention around
here..."(#128)
99Theway we lend out money to get people educated and working in the bush is going really well.
We also give loans that are interest free, so people who are starting businesses don't have to deal
with the banks and don't have to pay interest. This really helps them to get things going*"(#l39)

...
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not feel comfortab1e participating in the co-management process because they find it
too unfamiliar and complicated (#118,139).
Communication h r n the Board to the community occurs through informal word of
mouth, articles in the local CIPI newsletter, cemanagement open houses, and
announcementson the CIPI TV and radio stations. Communications are in both
Geeand English, and the Board minutes and meetings are open to everyone.
However, it is widely recognized by both the Board and community members that
community involvement and consultation needs to be improved (#102,116, U O , 129,
131-2,137,141). For example, nobody from the community showed up at the Spring
1997 cc+managernent open house, despite advertising in the community (#102). Of
the thirteen community members formally interviewed, dl except one knew that the
Co-Management Board existed. However, only three were familiar with the
activities of the Board, and these people were all directly involved with the logging
industry (#115,119,130). A number of respondents did not know that the Board is
involved in forest management (#141).
The Board provides sigruficant education, training,and employment -ties
to the Beauval community.~O~
These include educational scholarships,training in
the forest industry offered by Mistik or Weyerhaeuser, and interest-free small
business loans. Local involvement in research does occur but is not a significant
function of the Board.

5.4.6 Incorporation of Local Knowledge
The Beauval Co-Management Board provides a forum to incorporate local
knowledge into forestry planning and management within the N-12 Fur Blodc (#102,
104,117,127,132,136-8).1~ The Board also hanced an environmental inventory

"

lW8'This co-management thing is just good for young guys. I don't see why pensioners have to be
involved in all this - they are just too old. This new stuff is for the young guys who have the energy.
I don't know what co-management is all about. I jut Listen to some people talk about it, but I don't
really pay attention."(#ll8)
lol1think that education would help us a l l to understand and to manage the forest better. The comanagement Board has an important role to play with that." (#116)
102"h4istikand NorSask realized that they needed co-management to cooperate with the
communities...The Trappers Association, the old guys, don't speak much English, so it was hard for
industry to deal with thexrt on issues like cutting plans. Co-management makes that process work
more smoothly." (tt102)
10J'Thereis respect through the Board for traditional, historical, and cultural ares. The MCtis
traditions of hunting, fishing and trapping are all taken into decision-making. Co-management
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in 1993where each household in the community was visited during a three-week
period. Individualswere asked to identify areas within the FCA that had
importance to them for hunting, trapping, medicinal plants or other traditional
purposes (#103). A review of past Board minutes demonstrates that local
knowledge is being incorporated through the co-management process into the
management process on a regular basis. L o d knowledge is gathered primarily
through the participation and the ongoing activities of individual Board members
such as trappers, hunters and subsistence harvesters. However, there is a concern
that representatives are not always consistent in consulting with their stakeholder
group to gather this information and that a way to incorporate more knowledge
from the conununity needs to be found (#103).Government and industry
representatives seem generally respectful of local knowledge and willing to
incorporate it into their management decisions. Indeed, industry and government
respondents believe that the access to local knowledge provided through the comanagement process often saves them significant money and time (#Ill,127).

SERM is open to incorporating local knowledge into their management regime
through the CmManagement Board(#104,136). However, to date, the input has had
more of a policy impact than concrete exmp1es in the Beauval area (#104).In
addition to requesting feedback and local knowledge from the Board, SERM
regularly forwards project proponents or existing users to the Board for the Board's
input (#lo-, 139).lM For example, wild mushroom pickers and post cuttexs who
want to operate in the N-12 FCA.
The local knowledge gathered through the co-management process about the
wildlife and land base in Beauval has had a major impact upon Mistik
Managemenfs planning and operations in the FCA (#Ill, 113,136). Examples of
local knowledge being incorporated by industry into forest management plans and
operations around Beauval include: road closures to protect wildlife h m hunting
pressures; Weyerhaeuser adapting their cutting plans and operations so as to not
impact a cariiou migration; Mistik not cutting in mwse calving grounds; and roads

combines the traditional knowledge of the community and scientific knowledge of Mistik and the
academics." (t102)

l w "has also
~ handed
~ ~some
~ tough decisions to the board, though, that SERM didn't want to
make themselves." (#103)
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being moved to provide access to wild rice lakg.105 Respondents seem generally
pleased with the amount o f knowledge that is being contributed and with the
acceptance of that knowledge by indushy and government into their management
processes. It is also noted that this incorporation is much higher than with any
previous management regime. However, respondents also acknowledge that there
is room f o r improvement since damage is still being done to some areas.*&
There is a concern that Board members are not necessazily the most knowIedgeable
members of their stakeholder group. However, respondents also feel that m e m k
need to have other skills in addition to their knowledge of the resource(s)being
managed, such as good communication and a commitment to the process, and that
these must be takenm balance with their direct knowledge of theresource. When
members do not hold the required knowledge about their stakeholder resource,
these members generally h o w who of their group does hold that knowledge and
will contact them about the issue being discussed. Many people who still lead a
largely traditional lifestyle and who hold significant local knowledge find the comanagement process u d a d i a r (#118-9),and therefore do not participate. Many
Elders are not familiar with the co-management process and have had negative
experiences in the past with sharing their knowledge with other stakeholders. As a
result of this, some local knowledge is simply not getting passed along to the Board
(# 118-9,139).1* Examples of local knowledge passed to co-management
participants to date include moose and fish population estimates, location of moose
calving areas and sacred sites, and areas sensitive to logging such as wild rice lakes,
beaver habitat and bogs.
I o 5 " ~the
t start of this logging,when you were trapping, you would arrive at your cabin and trapline
to Find the whole thing clearcut, nothing left, aU the trees would be gone as well as the animals.
Those guys from down south would just walk in and take what they wanted because they had a piece
of paper that said they could cut the trees. We live up here, we've lived here a long time. No one
ever asked us what we thought about them cutting everything down! Now those guys have to ask
the Co-ManagementBoard before they can cut somewhere- This means a lot to us, to have some say
in what happens in our area." (#117)
1""One time a couple of years ago I went out berry picking with my aunt, and they were cutting in
there where we went. There was a tree that just about fell on me - it was very dangerous. We went
back later to this spot, where we have gone every year to pick and they had wrecked the whole area,
there were no berries left, Not only that, but they had wrecked all the other plants, all the other
medicines." (#141)
~~"~ometim
I'l etsalk to people who ask me about things, but not all of the time and only if I want to
talk I'm a trapper, I have been out on the land ail my life..l watch everything, the feed for the
animals, things like that I don't tell everybody what I'm doing, I keep it to myself...Th e comanagement thing is just good for young guys." (rt118)
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5.4.7 Internal Communication
Communicationwithin the Board is felt to be generally good (#102). The Beauval
Board has not taken any mediation or group process training to date. However,
SERM has ofkred workshops on issues such as the consensus process and mediation
and the Board is interested in pursuing these -ties
(#104,138). The present
chaqerson of the Board speaks both Cree and English and this helps to facilitate
communication between members. Some members acknowledge that since they
don't speak English very well,they don't always feel comfortable partiapating in
the process and that having a leader who is fluent in both languages helps their
contriiution to be validated and heard (#117,139)lm. Some industry representatives
speak Gee and this also facilitates communication and understanding between
participants.
Communicationwithin the Board takes place both formally at meetings and
informally during day to day life and at soda1 events. The Board usually manages
to get through the agenda set for meetings. There has been no need to date for the
formation of any subcommittees or workshops to deal with a larger stakeholder
group or issue (#121).A concern of the ~ l r e nBoard
t
is that such sub-committees
can become very political and power-oriented, thereby upsetting the comanagement process (#103).
A review of past Board minutes and of the meetings attended from March until
August 1997 did not show one group, such as government or industry, dominating
the meetings or discussions. As well, participants during meetings listened to each
other and showed courtesy to both local and scientific knowledge in their
discussions. The Board consistently asked for further information from participants
such as maps from industry, a response horn a stakeholder group, or darjfication of
a legal point from government, if they did not understand the issue that they were
being asked to address. Decisions on these sorts of issues were then put off until all
the required information had been gathered.

lw'like me, 1 don't speak English too good, I speak Cree most of the time. If I was to talk to those
industry guys, they would walk all over me, they would think that I was stupid because 1don't talk
to good, and I can't read so good in Engijsh, either. With [our Chairperson], we can tell him in our
own language what we think,and he can translate it and put it real Rice-like so that industry and
government understand."(#ll7)
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5.4.8 External Coordination and Communication
The regional co-management board envisaged in the 1993No-k
MOU has not yet
formed. An attempt was made in 1994 to ueate such a regional body, but Beauval
did not endorse the attempt since it was felt that the people trying to f m the board
were not representative of the stakeholder interests in their communities (#102-3,
117,132). Interest is, however, growing again in the idea of a regional comanagement body (#102-3,132).Interviews suggest that co-management
participants feel a tegional board would have an important administrative,
networking, and supportive function to play, but should not be political in nature or
affect the autonomy of local co-management boards to make their own decisions
(#102,104).1@?

In general, it is felt that communicationbetween the Board, government agencies
and industry is working well (#102-3,131). Representatives from government and
industry rarely miss co-management meetings, and the turn-over rate for these
individuals has been very low. Communication occurs mostly at the monthly
meetings, with some contact both formally and informally among partidpants in
between. Since some members sit on other bodies such as the Saskatchewan
Trappers Association and the Wild Rice Growers Association, collununication
between these groups and the Board does occur.
Beauval does not send Board members to other co-management or advisory board
meetings on a regular basis, nor is this seen as a priority (#102).However,
communication does occur on an informal basis between Beauval and other boards
since Board members have been invited to attend other co-management meetings in
Green Lake, Dore/Smoothstone and Pine House.

los'There's nothing that really ties the boards together. I would like to see a regional body for
general organizational things and as a way to disseminate information."(#lO3)
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The Divide Forest Advisory Council Corporation formed in 1995and is responsible
for co-managementin the southern portion of NorSasKs FMLA covering FCAs M54,55,56,58 and 81 (Map 3). The area represented by the Board is almost opposite
demographically to the northern boards with the Divide population approximately
84%Non-Aboriginal and 16%Aboriginal (CensusCanada, 1991)."0 There are three
forestry companies operating in the Divide forest, a l l of whom participate in the
DFAC process: NotSask Forest Froducts Inc,Weyerhaeuser Saskatchewan, and
LdrM Woodproducts Inc.
Unlike the northern forest around communities such as B e a d and Waterhen Lake,
the Divide forest exists as an island in a relatively dense sea of agridtural activities
and a large number of different communities.~*lFor example, the Divide FCAs
incorporate the communities of Meadow Lake, St-Walburg,Bright Sand, Glaslyn,
Turtleford, Livelong, the two Thunderchild First Nation Reservations, the Flying
Dust First Nation Reservation, Makwa, the resort villages of Turtle Lake and Birch
Lake, Fairholme, and a number of other smaller communities. Although forestry
contributes to the local economy, most DFAC members and respondents do not rely
on the forest, but rather on agriculture, as their primary source of income (8105,
107).112 MOSt Board members recreate, hunt and trap in the Divide forest, but they
do not depend upon the forest for the majority of their subsistence or their
livelihood. The people in the Divide area are tied to the forest, but more in the way
of hobbies, part-time employment and recreation than a cultural tie or a subsistence
way of life (#104,111,126).1~

ll0'The Divide group are really different from the others. The members are farmers who remember
some very tough times.*.,They know where every penny is that the Board has and how it's
spent...The northern p u p s are very philanthropist in the way that they see the co-management
money..."(# I l l )
"In the Beauval community, everybody knows each other, they grew up together. The Board is
very much a strong, localized intemst built around the N-12 fur block. With the Divide, most of the
Board were strangers, people who never would have sat down together at a table if it wasn't for this
co-management process." (#I401
112''People 15 miles away from it [the Divide forest] never go to the forest, don't depend on it for
their livelihood. This is different than, say, Beauval up North where the whole community has a
really close tie to the forest.."(#l07)
lU''Divide is a broad-based, open-minded group. Theu attitude is more of a Southern industrialized
one than that of the northern boards...[who] are narrowly focused, community-based"(If107).
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Another major difference between the DFAC and the northern boards such as
Beauval is that the DFAC does not represent an individual community within the
FCAs. Rather, the Board represents the "community" of forest resource users for
example, reueationists, hunters, outfitters, trappers, loggers,cabin owners and
environmentalists. However, the Board does not have a designated member to
represent each of these interests. Instead, each member of the Board qxesents a
number of interests depending on their personal background and experience, so that
many members speak to each issue. This representation has important implications
not only for the institutionalstructure of the group and consultationwith
stakeholders but for its membership, operations and its approach to management-

-

The DFAC has a formally-adopted constitution and mandate which outline the
objectives of the p u p . The guiding principles stated in the DFAC constitution by
which the Board is to operate indude consultation with forest resource users in
conjunction with economic development, considering the ecological needs of the
land and forest, including a wide stakeh01der representation on the Board, and
providing information to the public about development activities.

.

trucme of the D~videF

w

5.7.1 Formation
When Mistik £ k tapproached stakeholders in the Divide forest area with the
proposal of a -management board in 1994, the company was told that these groups
were not interested in a formal board at that time (#105). However, due to the
logging blockade at Keeley Lake and the relatively wet summer that prevented
much harvesting activity in the northern portion of the FMLA that year, Mistik built
an extensive road network and cut almost 8,000 hectares of forest in the Divide area
in 1995 (#106).An upswell of protest and concern, primarily by the local trappers
and outfitters in the area, led to a series of informal meetings in both the southern
and northern communities of the Divide. Complaints about the rate and location of
cutblocks as well as contractors destroying water bodies were lodged by numerous
individuals with the local MLA. After a series of informal meetings and
conversations, a meeting was held to discuss the situation together with SERM and
Mistik on January 13,1995 at Dexter Hall. At that meeting, Mistik and SERM
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proposed a co-management board as a solution to the connict and the concerns
raised by those in attendance.

Like the Beauval Board, the DFAC was formed in reaction to a number of specific
events - such as the clearcutting of traphes and the area around recreational cabins
- rather than in response to an actual road blodcade or other impasse directly in the
area. However, the blodcade at Keeley Lake is cited as a signiscant factor in
industry's support for the creation of the DFAC (#104-7)
One of the preconditions to SERM acknowledging the Divide board was that the

group be representative of the wider forest interests, not only of trapping and
outfitting. As a result of this, a letter was sent out by the organizers of the meeting
to other local stakeholders such as environmental groups,recreational organizations
and First Nations asking them to join the process.114 An announcement was also
placed in local papers about the meeting. A total of 22 people attended the second
meeting of the group where the Board members were elected. The DFAC spent its
first ten months setting up the structure and process of the Board. "5 While
participants acknowledge that this has helped the Board to function more effectively
in the long-run,frustration was expressed that this process took too long, and
prevented the Board £ram functioning as an advisory board during those months
(#105,107,110,125).

The DFAC operates on an informal basis since it does not have a formal, written
agreement with either the province or with the forest companies working in the
Divide forest area.u6 Like the other co-management boards set up under Mistik's
initiative, the DFAC was left to itself to develop its own structure, mandate and
operating procedures. This lack of imposed guidelines and structure from industry
and government has allowed the DFAC to evolve in a grass-roots process that suits

" 4 " ~ eweren't looking to co-manage the whole forest, just our interests [trapping and outfittin&
more o r iess. But then they said that there should be other interests represented from every walk of
Life." ( t125)
115"Ou.r first 8-10 months dealt not with concerns of the forest, but getting our mandate, byiaws and
that sort of thing going." (#llO)
"Regardless of whether it is in writing or not, what ties this whole p m c e s together is the hurt and
the respect that has grown up between us all. Things that have been put down in writing can be
skirted, anyway." (lf138)
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the particular needs of the Board members."' An earlier attempt by Mistik to
organize a local forest advisory board in the Divide area failed in part because the
process was initiated and controUed by Mistik, not in cooperation with the other
participants (#126). For example, the membership of the board, when and where
meetings were held, chairing the meetings, and the agenda of the meetings were all
decided by M i s t k
At the second DFAC meeting in 1995when members were elected, the assembled
group decided to call themselves an "advisory council"rather than a "coo
management board" since they felt that this title more adequately described the role
that they envisaged playing in the management process (#107,109)."8 "9 However,
one member feels that the process that has since developed is closer to their
definition of co-management now than it is to advisory (#llO).120 Some members
also expressed hustration that the Board has not taken on,or pushed for, more of a
co-managementrole. m

5.7.2 Board Size
A decision was made at the first DFAC meeting at Dexter Hall that anyone who
expressed an interest in the process would form the Board.12 The DFAC therefore
began with seventeen members. This original number has since been consolidated
through attrition and other factors to 10-12core members who participate regularly
in the group. The DFAC constitution states that the size of the Board will be at the
n 7 " [ ~wanted
~ ~ ~
to go
] the same route, going to organizations - but we died already twice that
way. I said, I want to go grass-roots, I want to go to individuals that care- We can go to different
oups and interests later." (#l38)
F8"0nbehalf of the people of Saskatchewan, the Saskatchewan government, whether they are good
or bad or whatever, are the final authority, and this is why we aren't concerned about getting into comanagement, because we know that we are an advisory group only - that's all the curtent system and
Ie ' lation will allow us to be." (tt138)
l1 "Co-management up north is a different thing altogether than the forest advisoy down here.
We're different this side of Meadow Lake... Up north, they live there, it is their home, and the
logging affects them a lot more than it does down here, so that's why they have co-management [and
are not just advisory]." (#I%)
1204'Eventhough we're just advisory, I see this as shared management and not just advisory because
Mistik is willing to Listen to our input and if they don't agree, they come back to us with more
information and material to explain their reasons for decisions."(#llO)
121 "Iam concerned that the Board calls itself a forest advisory board rather than co-management. In
a co-management board, I think that you would have a larger impact upon government agencies like
SERM and with Mistik It would be more authoritative than being an advisory council. You can
advise until you are blue in the face, but are they going to listen or act upon your advice?"(#l24)
122"Board members were selected by just whoever came to the original meetings and who wanted to
be involved." (#105)

v
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discretion of the DFAC, thereby allowing the Board flexiity to include new
members when the need arises-rn For example, request for membership to the
Board was sought in the Fall of 1997by the Flying Dust First Nation near Meadow
Lake and a local logging contractor. The logging contractor was turned down, and
Flying Dust was granted membership. However, Flying Dust has since been
removed since the member missed the following three meetings after their
acceptance - grounds for automatic dismissal under the DFAC constitution. Some
participants feel that the Board would be more effective and operate more effiaeny
if there were fewer members and expressed a strong prefkence for the Board not
getting any larger than it is now (#106,108,110).

5.7.3 Membership and Roles
Board members do not agree as to whether or not the DFAC is truly representative
of, or accountable to, a l l of the Divide stakeholder interests (#105,107).124 The
stakeholder interests currently represented by the Board include farmers, ranchers,
loggers, snowmobilers, cabin owners, hunt=, trappers, reaeationists, and
environmentalists. Some members feel that trapping and outfitting interests are
currently over-represented on the Board (#105,107,124,126). For example, five of
the 12 active DFAC members trap in the Divide forest for a portion of their annual
income. The large number of trappers and outfitters is explained by the fact that
these members set up the first DFAC meeting in response to concerns that they had
about the impact of forestry operations on their activities. The small number of
people present meant that all those in attendance were given membership on the
Board. 12s Respondents identified the following representatives as missing from the
present Board: s m d logging operators, silviculhual contractors, women,
community members,artists, youth, and A b o r i p a l interests. Some respondents
also felt that the representation of different age groups and gender on the Board

123'ln the constitution, it says that if someone wants to belong to the DFACC,they should come and
make a presentation, and we should look at whether that area of representation is covered yet. And
the Board will make a decision by consensus." (#I%,)
124"You know, even though I think that the Board is weighted, mayk it is the perfect aoss-uction of
our society here, Maybe when you count everybody up it is seven red-necksto one environmentalist
down here." (#140)
125'~e
wanted eveybody that would come, all these different interests, but not that many people
showed up. This is why DFAC has such a large contingency of trappers on the Board for the simple
reason that once they all came to that meeting we called, we had around 18-20 people there. We
didn't want to see anybody turned down, so we said we'll take everybody - everyone belongs who
came through that door." (#138)
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needs to be improved.~Most members are males over the age of 50 and there is
only one female member on the Board- Government and industry representatives
attend most meetings but do not hold membership and m o t vote.

Unlike Beauval, Divide does not have a board structure in which each stakeholder
group is represented by one member.Wm The role of each Board member is
therefore not clearly defined and accountability to each stakeholder group is difficult
t o determine-129 While there are formal associations for some stakeholders such as

trappers and cabin owners, these groups do not have membership lists or meet often
enough to function in combination with decision-making by the Board.
ThaP is a concern that a la& of dearly defined roles for B o d members can lead to
conflict of interest (#107).13 For example, do members who work in the forest
industry represent their own personal and recreational interests in the Divide such
as trapping and hunting at the meetings, or do they represent the interests of the
industry that they work for? The suggestion was made that the Board draw up and
r a w conflict of interest guidelines to resolve this problem before it becomes a major
issue (#107).

There have been very few changes in the membership and operations of the DFAC
since the first meeting of the group in 1995. The Resident has changed once,and
only two additional members have successfully petitioned the Board and been
added. While others have asked to become members, it has been the opinion of the
group that these people either had interests that were already represented or had
motives that were not in accordance with those of the existing Board (#105-6,108-9,
126). According to the group's constitution, there must be a unanimous vote from
126"1 was really surprised at that first meeting that it was all older people. I thought that there would
have been other people involved-..I'd like to see some young people that can move and shake things
et involved." (#135)
927"1 don't know if a representative structure like that of say, Beauval, would be that usem to us
because the demographics are so different down here." (#110)
l2B8Theproblem with going to a more individudy-mprrsentativestructure like they have up north
with one person representing one interest is that we are so widely scattered. We really don't have a
way of getting back to all our members and all of our members are really not that interested, either.
I f s not like all the grazers or all the cabin owners belong to an -ation
of their own, or have a
hone list for everybody."(#l38)
P29 ''Divide is a huge menagerie of different people and interests. It is much more challenging to
bring interests together down there because of the tremendous diversity of interests that exist-" (t138)
130'1 think that there is a conflict of interest because most of them have cabins down m the Divide
forest, and they don't want a lot of other people coming down there and building." (#140)
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the DFAC to offer m e h i p to a new member. Board members do not feel that it
would be di£ficult to get new people involved (#106,10&9,126). However, it is felt
that it might be more diffidt to get new people involved who would add a
stakeholder interest to the Board that is not already represented (#108,126). There
are no set terms for Board members, nor is there an election process for members.
Instead, it is felt that the Board will evolve over time as old members drop out, new
people join, and other areas of interest are included (#108). The DFAC has only four
elected positions, those of the Directors to oversee the funding and spending of the
Board. These positions are for two years each and are staggered so that only two
come up for election each year.
Representation of Aboriginal interests is a &fficuIt issue that the Board is trying to
deal with Since three individuals from the Thunderchild Reserve attended the
initial DFAC meeting at Dexter Hall, three Board memberships were set aside for
Aboriginal representation Board members have expressed concern that
participation from Aboriginal groups is not as strong and consistent as it could be
(#lO6-9). Thunderchild no longer participates regularly in the DFAC meetings. This
is attributed to conservative attitudes on the part of the Board towards Aboriginal
people and interests (#105,107,124,135),131 Thunderchild asking the Board to take
on a role that was not within the Board's mandate or area of interest (#107,124,
126),132 133 and Thunderchild becoming frustrated with the slowness of the DFAC
process as opposed to dealing directly with government (#107,135).1" However,
the Board feels that Aboriginal participation is important, so they continue to send
meeting minutes to Thunderchid and have not officially dropped the
representatives from the Board (#ICE, 126). The Flying Dust First Nation from
Meadow Lake gained membership to the Board in 1997, but then failed to attend any
'Thunderchild is dealing on a whole different political level, they've got bigger fish to fiy and
don't see this forum as having any real power. Also, the racial overtones and comments by some of
our Council have really put them off partiapating any more." (t107)
1327
would like to see a good representation horn Fust Nations there with a mind that is willing to
deal strictly with the management of that forest on a local level and not be so uneasy about their
ri hts, to have to keep bringing it to the Boards a l l the time, slamming it at us."(#138)
'flying Dust has valid reasons for being on the B d . They hunt in the forest, they use it for a lot
of things. We're just not interested in them coming to meetings every time and talking about their
treaty and other rights..We're not in a position to deal with land claims and treaty rights - that's not
in our mandate."(#133)
lMXotsof people have no idea of what it means to be Man, about our issues that we are dealing
with. They don't know what treaty rights mean or the right to hunt or fish Our interest in the
Divide is at a different level than theirs is. Note that I don't say better or higher, I just mean that we
are coming at this from two different approaches." (#135)

8
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meeting after their membership was approved, thereby losing their membership
status. This was apparentiy due to a lack of communication whereby the new comanagement coordinator position at Flying Dust was filledr and the administration
was not told about the DFAC, the Flying Dust membership on the Board, or that the
Coordinator should attend the DFAC meetings (#124).

Since the start of the group, SERM has attended about 70%of the DFAC meetings,
and Weyerhaeuser attends when they are operating in the area (#109). The same
Mistik employees attend meetings on a regular basis. This continuity in government
and industry representatives and the trust that has been built through these
relationships is ated as an important foundation of the Divide c~rnanagement
process (#lW-9,138}.1% However, in the Fall of 1997,one of the three Mistik
employees moved away from the area, and another moved jobs within the company.
Board members felt that this turnover of two of the three Mistik representatives at
the same time was damaging to the continuity of the cemanagement process
(#107).13

Regular attendance by members and other partidpants such as industry and
government is seen as an important Cornerstone of the co-management process
(#108).However, there is concern that the low level of turnover on the Board is
leading to the group becoming a 'private club' that is not as open to new members
and management ideas than it should be (#107,124).137 Members who miss more
than three meetings in a row without informing the Board of their absence forfeit
their membership on the Board.

5.7.4 Mandate
The DFAC does have a dearly defined mandate since one of the first adiow
undertaken by the group was to draw up and adopt a constitution. This constitution
states that the mandate of the DFAC is:

lS''~istikand L k M always send the same guys to our meetings...W e have found this really helpful,
always having the same people around." (#125)
1364?his
is a big change for us, to lose two out of thm people all at once. I think that m e change
and turnover is good, but this is too much all at once."(#l07)
1377".'...we
want to be involved, they [the Board]are deciding whether we will be involved or not.
From our perspective, I don't understand where they are coming from, why they have to decide
whether to let us in or not. It's almost like a private club, like the Legion, for example, I definitely
think that co-management should be more open." (#124)
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To consult and address the concerns of user groups in the Divide Forest in conjunction
with the economic dwelopment within the area. To consider the ecological needs of the
land and forest and to act as an independent advisov council to both government and
industry.
The constitution states that the objectives of the DFAC are:

to embrace in its membership as wide a stakeholder representation as possible
to utilize a l l forms of the media to help motivate the public, industries and the
government into undetstanding the need for sound, immediate and long-termed
conservation and utilhtion practices
to submit views and recommendations to the governing authorities and industry to
enact and enforce regulations and practices reflecting the views of this council,namely
ensuring the sound management for Saskatchewan's renewable resources
to provide information to the public emphasizing the importance of sustainable forestry
to emphasize the importance of communications and practices that will minimize any
negative effects among fellow stakeholders, large forest industry and governments

The DFAC currently undertakes a wide range of management functions. The Board
is currently dealing with a greater range of issues, and has greater decision-making
authority, than most of the original members had anticipated at the start of the
process (#106-10,123,125-6).136 '39 The Board deals with a sigruficant number of
hunting issues such as the development of road corridor game preserves, road
closures, and campaigning to stop illegal practices such as poaching and pitlamping. Other issues dealt with by the Board include recreational concerns in the
Divide forest such as the location of skidoo trails and cabins and the rate of timber
harvesting in the area. The group has also dealt with forest-use issues such as illegal
grazing practices and unfair taxation of hay cutters. Members partiapated in both
Mistik's and L W Woodproduds' Environmental Assessment process as well as the
development of the provincial Forest A d l a
A signiscant difference between the DFAC and many of the northern boards is that
the majority of DFAC members do not view returning economic, training and
-

'='The DFACC is dealing with a lot more than we thought originally.'' (11125)
1 3 9 y h i s has gone beyond what we wanted at the kginning,which was a board with which we could
discuss our traplines with Mistik...[we] only got involved so that we could keep a handle on what
was going on in our traplines. We only wanted an advisory forum to voice our concerns to Mistk"
(#log)
140"Regardlessof how skewed the crosssection of the communities is, they do represent the general
public on that Board. They help our management process tremendously - the co-management
process has been a real benefit to us. Eswhen we had to do our EIS process. Without those
boards, it would have been more expensive, more time-consuming and I don't think that the results
would have been as good." (#140)
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employment opportunities from forestry operations to the local communities as a
part of the Board's mandate (106,109-110,126).l41 Rather, the Board sees its role as
protecting the forest resources by providing feedback to government and industry
managers and by increasing awareness and education about forestry issues in the
Divide area (#105,107,109-11,126).1* However, some members would like to see
the Board play more of a role in returning benefits from forestry activities such as
employment, training and financial support to local communities and affected
stakeholder groups (#124,126,135, ).la Some members would also like the DFAC
to expand its' mandate to provide more forestry hainingand education for members
(#lo?, 133),to play more of a role as a go-between for the general public and forestry
management (#107, lo!?), and to monitor other activities in the Divide such as oil and
gas exploration (#110,133). A suggestion was made that the Board become more
integrated in its management approach so that it can begin to deal with issues other
than strictly forestry,f o r example agriculturefspecialty forest products, oil and gas
development and agroforestry (#105,110,135). Other members do not see the Board
expanding to deal with any additional issues since the Board is already so busy
(#106).
Like any other cwrnanagement or advisory board formed in the FMLA, the Divide
Board d a w s its main authority and power to partiapate in the management of the
forest resources from the 1993Co-Management Partnership MOU signed between
SERM and XorSask and notably the 1997 Forest Resources lGlamgement Act: Section 21
Forest Management Committees and Section 94 Delegation. A greater explanation of
how this MOU and the Forest Act specify public involvement in forest management
through co-management is contained in Section 3.3 of Chapter Three.
The lack of a formal or legal agreement supporting the DFAC has not been seen as a
major problem in the process to date, perhaps because the Board has not yet had to
141"Ourinterest in the Board is not as a fundraiser, but to ensure that Mistik manages the forest
properly- I would spend money to hire a van to take [Board members] around cutblocks to view
#l&)
them rather than donate money to repaint the local community hall..."(
l a " ~ u r Board doesn't really deal with employment or Gnancial benefits for the communitier..l don't
think that has anything to do with us. Basically, my understanding of the role that we play is not the
employment part but of looking after the area...Out p b is more to the forestry management side of
things than to community development"(#123,)
143 ' T h e money that is derived from the forest activities along with the outfitting and hunting
licenses, I think that these revenues should come back to the Board, and be utilized to upgrade or to
create something in the Divide forest to show that there is something coming back to the
communities!' (# 124)
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deal with a major aisis that involves a significant difference of opinion between the
main parties.144 The different individuals involved in the process have developed a
good working relationship as well as a high level of trust and respect for each other
(#I10).'" There is a recognition that a formal agreement defining the role of the
DFAC is a logical next step in the process, but there is no rush for this to happen
anytime soon (#126).1% Some frustration is expressed by Board members that the
group does not have formally-recognizeddecision-makingpowers or authority8and
that this weakens the co-management process (#107,124).1" 148 Some members also
voice fwtration that they do not have an impact upon if or how logging takes place
and over what methods are used (#105,107). However, other members are content
with not having a formal, written agmernent with industry and government so far
since they feel that this has allowed the process to evolve more freely (47123,126,
133) 149
DFAC members are not elected through any formal process by their stakeholder
groups. Informal co~~ununication
does occur between the DFAC members and
organized groups such as the Cabin Owners Assodation and the Trappers
Assodation However, there is a recognition that the Board needs to be more visible
and accountable to the stakeholder interests that it represents (#107). Due to the
current structure of the Board and the diverse demographics of the Divide area, the
DFAC is not in a position to officially represent all users of the Divide forest, nor
does it purport to. The Board believes that when undertaking public consultation
activities, government and industry managers should therefore continue, as they

l@"This is not revenue-sharing or any acknowledgment of shared authority or jurisdiction on our
part. We recognized that they were filling a very important need that we had as well as that of the
eneral public, so we offered our help."(#134)
?*"If Chris, Harry and Martha [Mistik representatives]weren't there anymore then yes, I would like
things put in writing so that we don't lose all the gains that we have made when new people come in.
We've put all our faith in these three, not the guys up there in the boardrooms." (ItlOS).
146"I'm not worried that nothing is down in writing, that we don't have any legal authority. They
[industry] have financed all of this, and why would they finance something if they didn't want it to
work? If everyone's getting along and everyone's Listening to each other then what is there to
irn rove?" (#123)
14 "We don't have any nyd, legklated decision-making powefi. Mistik is good about it, and in
eneral it is working, but I think that in the long-term, this needs to be addressed."(#l05)
fm8Tneonly power that we have is that of the threat of a blockade"(tl07)
149 "We don't talk about government much, but we should kcause they are our partners and they
have the ultimate responsibility and authority. I think that there is a need to fully grasp what comanagement means from a government sense, and to respect that."(#lll)

?
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currently do, to approach and consult with other resource users such as local First
Nations in addition to the Divide Boa.d.lm

There is no provision within the Divide structure for the democratic election of
Board members. While elections are held within the group for the two-year
staggered positions of Secretary, Treasurer and President, individual Board
members may remain in the DFAC as long as they wish. Like Beauval, the DFAC
has not made any provisions for the periodic internal and extemal review of the
regime and process.

5.7.5 Management Approach
The DFAC views its management role as protecting forest values and resouroes in
conjunction with the economic dwdopment of the Divide forest area (#110). There
is concern that the DFAC is not as autonomous or as critical of resource
development plans as it should be (#105,107).151 Although the development of trust
and a personal relationship between participants is an important part of the comanagement process, there is concern that this closeness can damage the ability of
Board members to aiticize the operations of government and industry since this
critiasm may be taken as a personal attack (#107).l52Board members are concerned
that the group is not always perceived by the stakeholdersas separate from
industry-153 The Board has had to assure a number of groups and individuals that
just because the funding for the DFAC has come from the forest industry, the group
does not represent the industry or necessarily agree with all of their activities
(#126).1%

'soyhey [DFACCJhave only recently been acknowledged as a board, as representative of the
stakeholders by the other interests. Like the oil and gas industry, the forest industry, and SERM. It's
no longer just the Trappers Assodation that these managers go to for input. W e still get feedback
from other sources, but we really rely on the Board now. (#140)
151'The thing that we have to understand is that Mistik has the right to cut the trees. This is their
1e a1 right, and that is the bottom line." (#123)
lal'I am also conscious of the fact that now that we have these dose personal relationship with the
Mistik people, it is harder for some of the Board members to aiticize MistiKs plans and what they are
saying because now it is a personal thing, no longer a critique of the company itself and its
management plans." (lt107)
1538Thisis a case that we have had to make m y times over - that we are not representing industry."

(#I381
IY'We got a start-up grant h m industry which helped us a bt, but we are totally independent
Even though they may have given us this grant, it doesn't mean that we won't jump on their toes if
we think that they are out of line." (#138)
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There is concern that the DFAC's management approach tends to be more reactive
than proactive, and that this has weakened the effectiveness of the Board and how it
is viewed by dedsion-makers in government and industry (#lOS, 107,124,135).155
lS6 Interestingly, both government and forest industry respondents voice a strong
preference for a proactive rather than reactive management approach on behalf of
comanagement and advisory boards, stating that this approach makes for better
management decisions (#104B107B111-3,132,134,
137-8).'" Concern was expressed
that the Board can be too complacent with the status quo and has not pushed
enough to make itself accepted and respectedas a valid part of the forest
management decision-makingprocess (#105,107,124,135).
While representatives from the Thunderchild and Flying Dust First Nations have
held membership in the DFAC in the past, at this time (Winter, 1998) the DFAC does
not have any Aboriginal members or visitors. Significant friction has existed at
various times in the group between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal members. This
is attributed to the majority of Board members viewing the DFAC as an
inappropriate forum to deal with the Aboriginal issues of treaty rights, land daims
and self-government (#1067,110,124,126,133).Aboriginal participants have also
had very different goals and reasons for participating in the DFAC than the nonAboriginal members, and this has caused a great deal of frustration on both sides
(#124,135).133 The DFAC at this time therefore does not deal with cross-cultural
issues and sensitivities in their general operations by virtue of not having any
Aboriginal participation. The DFAC has some work to do where cross-cultural
issues do arise, for example with hunting of the declining moose population in the
Divide forest by local Aboriginal communities (#105,107).

'""In terms of Mistik,we're in a very reactive mode as a Council. They bring us their plans, and we
react to them. I'd like to see us more proactive, pushing and challenging them to respond." (#107)
156"1 think that the Divide Board is both proactive and reactive in their management approach. They
are proactive about a lot of hunting issues like road comdors and the Crown leases. They put a lot of
heart and sod into that sort of stuff...-I think that we are looking at the totally infant stages of the
Board. Let's face it, we always bring to the table what is closest to our hearts - I think that is human-"
(#140)
In -AS a manager, the co-management process keeps you on your toes and makes you more effiacnt
in what you do. If you bdshit the people you are working with in the communities, you are dead
meat."(#l12)
lS8 'Thunderchild were involved in the Board for their own reasons they wanted something out of
the Board that the Board didn't have the power or the will to embark upon. I think that Thunderchild
saw an opportunity to advance their issues of land claims, self-government and furthering their
Treaty rights - but the Board isn't the appropriate forum for all of that-" (#140)

-
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5.7.6 Funding and Administrative Support
There is a divergence of opinion on the Board as to whether current funding is
adequate or not159 l* Some frustration was expressed regarding the limitations
placed upon the group's activities and operations by not having a regular +me for
an operating budget (#lOS-6,124,133,13S)-*61While some members think that
funding is more than adequate (#106, lm),others think that more of the money
should be used for education and *arch,
not kept in the bank to provide operating
income from investments (#105,107,110,124,133).~~2Some members wodd like
more money spent to send Board m e m h to attend forestry c o n f m c e s and to
participate in forestry planning processes such as the Forest Act Advisory Board
(#107-8,110,124,133).163 Since the Board is wary of outsiders perceiving the group
to be too tied to industry through their ftmding, a suggestion was made that it
should be up to the DFAC members to fundraise if they wish to attend forestry
conferences and other similar activities (#110).la The DFAC does not spend a
significant amount of money each year compared with the northern boards (i.e.
Beauval's annual income for operations is approximately $30,000). The DFAC has
come in under budget every year since it began operations. For example, while the
1996 budget was for $2,700, the DFAC spent only $2,468.

Funding for the DFAC currently comes from a variety of sources. At the Lirst DFAC
meeting at Dexter Hall, an $85 collection was made to cover the newly-formed
group's expenses such as postage and hall rental- At this time, there was no
expectation on the part of the group that funding would be provided to them for
"We haven't had the need yet for spending much money.-. The funding is adequate for what we
deal with at this time." (#106)
160"Funding is not adequate in my opinion. How can you operate, other than have these little

meetings, when you essentiaily don't have an income or a large budget?"(#l05)
lbl"What can you do on $10,0001 It's definitely not enough to manage the forest properly. I think
that the funding definitely needs to be readdressed if the Board is going to do anything proactive or
useM."(#135)

162"This money should be used to fund public participation, to do research such as surveys, etc
Effective co-management in my opinion depends on secured funding for the process and on good
community partiapation."(#105)
lb3"If we had the fundingavailable, we could bring government, industry and the other players in on
an educational basis, to learn more about forest management. It would be good to learn more, and I
think that it would also help to keep people interested in the group."(#133)
164"We have talked about spending more money on education, literature and programmes to educate
our members. By this I mean just the Board members- In this case, I think that it should be up to the
members to fundraise a bit. We have never asked for the 50 cents a cubic metre from Mistik, nor has
L&M or Mistik offeredit to us. We don't want to profit-share with industry because then we'll be
more tied to the industry." (#110)
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their activities by either government or industry (#106).165 While the DFAC did
incorporate and receive the $10,000 g a n t from M i s t . , the g m p does not currently
receive the $ 0 . 9 donation per cubic metre harvested in their FCAs from Mistik
Board members are not sure if this is because they haven't asked for it or because the
company hasn't offered.166 When the Board received the initial grant from Mistile,
the majority of this money was placed into term deposits in order to generate a small
but steady income for operatim.167 L&M Woodproducts Inc. has donated $2,000 to
the DFAC to assist with operating expenses and has offered further assistance if and
when the Board requests it (#134).168 Weyerhaeuser is just beginning to operate in
the area, but the company does not yet attend meetings and discussions about
funding and other support for the DFAC have not yet taken place.

The Board does not cover members' expenses to attend meetings. The only salaries
paid are to the administrative positions of Secretary and Treasurer, who each receive
$25 a month for the work that they do for the Board. Although members are
unanimous that they should not be paid to attend meetings, there is a concern that
the signif~canttravel expenses (most members travel about 140 k m to attend
meetings) involved in the DFAC might prevent some stakeholder interests from
being represented and other members horn participating (#105,124-5).169 NO
respondents thought that the DFAC lacked access to any key resources such as a
photocopier, telephone or fax required for the Board's operations.

165"Upnorth, the logging is affecting their livelihood, so they should get something for the cutting in
their area. Down here, we are involved h u s e we are concerned citizens, not because there is
money to be made." (#110)
166"Divideis mostly hobby people - they have the opportunity to do a variety of different work So
we don't give Divide the 50 cents a cubic metre that we give the other boards. We want to give
something more back to the north because they don't have the same opportunities and in many cases
we are affecting the subsistence land base that they have depended on for many generations." (#I131
167"~e'repretty scotch with our money, we have put most of it in term-deposits, investments. Our
present funding should last us about another 2-3 years.... We haven't had the need yet for spending
much money." (#I%)
lb8"we gave them a lump sum when we got involved in the group...T
hese guys were going to
fundraise for their operations! But we thought that since we were benefiting from their activities, we
should help out with funding them." (#134)
'69u~am thinking of dropping out of [the DFACC]because I Live so tar away and it is costing me too
much to go to these meetings. It's aU volunteer time, and my gas bill is a lot more since I got
involved." (#lOS)
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A review of the operations of the DFAC involves an examination of seven different
factors. These are: Board meetings, research and access to information and
education, the decision-making process, community involvement and consultation,
incorporating local knowledge, internal communication within the group, and
external coordination and communication.

5.8.1 Board Meetings
Meetings have been held on the fourth Tuesday of every month since the Board
began. Meetings are held on a r o t a t i d schedule between Meadow Lake, Dexter
Hall, Glaslyn and StWalburg in locations such as the Royal Canadian Legion and
community halls. Facilities at these locations such as lighting and kitchen access are
adequate for the needs of the group (#105).Attendance by members is very good
except for one meeting in the Fall and one in the Spring when harvesting and
seeding are taking place (#108). A suggestion has been made that the Board start to
meet twice a month to speed up the process, to deal with more issues, and to keep
the topics k h in everyone's minds (lt110). However,most members feel that the
monthly meetings are adequate for the current work load. An agenda is always
prepared and distributed by the Secretary at the start of each meeting.

The DFAC has a visitor's policy, which states that visitors must contact a member of
the Board's executive one week in advance if they wish to make a presentation at the
meeting they are attending. This poky also sets out the role of the visitor in the
process, for example that they cannot vote. The DFAC has found in-camera sessions
where non-members are absent to be a very effective way of discussing issues, so
this method is relatively common at meetings (#107-8,110).

5.8.2 Participant Skills
In the experience of the Divide Board, a chairperson with good organizational and
process skills is critical to the success of the co-management process (#106-9,133).170
-Themajority of members do not have any past experience and training regaxding
forestry issues. However, most members hunt, trap and reueate in the Divide forest
and have intimate knowledge and expertise of the ecology and geography of the
170"1 think that this is government's role, to provide us with workshops and training on consensus,
mediation and conflict resolution, skills like that. I think that a la& of these skiIls is a problem with
the process right now."(#lO7)
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area. This scpertise includes knowledge about wildlife and its required habitat, the
location of traplines, saltlicks, beaver dams, and the impact of logging activities
upon these forest resources. There are no Aboriginal qresentatives on the Board at
this time, so this particular peqective and expertise about the Divide forest is not
m e n t l y held by the group.

Members are generally well-prepared for meetings (#Ion.If anythmg, there is a
complaint that some members regularly bring too much information to meetings
and this bogs down the process (#10810). There is also a tendency for three or four
vocal members to dominate both the meetings and decision-making, leading to the
concem that this often prevents the quieter members from being heard (#105-7,109,
126). In general, meutbers report that they spend less time now on DFAC business
than they did at the start of the process (B106-8). This is attributed to newer
equipment such as a photocopier, computer and fax machine, shorter and more
effective meetings, and developing a procedure and routine for the process. With
one exception, members who did not hold one of the four elected positions reported
that they now spend less than an hour between meetings on Board business. Most
participants expressed regret that they do not have more time and energy to
contribute to the DFAC, and that this negatively affects the overall success of the
initiative (#104,107-8,126,133,135).m The DFAC process has been a steep learning
curve for many of the members since most of them did not have much knowledge
about forest management prior to their involvement in the Board (#106,109-10,
133.172

The Board has examined some of the barriers b participation in the process and
investigated ways to reduce these possible barriers. For example, the DFAC holds
its meetings on a rotating schedule around the five FCAs so that the cost of
attending meetings (gas, time spent traveling) is shared more equitably among the
members. However, the large sum of money spent on gas and the time required to
l7I Y should put more time into this process. I'd W e to, but I really don't have any extra time at all to
spare, and it also costs m e money because my expenses aren't covered.-- The main problem for us all
is time. The meetings are hard enough to get through, we really have enough stuff on our plate
already. It's hard to get people together for meetings, let alone for other things like educational
workshops or outings." (#133)
1"'
didn't know what to expect at the start of ail of this. I hadn't had much to do with the forest
industry before...It's a learning process for a lot of us...W e are new to all of this. Like, I didn't have
any trees at home where I grew up, I didn't know the first thing about forestry when I got involved in
this thing."(#133)
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travel to meetings is still cited as a barrier to participation (# 104,124-6).173 The
Board has not yet decided whether to reimburse members for costs such as mileage
i n d on Board business since it is felt that the gmup does not have enough
funding to support this expense. The barriers to the participation of local Aboriginal
people in the Board have not been discussed or resolved in any significant way.

5.8.3 Research, Access to Information, and Education
The DFAC has not initiated any research
to date, nor does the group see this
as a part of their mandate (# 126). Members are generally satisfied with the quality
and availability of data from government and industry (#110). Some concern does
exist that this data may be biased towards the goals of these stakeholders (#107), but
most members feel that Mistik and SERM are generally good at answering questions
and providing additional information when required (#126).Board members see
capacity building as an important part of the co-management process,but more for
Board members than for the greater Divide community (#107). However, while comanagement has provided educational opportunities and knowledge about forest
operations for DFAC members, these benefits have not been passed to the
communities and stakeholder groups in any organized way (tllO5, 107,126. 133).174
This lack of communication of knowledge to the larger Divide community is a
concern for a number of respondents (#105,107,126,133). Education and access to
information are recognized by participants as a key benefit and foundation of the c c ~
management process (t105-7,126,133-4).175 1'6 There is curzently a good two-way
flow of education and informationbetween industry and the Board. However, this
flow needs to be improved between the Board and the larger community of Divide
forest resource users, partidarly Aboriginal groups (#107,126).ln

lnUlfwe have a meeting at ZOO, I would leave here at 400 - it is Like having a 9-5 job that starts at
7:00 at night!"(#l25)
174~o-managementhas helped to reduce conflict about cutting and has alleviated some of the
concerns. But this has been more so for people on the Board than at the community ieveL(#105)
me, education is the most important thing that I have gotten out of this process, you know,
knowledge about what is going on in the forest" (#133)
176"It'~a l l volunteer time, and my gas bill is a lot more since I got involved. But I do get a lot of
benefits out of this, like education and all that, that go along with my own interests [in the Divide]-"
(#I251
lnq don't think that the Board has anything to offer as far as education in our [~boriginal]
community goes. If we want to get educated, we t w i l l go to Mistik." (lt124)

or
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5.8.4 Decision-Making Process
Decision-making and meetings are conducted through a hybrid of Roberts Rules of
Order and a consensus process. In-carnera sessions are considered important as
these closed discussions allow members to voice their concems without other
interests such as govemment and industry present (#107).lm Members expressed
regret that the group no longer has regular round-table discussions like they did at
the start of the process (#105,107,109,126) since it is felt that this format helps to
draw out the quieter membezs and to ensure that everyone present has a chance to
partiapate.lm

It is easy for the more vocal and opinionated members of the Board to dominate
meetings and the decision-making process (#1057,124,126).1~As well, the quieter
members of the group do not partiapate as much as they could in discussions,and
this negatively impacts the effectiveness of the pnxess ( t107,131,126).lgl
Partidpants feel that in general, decision-making is shared well within the group,
and that government and industry representatives do not try to dominate the
process very often (#1067,110,123,1256,133).~~
The Board appears generally satisfied with the level of decision-making powers held
by the government and industry representatives in the co-management process.
However, some govemment and industry respondents believe that the process
would work more effectively if they as stakeholders also had full membership and

178"0ne time. we asked everyone who wasn't a member to leave so that we could discuss something
in rivate. The dynamics totally changed, discussions were much more open." (#107)
l7 1would Like to see more round-table discussion at our meetings. It is the only way that you will
get some people to speak, and a lot of those silent peopIe have a lot more important things to say than
the yappy ones." (#138)
'8oThere is opportunity for equal input on the Board, other than that those people who are more
vocal have more input." (#I03
lal"The Board tries to achieve consensus in their decision-making. I don't know whether it is truly
consensus because some people on the Board get frustrated with the other members, and they just let
things go after a while. With such a weighted vote - by that I mean the sheer number of people that
represent the trappers and the outfitters - same of the other members are constantly out-voted, so
they just give up on issues." (#140)
ls2 "Both Mistik and L&M are very open with us. They are really good about showing us their
cutting plans well before they have to send them to government for approval, and they share all the
information that we ask them for. The SERM representatives bring us things to yea or nay before
they go to the Ministefs office for approval. I think that the process is working and we really do
have a say in decision-making." (#133)

1
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voting privileges on the Board.'@
Individual Board members do not hold formallyrecognized dedsionmaking powers for their stakeholder groups due to the
membership structure of the Board where members are not elected democatidly
by their stakeholder interest. Since its inception,the DFAC has played an important
role in reducing conflict between stakeholder interests, government and industry
over forestry operations in the area (#106-10,125,111,113,138).~~
18s

5.8.5 Community Involvement and Consultation
The DFAC is not well-known in the community of Divide forest users (#105-9,112,
133).1&
Without exception, respondents from government, industry, the
communities, and the Board responded that the DFAC does not do enough to
communicate with and involve the local communitiesand stakeholdersin the
management process.
The Board has not put a high priority on community
involvement to this point because the group wanted to get itself established and
running smoothly before going to the community level for input and participation
(#106,108,110,125-6).~~
190 The DFAC also does not see community involvement
and consultation as a major role of the Board, believing rather that if individual
resource users have a concern to voice or want to get involved in co-management
then they should attend meetings and raise these concerns instead of waiting for a
DFAC member to take the initiative to contact them.191 The DFAC advertises its
183"PersonaLly, I'd like to be a vofing member of the Board. 1 think that it would help the process if
all of the stakeholders, including government and industry, sat on the Board. Right now, even
though we created this process, we feel a bit like outsidersF (#140)
lM''Mistik used to meet us at our annual trappersr block meetings, and it was usually
confrontational...We really didn't trust each other...Mistik was the first organization that really
recognized the value of having a group of stakeholders that they could go talk to and solve a lot of
these problems before it became confrontational.'' (St138)
l s s " ~ a v ethe boards reduced contlict in the area? That's an understatement - yes!" (tll3)
lS6"we get the odd person that comes to observe, but not much other input from the communities
People don't seem to bring ismes to Board members - at least I haven't seen it yet." (#105)
lS7There is very little communication between the Board and the general public. There should be a
lot more communication because others have the same interests that we have, but they don't know
what we do, what is going on I think that a lot of people don8t know that we exist." (#133)
les'T'he understanding of the Board and its activities in the community is lacking - it could be
im roved." (#105)
s%1don't know how communication with the communities is happening now. We didn't want to
et too involved with the communities before we got our feet established." (t108)
690"0urfirst year, we were too involved in getting set up. Now the challenge is to make the DFAC
more open, to act as an educator in the communities, a go-between, a fadlitator between industry and
the Divide forest users." (tt110)
Igl''The issues we deal with are not really community issues. They me larger, more general issues
such as night hunting." (#105)

...
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meetings and informs the Divide community of its operations in an informal way,
primarily through word of mouth (#105,107,110). Minutes horn the meetings are
sent out to the local Regional Municipalities, but some members question how much
benefit is achieved hvrm this (#107). As of July 1997, the Board began to publish a
monthly update of its activities in the North Battleford, Meadow Lake and Makwa
newspapers. This media attention has been quite successful, with a number of new
visitors contacting the Board for more information and others attending meetings. A
suggestion has been made that the Board should also send its minutes to the
Northern Pride as well as advertise and announce updates on local radio stations to
try and increase the visibility of the Board (#124).
Although the Board is generally representative of the stakeholder interests in the
Divide,l* 193 there is not enough of a constituency communicating with and
supporting the Board members for these individuals to feel comfortable claiming
that they are fully accountable to their stakeholder group (#105,107, 133).Iw A la&
of funding for mileage, long-distance phone calls to contact people (thismethod is
also problematic since phone lists do not exist for most of the stakeholder p u p s )
and a la& of time available to the volunteer members, are signiscant barriers to
greater communication and consultation with members of stakeholder groups in the
Divide forest (#126,133).
The la& of involvement by individual stakeholders in the DFAC process is
attributable to a lack of interest on the part of community members unless
something affects them directly (#loti),a lack of awareness about the DFAC and its
purpose (#106-8), the Board being relatively closed to new members (#105,107,
124),195 partidpants being h t r a t e d with the slowness of the process (#107-8,124,
135), and the large geographic area and diversity of interests that must be covered
(# 126-7). However, it is felt that the Board is steadily maturing and evolving to
lg2"Ithink that we represent our grass-roots pretty tairfy. We have recreational users, small mill
operators, environmentaiists, outfitters, trappers and farmers, business people...Flying Dust is
starting to attend." (lt133)
193'1
think that the B o d pretty weU represents the interests in the area. They have people on that
Board that are concerned about the forest as well as business people like trappers and outfitters, too-"
(8134)
lw"~lthoughI will represent all trappets interests [on the DFAC]. like habitat, wildlife and overseas
markets,I am not necessarily their chosen representative."(17138)
lg5~t's
almost Like a private dub. like the Legion. for example. I definitely think that co-management
should be more open8'(#I241
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encompass a wider r n b h i p and range of interests (#126,140).1% A, exampe of
this happening was the application for membership by a small sawmill operator and
the Flying Dust First Nation in 1997, although neither of these applicants are
currently involved. The DFAC does act as an important go-betweenand fitter
between government, industry and local forest users who have an interest in, or
concerns about, the forest and who are not necessarily on the Board.'97

5.8.6 Incorporation of Local Knowledge
The DFAC has helped to inmrporate local knowledge into forestry management and
decision-making at SERM,Mistik and LdrM (#105,107-8,125). 199 Ekamples of
SERM and Mistik incorporating this local knowledge to date are the protection of
moose calving areas, eagle nests and beaver habitat and mads being
decommissioned and closed to limit access to WildIife. Traplines, tails and other
current forest uses have been identified by the Board, and a =metre buffer zone
around sloughs and other sensitive water bodies created. Timber strips have been
left along traphes and road comdors to offer extra protection to wildlife,
intermittent streams have been identified, and smaller and irregular-sized cutblocks
instigated to limit hunting opportunities.2~201

Local knowledge is transferred mainly through the Board meetings, when
government and industry present cutting plans and other issues for the Board's
input When knowledge about an area that no member is familiar with is required,
'%
think
''I
that co-management is really an evolution thing. Once people become comfortable with
the process, it will evolve- The Board doesn't have a true cross-section of the community, and the
Board that is there is heavily weighted towards trappers and outfitters. I think that is mostly due to
the fact that it was these guys that had the initial concerns and were the ones that got a group

organized at the start. The group has been missing First Nations for a long time- Thunderchild was
there fore a while, but it didn't work out." (#IN)
197"~istik
h d s out who the contact person is through us and then they go to them. ..It saves a lot of
problems. The Board is a filter, and w e advise them who's territory it will affect and who will be
involved. Then Mistik will go and talk to them." (#125)
198''hcorporating local knowledge into forest management is a big part of the Board's fimction and
urpose. A lot of information-sharinggoes on" (#lO5)
Pg9''l hunt, I still fish and trap, I pick berries. And I do most d this down south in the Divide forest. I
am pretty knowledgeable about what's up there," (#124)
2ao''[~overnmentdeals with] a whole area, the whole province, while I think of things on a smallscale, at the local level, That's why input from the local level is good, because government couldn't
know half of this stuff on their own."(#125)
201''We did notice that as soon as Mistik had an agreement with us to talk we noticed that they also
jmped on their subcontractors in the bush about things that they were doing wrong that was hurting
us as other stakeholders."(#138
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the Board is usually able to tell the related forest company or provincial manager
who they should talk with to get this infomation. In this way, the Board plays an
important referral role for the larger community of Divide forest resource users.
Local knowledge about the forest has also been t m n s f d through L M s and
Mistik's EIA process when workshops were held and members attended to provide
their input There is a concern that, since the Board does not have an established
and involved constituency, local knowledge is not being gathered and used to the
extent that it could be (#107,124,135), As well, because of f i i c i d and time
constraints,not enough outreach is being done to solicit involvement from
individuals who could bring additional knowledge and expertise to the process
(#107,135).202

Board members believe that the incorporation of local knowledge through the Board
into forestry management and operations in the Divide area has had a positive
impact on these operations since government and industry seem willing to listen
(#107-8,111).203 For example, cut blocks are now smaller, and new roads are often
dog-legged to make it harder to hunt on roadways. However, some resource users
are still not satisfied with forestry operations in the m a and believe that more care
needs to be taken in forest management2@ All co-management participants
interviewed feel that industry and government operate more responsibly and
carefully now than they did before co-management because they know that someone
is watching them (#104,107-11,126,134).205 The current lack of Aboriginal
involvement in the DFAC means that this culturally-related local knowledge is not
being passed on to the management process through the cu-management board.206
202"~ow
can you gather traditional knowledge when there's just no funding to do any education or
advertising that you would need in order to collect any of this infonnation?"(#135)
203 "These guys know the bush like the back of their hand, just by virtue of their length of stay on the
land, their activities, their interactions with others who use that land base, and their knowledge of the
area. Yes, access to this knowledge through a formal process has been a tremendous help to us as
managers." (#la)
204"The,
that they cut are too big. It is really hard on the animals...When they are cutting you'll
find moose and deer. They are exposed to everyone, it is easy to shoot them." (#135)
205''The function of the Divide Board is to provide a forum for them [ i o d forest users] to express
their concerns about forestry. These people have other interests in the forests other than timber- We
are the main user, of course, and we have the Largest impact, but it is important for us to be aware of,
and to manage for, these other interests in our operations. I also think that their input has made us
better managers, it has made us mare aware of the needs of these other interests."(#l34)
2 m " ~the
t start, I was r e d y offended by what these guys on the Board were saying about Native
people, how they treated them. Thunderchild was very outspoken, and I think that was very
surprising and somewhat upsetting to the Board because they just didn't know how to deal with it."

(#la)
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Since its formation, one of the major resource issues that the Board has had to deal
with has been the dedine of the Divide forest moose population in 19%/97 to half of
the estimated 1994195 populatiohM7 The reaction of the Board has been to work
more dosely with SERM and the forest industry representatives to try to both reduce
the impact of hunting by promoting road closures in certain areas, and to minimize
the impact of forestry activities on critical habitat. SERM has stepped-up their antipoaching activities such as night patrols and Mistik and LdrM have permanently
dosed a number of road accesses to criticalhabitat areas as well as agreed to not log
in others. During this process, there has been a fair amount of friction within the
Board itself over the role that Aboriginal hunting rights and practices such as night
hunting as well as the non-localscoming into the area have played in the moose
decline.

5.8.7 Internal Communication
Despite initial conflicts, communicationwithin the group is now generally felt to be
quite good (#105-10,125-7).2m The separate p u p s apparent at the start of the
process have dissolved for the most part and communication takes place both
formally at meetings and informally in between. Meetings have always been
conducted in English and the need for translation s e ~ c e sfor members or visitors
has not yet arisen. Since the Board is composed of members from a wide variety of
interests in the Divide forest as well as lifestyles, opportunities for conflict and
misunderstanding have been common (#105-6,108,110,126,133)-zm However, it is
felt by members that the group has come a long way in getting over their personal
differences and is now working together as a team (#106-10,126, 133).21° In factf the
experience of having to sit at a table with such diverse interests, philosophies and
-

2wThe results of an aerial survey of the Divide moose population in 1994/95 found 1,782 animals
(with an accuracy of +/-22%) while the 1996/97survey found only 956. However, the population
appears to be improving as the 1997/98 survey found 1,482animals (with an accuracy of +I - 19%).
(Rhys Beaulieu, SERM Conservation Officer, pers.coa)
2os'.rhere is real good communication between Mistik and the Board. They come to every meeting
now, telling us where they are going...L&M have been coming to every meeting for about a year and
haff now." (#125)
2@%fostpeople on the Board are happy to see a mill in town, they see the economic benefits of
having it in the community. Other members on the Board just don't want to see the forest touched."
(#I401
2 1 0 " ~ the
t
start of this process, we had a whole bunch of people that came to the table with their own
personal agendas, we weren't working together at all, but we persisted, and dog-gone if we weren't
all of a sudden working together!" (#IS)
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cultures and to leam to see others' points of view is ated by most respondents as
one of the greatest benefits of the process for them personally (# 1068,110f 126-7,
133).211212 However, there is an adrnowledgment on the part of some Board
members that cmss-adtural sensitivity and respect for differing knowledge systems
are areas that the Board needs to focus on (#lOS, 107). Private 'huddles on the side'
and factions within the Board are also not as much of an issue as they were at the
start of the process (#107,126,140).~3

5.8.8 External Coordination and Communication
Individual Board members are actively involved in a number of provincial
committees and organizations that discuss forestry issues. For example,

W e y e r h a e d s Big Riva Advisory Board and the Dore/Smoothstone Advisory
Board, SERM's Forest Act Advisory Board, the Ministers Forest Policy Advisory
Committee, the Wildlife Federation, the Saskatchewan Forest Network, and the
SaskatchewanTrappers Association. This involvement provides informal, yet
importantfnetworking and sharing of information between the DFAC and these
related groups.
The DFAC does not have any regular contact with the other co-management and
advisory boards in the FMLA (#105,107-B8 125).21* Most members expressed an
interest in learning more about the operations and issues addressed by the other
boards and sharing knowledge and information (105-8).215 However, participants
cited a lack of free time and energy as the greatest bamer to this happening ( t t l O 5 8 ,
111-12).216

211"One of the good things that has come out of this is learning how other people think, a different
oint of view and I think that this has been good for us." (#108)
g2''Everyone looks at things with a much more open mind than they did before. We have all done
some swinging to understand each other. We have all become better thinkers because of this process,
we are now able to see another's point of view." (# 110)
213"~n
a lot of ways, issues get diwwsed before meetings by the Meadow Lake Coffee Club and I'm

...

-

not sure how that affects the validity of the consensus process." (11140)
2*4"~o,we haven? talked about going up to any other boards. I don't really know if there would be
an benefit in having more to do with them." (#I=)
21 I feel that we are all inventing the wheel - and not everyone has to do it. We could learn form
each other." (#107)
216'Those guys m all very busy people. So 1think that increased communication is a worthwhile
effort, but realisticalty, they just don't have the time for m y other commitments like that." (#I12)

YY
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c

This chapter has reviewed the two case studies of Beauval and Divide using the
evaluation framework proposed in Chapter 4. The information contained in this
chapter demonstrates the great div-ity of co-management practice that has
developed in the NorSask FMLk For example, -ces
in how much
management authority each group has taken on, the variety of Board membership
structure, and how each Board v i m its relationship with, and responsibilities to,
the surrounding communities. In Chapter Six,the main findings of the case study
research are presented and conclusions are drawn Finally, recommendations are
offered to resolve the major issues raised, and areas for further research are
suggested.
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This chapter presents the main conclusions and recommendations arising horn the
cemanagement case studies reviewed for this MDP in the NolSask FMLA. A brief
summary of the benefits of, and the barriers to, co-management in the case studies of
Beauval and Divide is first presented. This is followed by a summary of the main
research findings as well as recommendations to address the identified areas of
concern. These findings and recommendations are organized under the nowfamiliar evaluation frameworkheadings of Guiding Principles, Institutional
Structure and Operations of each co-management Board. The chapter ends with a
section on general research condusions highlighting both areas of concern and
strengths of the NorSask co-management experience, followed by some suggestions
for further research

The recommendations proposed by this MDP are intended to be feasible and
practical. A s such,they are set within the existing legal and jurisdictional structures
that guide co-management in Saskatchewan. Although the majority of Canadian comanagement arrangements to date are associated with Aboriginal land claims and
self-government aspirations, this political aspect of cemanagement is outside of the
jurisdiction of the NorSask boards, which only have direct responsibility and control
over forest resource management. The recommendations presented here also
assume that co-management within the NorSask FMLA will continue to evolve
along a continuum from informal agreements and simple contracts between the
parties to legally-recognized not-for-profit societies with a constitution and
operating bylaws under the Sociefy's Act. A recommendation to eventually include
co-management as a h e in FMLAs and other forms of provincial forest tenure is
included here as it is felt that this more formal recognition of co-management is a
realistic goal in Saskatchewan. Although theoretical models point to legislated comanagement (as found in the northern land claims settlements) as the eventual high
point, the current political environment as well as legal and jurisdictional barriers
make this an unrealistic goal for most ccmmrtagement regimes south of 60" at this
time. Recommendations regarding the changes to existing legislation that must be
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made to facilitate -management of forest resources at the provincial level are
therefore not included as these are beyond the scope of this MDP.

The Nosask co-managementprwess and Boards reviewed here have the potential,
and indeed are bepning, to co.manage other resource sectors such as oil and gas
and tourism. Since the focus of this MDP is specifically the co-management of forest
resources, the conclusions and recommendations given here are intended only to
apply to the forest sector. However, it is hoped that the lessons learned through
these case studies do indeed have a broader appiicationand will be useful to those
individuals and institutions tasked with expanding the mandate of co-management
to these other sectors in the future.

The conclusions and recommendations presented here are intended to apply
specifically to the Divide and Beauval co-managementboards studied for this
research and do not constitute a model to which each of the NorSask FMLA boards
should confo~m.Despite this caution, however, it is hoped that the lessons
highlighted by this research will assist the development of other CO-management
boards both within the FMLA and elsewhere.

Process
This research condudes that the NorSask -management process has resulted in a
number of significant benefits to the parties involved. For example, the in-eased
trust and stronger working relationship between the parties that have developed are
cited by participants as major benefits of their co-management experience.
Individual co-management boards are providing a forum for affected local
communities to bring their concerns about forest resource development to industry
and government,and for forest resource users to be recognized as a valid part of the
resoume management process. Although admittedly more expensive and timeconsuming in the short-term than conventional topdown resource management,
partiupants feel that in the long-term co-management is a cost-effectivefonun for
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government and industry to bring their development plans and conusers and local comunities.217

to resource

process also provides a medranism and
communications network with which to disseminate information from forest
managers to co-management participants, communities and stakeholder groups.218
In addition, co-managementhas speeded up the process by which government and
industry managers respond to resource user concems.219 This shared management
process has also enabled the main stakeholders to learn about and to understand
each other's points of view as well as their strengthsand limitations in managing the
forest resource.a Since its inception in 1993, co-management has been successful in
signiscantly reducing conflict over fmestry management and operations in the
FMLA.22' This reduction is also attributed to the more responsible forestry practices
and greater accountability of industry and government that have arisen through the
co-management process.

The NorSask -management

The NorSask process returns benefits and income from development of the forest
resource to local communities and resource user groups whose lifestyles and
livelihoods are being impacted by logging activities. Important employment,
educational,management and training opportunities are also being provided
through co-management. In addition, some co-management boards are providing a
source of interest-free loans and capital for small-business development in local
communities.

One of the greatest benefits of co-management to date in the NorSask FMLA is the
incorporation of local knowledge into the forest management decision-making and
217''T'his [comanagement]has come at significant cost to us [Mistik], measured in millions of dollars
in terms of inetficiencies in comparison with our competitors. But this is a short-term cost, this is a
very slow process, talking about issues, then development opportunities." (#Ill)
a 8 8 r ~of
e the benefits of these groups is that the Boards act as a Hter to the communities and the

stakeholder groups and provide a forum for discussion between the different groups, which wasn't
ha pering before, because it was one-on-one consultation only." (#132)
21g'...issues are addressed more quickly and effectively now [than before co-management]. Comanagement is an excellent forum to discuss issues, where all the stakeholders can get together."
(#f 051
m"Yes, I think that coaunagement has been a good experkme for us [government]. It has made us
more aware that we are not the sole beings responsible for making decisions. Co-management has
made bureaucrats realize that they need to listen to others." (#104)
221""Ihe most successful aspect of this process for us is that we haven't had a road blockade here in
three years!" (17132)
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planning processess
This incorporation has resulted in more effctive decision-making
and planning by both government and industry. In this case,'more effective'
decision-makingis defined as that which results in decisions that are longer lasting,
of a higher W
t
y and accepted by a wider range of stakeholders than those
achieved through conventional management methods.= Although the majority of
participants feel that co-management is far from perfect, they agree that it is a great
improvement over the conventional forest management process that existed before.
Despite these significant positive benefits, however, there remain a number of
barriers to the implementationof cwnanagementin the NorSask FMLA.

-

lers to Cn

FMLA

This research highlights a number of barriers that were found to adversely affect the
functioning of the co-management process in the NorSask FMLA. While each is
briefly presented here, the recommendations regarding how these can be avoided or
mitigated are discussed in greater detail in Section 6.4, Findings and
Recommendstions.
A sigruficant barrier to the NorSask -management process is the general apathy
and lack of interest within local communities and resource user groups unless
something affects an individual directly. For example, people are unlikely to attend

Board meetings unless they have a specific concern or a request for assistance. This
apathy is attributed to cultural barriers such as language and differing value
systems, individuals feeling that they have nothing to gain from partidpation, and
by a general lack of understanding within resource user groups of the comanagement process. For example, many Elders find the c-management process
and idea too complicated and unfamiliar to want to get involved. Since both the
Divide and Beauval Boards are dominated by older male members, generational and
gender barriers mean that stakeholders such as women and youth do not feel
comfortable participating or even sitting in on meetings.

"Co-managementhas made decision-makingprocesses longer and more wide-ranging. This has
resulted in better quality, longer-lasting and most importantly, decisions that are accepted by the
people that are affected." (#104)
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Internal divisions, historical mistrust, and politics within both local communities
and forest user groups also present a barrier to the functioning of m-managementFor example, the tensions between traditionalists versus pro-devdopment factions
within a Board can prevent members from developing a common vision of comanagement as well as hinder the d e d s i o n - m g process. A significant amount of
friction also exists because of the differing reasons and goals of the Caucasian
participants and those of the First Nations and Metis representatives in the process.
Political tensions within communities, such as a paver struggle between the Board
and Chief and Council, also present a barrier to the process.^

Although participants a t e the ladc of direct government control and intervention at
the start of the cmnanagememt process as a main reason for its current success, the
deficiency of any legal decision-making authority and jurisdiction of the Boards is
increasingly recognized as a signiscant barrier to the future security of comanagement. Government reluctance to share management power and its inherent
slowness to change are exacerbating this problem.224 The experience of other
Canadian co-management experience suggests that the longer the fundamental
issues of government support and acceptance of co-management are left unresolved,
the more diffidt it will be to reach agreement between all parties.

The absence of stable long-term funding and other key resources for c-management
presents a barrier to the security of the process in the future and prevents the
participants from undertaking any long-range planning. Board members,
government, and industry participants unanimously agree that a ladc of tirne to
participate as much as they would like to, or feel that they should to maximize the
success of the process, is one of the greatest barriers to co-managernent~

223'd~olitical
instability is unfortunately a big factor [in the success of co-marugement], especially
with First Nations. The power base of the Chief and Council has caused a lot of conflict with the
boards." (#Ill)
224"Whathappened is that industry moved faster than government Mistik's focus is forestry
management - they can change overnight. S E W S focus is resource management, which is much
more diverse. It is much more difficult for government to change, to adapt, than industry." (#I041
=''we have had examples in the k t few yeas where the inherent process of shared decisionmaking has not been respected. And I think that the main reason for that is the lack of time." (#Ill)
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c*
This section, organized under the evaluation structure proposed in Chapter 4,
presents the main findings and recommendations of the research conducted. Not a l l
of the speafic criteria outlined in the hamework are mentioned here as not every
criteria resulted in a significant finding or recommendation. Since overlap between
some sections is unavoidable, some recommendations have application in other
areas than they appear in the proposed framework.

6.4.1 Guiding Principles
membership that holds a common philosophy and goals, whether
articulated in a formal document or not. is centraI to the smooth functioning of the
process. This common understanding is of particular importance in co-management
since participants often come from very different d t u r a l and demographic
backgrounds and differ widely in their reasons for participation. Discussions about
a f o m d vision statement can help participants to set and to agree upon guiding
long-term objectives for the co-management board and process. Since this type of
strategicplanning discussion often necessitates bringing together opposing
viewpoints, this is best undertaken in a neutral workshop setting with an outside
facilitator.
A -management

.-

That each Board convene a strategic planning workshop including a11
cbmanagement participants (Board members, government and industry, etc.) with the
goal of drawing up a vision statement, guiding principles, and a list of long-term
objectives forthe Board. The results of this process should be included as a part of the
Board's formal operating bylaws. New participants should be made aware of this vision
statement and objectives when they become involved in the process.

6.4.2 Institutional Structure
Membership and Roles: The 1993NorSask Co-ManagementPartnership MOU
states that stakeholder representatives participating in the cemanagement process
must be accountable to their respective group. This includes being responsible for
keeping those groups informed about Board activities, the finances of the Board, and
information regarding forest harvesting and resource management within their
FCA. Despite this commitment, participants acknow1edge that the Boards are not
always representative of all stakeholder interests, nor does the necessary
consultation always take place before decisions are made. While some of this
problem is attributed to the lack of time and £inancialresources available to
members, there is a recognition that the Boards could do more to address this issue.
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Recommendrtian: That the membership of each board be reviewed in terms of the 1993
Co-Management MOU between S E W and NorSask. Leaders such as the chairperson
must check regularly to ensure that the Boards ue representative of stakeholder groups
and that members consult with their groups about Board business. Government and
industry managers responsible for public involvement should develop a means by which
those valid stakeholders who cannot, or do not wish, to partiapate directly in comanagement can still offer input into the resource management process. For example, by
undertaking a community resource use survey once a year.=

Mandate: The lack of rigid criteria or a formal written agreement during the
formation phase of the NorSask co-management process has allowed each of the
Boards to develop in a way that is most appropriate to their local needs.227
However, partidpants feel that -management has now evolved to such a level that
a f o r m a l agreement with government that sets out the Boards' role and decisionmaking powers should be signed. Without this security, it is felt that the level of ap
management currently attained in practice by the Boards might not last since
"changes in government policy, or in industry management could dose the door to
citizen participation much faster than it opened and communities want to guard
against that possibility by gaining legal authority for co-management boards"
(Beckley and Korber,l9%39).~

Since SERM currently holds the legislative, regulatory, policy, and programme
rights to manage and allocate natural resources such as forests, the support and
involvement of the provincial government in the co-management process is critical
to its long-term success. Indeed, "there can be no certainty in a process that la&
government involvement" (Rosset al,1998:32). As the NotSask co-management
boards evolve to encompass resource sectors other than forestry, the full
partidpation and support of the responsible government agencies becomes even

my mind, I think that there should be a separate process, a parallel process. You have a process
when you are developing plans that goes to the broader community, going born household to
household ...a survey whereby you would get those people who are not necessarily members of any
board, are not represented...This is a very time-consuming, lengthy processrbut it is really the only
way that you can complete what we would call a traditional resource inventory. I can see this being
s earheaded by cwmanagement groups." (ttlll)
2P7'Those two boards, Beauval and Divide, they are really examples of the north, south split that
exists. Demographics really dictate how each has formed, what issues they deal with and how they
o rate as well as their attitudes towards government and industry." (#138)
gW the government would only recognize co-management, it would be even better. I really think
that co-management needs to be written down and signed with the government- Right now the
government has the last say on anything. I€industry wanted to push us over, and the government
was with them, then we would be sunk" (lt117).
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more important to the process.= In order for the Boards to jointly manage other
forest-related sectors (arguably a natural evolution of the shared management
process) such as tourism or oil and gas, a multi-resource framework must be
developed with government to incorporate these areas into the existing management
process.

The co-management process necessitates that government and industry give up a
level of authority to the local l e v e l . ~ ~
However,
l
the NotSask -management
boards have developed faster than government is currently comfortable with or has
the resources to fully address at this timee= In practice, the Boards are revenue
sharing with local industry,cwnamging resources other than forests, and have
developed equal decision-making authority to the extent that govemment and
industry managers are unlikely to ignore Board decisions or requests without giving
sipdicant reasons (it should be noted, however, that this u n e g n e s s is also due
to the fact that the Boards are making sound management decisions that
government and industry rarely disagree with). While a number of attempts have
been made since 1994 to develop a more formal agreement with the Provincial
govemment recognizing the NorSask co-management process, nothing has yet been
signed.=

229'me boards are currently managing everything - environment, soda1 and economic issues
surrounding renewable resource management The original intent and sphere of the boards was
forestry, because it was the forest industry that set up the boards. The boards are currently dealing
with resource use and allocation, land use, environmental impacts, scientific studies, employment
and jurisdictional issues." (tt104)
=''A time will come that government will have to give a measure of authority up as well like it has
done with education and the health districts-"(#104)
231 "Until govemment recognizes co-management and puts true power in the community level, it
can't really go much further..* it ever came to real conflict, then we would be totally over-ruled by
government or industry. Co-management needs to be legislated. Until then, [it] is very Limited in its
function, other than as community PR-"(tt105)
""~overnment really wasnptset up to deal with co-management and Mistik's initiative at that time.
We didn't have the Policy Group-..there was no way for government to respond to co-management,
we weren't ready for co-management-" (#138)"SERM wasn't set up to deal with this process. We
had a Corporate Services Branch that had the authority to deal with co-management on a corporate
level. But no one in the field organizations or at the local kvel had co-management in their job
description." (#104)
=''Regina [SERM] tried to get us to sign onto a more formal agreement, but they came in after the
hct [the Board was already operating] and it was on thcti agenda. They wanted to take the credit, to
show us offas an example of what a fine job the government was doing in developing comanagement, and to do it on their agenda, on their terms. We told them to get lost, that was two
years ago - we haven't heard from them since...."(#102)
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.-

That the Boards negotiate a more formal co-management agreement
with the province that clearly describes long-term goals for the process as well as the
rights and responsibilities of each party involved.

The present situation is also slightly uncomfortable for Mistik, since not only is the
forest company essentially an outsider in a process that they initiated, but the
NorSask Boards are c*managing non-timber resources that are outside of the
jurisdiction of the company. Since co-management agreements in Canada are on the
increase, ways to avoid the tensions inherent in this situation occurring again must
be reviewed. A possible solution to this issue is the indusion of co-management
with local resource w r s as a condition in any new forestry related agreements
signed in the province. A co-managementclause could also be induded when
existing forest tenure agreements are renegotiated. This indusion would ensure that
co-managementis a formally recognized part of the legal agreements such as the
FMLAs that form the basis of natual resource tenure and management at the
provincial level. Such a move would aIso be cost-effective to the parties involved
given the recognized legal requirements to consult with Aboriginal peoples about
development that may infringe upon treaty and constitutional rights as well as the
responsibility of government and industry to involve the general public in resource
management-

-

That consultation between government, industry and resource users
be undertaken well in advance of the allocation of new tenures or the renegotiation of
existing tenures with the goat of including co-management in legal agreements such as
the provincial FMLAs,

Funding and Administrative Support:Dependable funding and administrative
support are critical to the long-term success of the co-management process. Longt a m funding for the basic administrative needs of the co-management Boards is not
guaranteed, nor is there any plan in place for this. When co-management began in
the NorSask F M U , government did not have the financial or staffing resources to
provide financial or administrative support to the process or to play an active role in
its development^ SERM and Mistik have recently proposed that funding be found
to hire a number of individuals from local communities to work as a Com y h e really big issue for me is that we [government] still don't have the money and the resources

to respond to the co-management process the way that we should. We aren't able to provide the
support that we should - we can't send staff to all of the meetings, we don't have the administrative
support, we can't get all of the information and data that the boards need to make their decisions."
(ft138)
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Management Coordinator for each board in the FMLA. This person's job would be
to facilitate logistics and communicationbetween the Boards and to provide
consistent and long-termadministrative support to the process.
Debate exists as to whether industry, government, or resource users themselves are
the most appropriate source of funding to pay for the -management process in the
long t e r a Important questions about how different funding arrangements could
affect the autonomy of the CO-management
process must also be debated. Since
government is responsible under the Constitution to protect Aboriginal and treaty
rights as well as to facilitate public involvement in resource management, it is logical
that it should pay a portion of the co-management process costs. However, it is also
reasonable to cmndt.de that since industry and other forest users benefit from
resource extraction on Crown land these groups should also wntriiute in some way
to the process.
That participants support Mistik and SERM's proposal for a part-time
Co-management Coordinator for each Board. Long-term funding for co-management
must also be secured from government, industry and local sources.

:-

A sigruScant amount of money is now involved in the NorSask cemanagement
process. For example, the Beauval Board's yearly income averages about $30,000.
To ensure that the income of each Board does not get squandered or used
inappropriately by future management, it is important that rules about how this
community money can be spent and allocated be written down and formdy
adopted by each Board.

Reconrmendation:That each Board, incorporated as a legal entity under the Societies Act,
adopt formal written bylaws addressing such procedures as how the Board's budget can
be spent and allocated and how conflict of interest will be dealt with.

Continuity of Participants: The case studies of Beauval and Divide demonstrate
that the continuity of participants is an important factor in how well a comanagement process functions. An -unexpectedor large turnover of participants can
be extremely disruptive to the process since it often takes significant time and
energy to get new members up to speed about Board business and to teach them
how the co-management process operates. Perhaps more significantlyfa great deal
of time may have to be devoted to developing relationships and t w t among the
newer and older members.
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Recommendrtion:That each B o u d deade upon a controlled rate of turnover for
stakeholder representatives and of elected positions such as Secretary and Treasurer, and
that this be written into the group's operating bylaws.

A number of stakeholder groups, particularly women and youth, do not feel
comfortable participating on the Boards. Board positions are held predominantly by
older males and therefore do not represent a cross section of age or gender within
the communities and resource user groups. Elders and some other holders of local
knowledge also find the process too new and unfamiliar to want to participate.

Recommendrtioa:That each Boud take steps to encourage under-represented
stakeholders such as women and youth to participate more fully in the cc~management
process and to eliminate barriers to their participation, For example, electing a youth
representative to each B o u d

There is a strong perception within local communitiesof conflict of interest on the
co-management boards as well as a general feeling that since the Boards were set up
by the forest industry the process is biased towards pro-logging interests and
decision-making. Even if this conflict does not actually exist, it is important that
something be done to address these perceptions since they are damaging the
credibility within the communities of both the co-management process and the
partidpants.

Recommendation: That each Board adopt and publicize formal conflict-of-interest
bylaws for Board members in order to deal with existing, or perceived, conflict of
interest on the Boards.

6.4.3 Operations
Participants Skills:Charismatic leadership has a signiscant impact upon the
success of co-management. Participants interviewed for this research voice strong
concern about what happens when the charismatic individuals central to the process
they are involved in move on a die. There is also concern that this issue is not
openly discussed within the Boards and that replacement members with the
required skiUs are not often available to take over.
Recommendation:That the Boards discuss the issue of participant skills and take steps
such as offering workshops on mediation and public speaking to train a new generation
of members that can replace outgoing leaders.

Community Involvement and Consultation:The lwel of community
involvement and consultation with bothBoards is not as consistent as it auld be.
Members of the general public and stakeholder groups generally do not attend
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meetings unless they are seeking something from the Boards. There is little interest
by the communitiesin the day to day running of the Boards and community
members are unlikely to participate unless something affects them directly. For
example, an elder trapper is unlikely to come to a co-management meeting unless
his trapline has already been negatively impacted by logging adivities or he knows
that forestry operations are about to begin within his trapping area This lack of
partiapation also means that this man's knowledger which may be signiscant, about
the resources being c-managed is not available to the Board. Publishing a regular
co-managementnewsletter which contains a brief summary of Board minutes and
encourages feedback from the col~ununitywould help to enhance the general
public's understanding and appreciationof the issues being discwed. Hiring a comanagement coordinator who would undertake publicity activities such as visiting
local schools as part of their work, could also help to improve the visibility of the comanagement Board within local communities, faditate networking and
communicationwith other groups, and centralize the operations of the Board.

Recommendation= That the way in which information and benefits flow from the CoManagement Boards to the communities and resource user groups be improved For
example, establishing a regular co-management bulletin on local radio, TV,and in
newsletters. A local co-management coordinatot position on each Board and the regular
publication of co-management news would facilitate this recommendation.

Even though meetings are held in public locations and often advertised on local
news media, the visliility of both the Beauval and Divide -management boards
within the local communities and resource user groups is quite low. This visibility
must be improved in order to maximize the parti&pationof local resource users in
the management process and to give co-management inaeased credibility. This is of
particular importance if the Boards intend to eventually -manage other resource
sectors such as tourism or participate in the larger province-wide land use planning
process. Locating a main oHce for each Board in a highly visible location would
help to raise the profile of cemanagement within local communities and would
centralize the operations of the group.
That each Board secure a publicly-visible office space with resources
such as phone line, fax, computer and resource library.

Research, Access to Information and Education: A concern exists that
partidpants in the co-management process do not always have sufficient skills and
knowledge with which to make resource management decisions. The responsibility
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for ensuring that this does not happen lies with all parties to the process. While
government and industry should offer additional information where they think that
it is needed, the members themselves must also take responsiWty for initiating
requests for information as well as research activities when they feel these are
required. This issue can also be addressed by inareasing membed skills,
encouraging knowledgeable stakeholders to participate in the process, and by
bringing in expert visitors when required. The experience of o t h a co-management
boards also demonstrates that members who gain benefits such as training or travel
experience are more Likely to stay involved longer and to put greater effort into their
participation than those who do not gain these benefits. In addition, the community
itself needs to see direct results and benefits from cemanagement if community
members are to get involved and to have t w t in the process (Witty,l994).
That funding and other support for Board members be provided to
attend forestry conferences, workshops and training programmes to not only increase the
education level of Board members but to network with others involved in the same field.
Education, not only of forestry issues but of skills such as public speaking, research,
business management, and mediation should be made a priority in order to get
individuals more involved and to train the next generation of co-management leaders.

Incorporation of Local Knowledge: A significant goal of the co-management
process is the incorporation of both western scientific and local howledge in
resource management. As such, it is important that methods alternative to the
dominant scientific paradigm of collecting and sharing knowledge be practiced by
the Boards. Examples of such methods are traditional land use mapping projects
and harvest studies.235 While the co-management process is certainly more
successful at incorporating local knowledge than any previous system in the FMLA,
this knowledge is still not being gathered and incorporated into the management
process to the extent that it could or should be. All of the participants involved have
made attempts at various times to improve this situation. For example, Mistik has
held a number of Elders workshops and has created a password-protected GIS layer
for sensitive knowledge in the FMLA such as salt licks. The goals of a traditional
land use mapping project of collecting and preserving local knowledge, integrating
it into forest management and planning, and achieving the active participation of
local resource users in order to attain s u s k b l e forest management (Robinson and
Ross,1997), fit extremeIy well into the aims of co-management Such a study in the

or an example of how such a study is conducted and what format it cart take, please see MaDDinn

mw W e I Jse
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FMLA would also improve the partidpation of individuals in co-management such
as school children,youth groups, and Elders who hold valuable knowledge and who
may not currently participate.
Recommendltion= That each Board undertake participatory research such as a traditional
land use and occupancy study for their management area. This process would increase
the visibility of co-management in the local communities by including individuals who
may not currently participate in the process.

Decision-Making Process: Some Boardmembers and participants are more vocal
than others and therefore often dominate discussions and the decision-making
process. A strong chairpersonwho is aware of this issue and who practices
techniquessuch as round-table discussions can help to mitigate this problem. Since
cemanagementgenerally depends on a consensus-type dedsion-making process, it
is particularly important that members participate equally in discussions. The vocal
as well as the quieter members of each Board must therefore take greater personal
responsibility for their level of participation in the process.
Recommcndrtion= That each Boud practice methods such as regular round-table
discussions to ensure more equal participation of d l Board members in discussions and
decision-making.

External Coordination and Communication: There is very little communication
or networking between the FMLA cemanagement boards themselves or with other
Canadian co-management regimes. A compelling argument for the establishment of
a regional or provincial co-management framework is "that many of the forms of
wildlife management and environmental protection now needed are difficult to
respond to effectively at the scale of the &sting systems of self-management, and
require institutions and practices at a regional or wider scale".(Feit,1988:84). Since
many of the NorSask boards deal with similar or overlapping management issues,
participants may findgreater cominunication and cooperation of benefit Although
Beauval and Divide differ in many ways, the Boards could benefit from each others'
experience, such as the process by which they are developing operating bylaws and
procedures. As other boards become more established in the FMLA, these new
organizations could also learn from the experience of established boards such as
Beauval and Divide. For example, a new board may benefit from learning how
Beauval allocates co-management revenues to the community or draws up small
business loan contracts. A regional c*management board may also help to
coordinate management of the larger FMLA area for values such as biodiversity and
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protection of representative ecosystems as well as facilitate participation in the
province-wide land use planning process.

Recommendrtion: That existing boards develop greater lines of communication and
networking with each other. This structure should be administrative and supportive, not
political. The concept of a regional co-management board, the god of which would be to
provide a forum for discussions, networking and information exchange on a regional
level should also be supported

Most Canadian co-management regimes to date have developed as the result of an
Aboripal land daim or a court challenge to protect constitutional rights to hunt,
Bh, and trap. The resulting agreements are formal, legally-bindingcontracts
between government (which holds the legal responsibility for the resource) and
Aboriginal people. In the absence of a comprehensive land claims agreement,
however, co-management implies only a right for local resource users to participate
in managing forest resources on Crown lands under provincial jurisdiction
(Robinsonand Ross,1997:604),not full co-jurisdiction with govemment or industry.
In less formal agreements, such as the NorSask MOU, government retains the final
authority to allocate resource access rights, to determine the terms and conditions of
resource tenures, and to collect the royalties levied (Robinsonand Ross,1997:604).
This reality has resulted in some frustration on the part of established boards in the
FMLA since they began to ask at an early date "if we on cmmanage forest
resources, then why not tourism, oil and gas, fisheries, or recreational uses, too?"
The root problem is that Mistik has a very narrow legal mandate with regard to their
own responsibilities in the FMLA. While SERM has a broader mandate than Mistik,
the agency is still limited in the range of issues and resources for which it can serve
as a partner in co-management (Beddey and Korber,19%:26).

The NorSask cemanagement Boards reviewed for this study present a situation
unique in Canada due to the limited involvement of government, the lack of formal
written agreements between the parties, and the differing levels of A b o r i g d
involvement in each board. In this situation, co-managementhas developed
between a forest company and local communities within the company's license area.
Indeed,it is reasonable to conclude that the success of a number of the NorSask
FMLA co-managementboards is due to a combination of healthy local communities,
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a company that was willing to listen and to invest significant resources in the
process, and a government that took a back seat and allowed the process to evolve
without too many constraints.~However, there is no legal obligation on the part of
NorSask to undertake the high level of local community involvement or the
devolution of management functions to local resource users that the company has
effected. While the FMLA agreement, which fonns the basis of NorSasKs right to
harvest the timber in the area, requires consultation with elected representatives of
communities within the FMLA regarding the impact of forestry development on
fishing,trapping and tourism, the Agreement makes no provisions for comanagement or the devolution of decision-making authority to local communities.
Provisions for the devolution of a number of the Minister's powers as well as the
creation of local management boards are made in the 1997 provincial FOY& Resources
Mmgement Act. However, the A d was not in place when co-managementbegan in
the FMLA and has therefore not been a major influence in its development to date.
The Nosask co-management process is also unique in Canada since it is a case in
which industry had proactively began to develop the concept of co-management
with local resource users befire conflict arose in the FMLA.a7
It is government, and not resource extraction sectors such as forestry, that has the
constitutionally-entrenched obligation to consult with potentially affected
Aboriginal peoples (Rosset d,1998:8)in the face of resource development. This
situation has led to friction within some NorSask boards since Aboriginal people
have held the reasonable expectation (whencompared to the northern
comprehensive land daim co-management boards)that the -management process
is an appropriate vehicle for them to protect their constitutional rights in the face of
resource development and even to pursue their goal of eventual self-government In
response to this issue, industry (and even some co-management boards in the
FMLA) have stated their position that land claims and treaty and cowtitutional
rights are political issues which must be pursued at the provincial and federal levels,

Us"~istikhas an absolute commitment to the co-management process even though it is not a legislated requirement at this time. We feel that it is crucial to a successfd operation and we are
committed to continue to work in collaboration with local communities." (Mike Martel, General
Manager of Mistik, quoted in m e w s VoL4, No.2, Summer 1997 p2)
U7Although participants feel that the Keeley Lake blockade certainly speeded the development of comanagement in the FMLA,Mistik and MLTC had begun the pracess of creating local resource user
boards well before the blockade began.
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not within a local cemanagement board.= This situation is directly opposite to the
northern land claims, where co-management boards were created precisely as a
vehicle to facilitate eventual self-government The lack of wmmon understanding
about the limitations of the NorSask boards has unfmtunate'ly led to a situation in
which a number of A b o r i w p u p s within the FMA, such as the Thunderchild
First Nation, have chosen to pursue their objectives at the federal and provincial
government levels. This means that these p u p s do not participate in their FCA
board, nor do they contribute the valuable local knowledge that they hold about
forest resources to the cemanagement process in their area.
Government is increasingly delegating resource management decisions as well as
obligations for consultation with local resource psas and M g m a l people to the
resoume industries themselves. This, however, raises the spectre of conflict of
interest within such a process. For example, can a corporation be expected to a d in
the best interests of local resource users when the very reason for the corporation's
existence (i-e.extraction of the timber resource) is often in conflict with these other
needs and interests in the resource? Provincial governments can impose obligations
for consultation with local communities and Aboriginal groups as a condition of
approval of a resou~esxtractionlicense such as an FMLA.u9 However, this
consultation by industry alone in the absence of government involvement is not
deemed by recent case law to be sufficient to discharge the Gown's duty to consult
when resource development may infringe upon an Aboriginal right (Ross et
al,1998:10).

Co-management in the NoSask FMLA began well after the FMLA agreement
allocated harvesting rights to the forest company. There is therefore limited room
for negotiation between the parties if forestry activities are found to significantly
infringe upon Aborignal or treaty rights. For co-management to be a truly
participatory and secure process, the conclusion must therefore be drawn that the
rights of local resource users (Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal) as well as the duty of
~"co-managementis really about making resource management decisions. If people are involved
because they see co-management as a vehicle for land daimsor self-government, then there will be
roblems because they are using the process for something other than it was intended for." (lt138)
h9For example, a ktter h m the British Columbia Minishy of Employment and Investment states
that 'The Ministry...quires industry to consult with First Nations about their Aboriginal and treaty
rights and to communicate f d l y with the Ministry about the consultation process undertaken and the
results achieved, thus ensuring that the legal obligations of the Crown have been met." (quoted in
Ross et al,19989)
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govemment and industry managers to consult must be articulated in agreements
such as the FMLA that form the legal basis of the resource extraction process.

e m
Developing a kamework that is able to d e s a i k and evaluate the experience of two
cemanagementboards as different as Beauval and Divide posed a considerable
challenge to this research. In retmspect, such a challenge has resulted in a
framework that is more rigorous and comprehensive than would have been
developed with only one case study as a reference point The framework proposed
in this MDP differs from other -management evaluation models as it incorporates
both qualitative and qyantitative assessment criteria. Quantitative research is
necessary to measure the exact structure, operations and membership of the regime
in an objective way that enables comparison to other cmmanagement experienceQualitative, or subjective, research allows the gathering of participant's opinions
about their feelings of satisfaction and/or accomplishment with the co-management
process.

There has been considerable skepticism and criticism of voluntary (versus legislated
or formal) co-managementagreements and regimes that do not entail equal power
in decision-making in the management of the resource in question (EkckIey and
Korber, 1996; Campbe11,1995). However, such criticisms treat co-management as an
end-pointrather than a process, with the relative power between interested parties
as the sole, or at least the most aiticd, variable in the evaluation of a given comanagement agreement or regime (Beckley, Korber and Chambers,l997). This strict
interpretation of co-management ignores the dynamic processes involved in comanagement systems and leaves little room for stakeholders to adapt their positions
during the negotiation, signing or implementation phases of the co-management
process. As well, this interpretation presumes that equal power and decisionmaking responsibilities are desired by the participants in the process. While it is true
that full co-managementin theory involves shared decision-maw powers by the
partners, in practice there is a wide variety of -management partnership
arrangements that involve various degrees of power-sharing and responsibility
(Beckley and Korber,l9%; Berkes.1994; Pinkerton.1989). Indeed, co-management
agreements, and the circumstances that give rise to them, are proving to be as
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unique as the individuals, groups, and institutions involved in these processes
(Ekckley, K a k r and Chambers01997).
The terms 'cemanagementr and 'partnership' used in Berkes' continuum model
imply an equal sharing of powers and responsibilities in management and decisionmaking. However, such is not always the case in reality. Nor does this necessarily
need to be, since s i m c a n t goals of -management (Iegitirnacy for government and
industry as well as meaningful input by local resource users) may be satisfactorily
achieved by the parties involved without an equitable distniution of decisionmaking power or management responsibility (Beddey and Korber,l9%).240 For
example, when asked about what co-management means,a member of the Beauvd
Board stated that
Co-management is not about power, but about sharing ownership and control, about
working together. Co-management can never be put into a book or a thesis, it's always
evolving and changing. Co-management is a process. Every c~management
board is
different - values, forest-type,community, etc This diversity is what co-management is all
about. (#102)

This research concludes that the evaluation of co-managementpractice should go
beyond the conventional narrow focus of the level of power shared to include
participant's attitudes and their level of satisfaction with their experience as a critical
evaluation factor.241 An evaluation of cemanagement practice must therefore
necessarily be conducted not only through theoretical models, but by facilitating
local co-management participants such as government, local resource users and
industry to voice their expectations and opinions of their experience. Ultimately, the
'success' of any co-management process or regime is best defined by the parties

2 * ~think that SERM's role in co-management is to help start the process, but the communities need
to choose the people and to decide the structure that the board will take, like if they want it to be comanagement or just advisory. It is up to the communities to make that choice about how much
responsibility they want to take o n This process really needs to start at the grass roots, at the
community level. It doesn't work if government comes down from above and tells them what to do."

(#I371
2 4 1 ~ h 'success'
e
of co-management, the decisions as to whether things are a success or a failure, is
really up to each board. With the way that this process was set up by Mistik, it is up to each B o d to
decide what they want, what structure they are going to take, and where they want to be. This is
really why the process is a success in my mind. The [32]FMLA communitiesare very diverse, and
there isn't one co-management recipe that would work for all of them... There is no recipe for this, it
was whatever the community felt that it wanted, what would work

for them I think that this is the

root of the process, and the real strength of it." (#140)
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involved and their satisfaction with that processf regardless of the level of power
shared.
This research has proposed an evaluation framework for cemanagement practice
based upon previous c*management research, a review of existing co-management
literature, and the investigation of two case studies in Northwest Saskatchewan.
The resulting framework goes beyond the conventional approach of taking the level
of power shared between parties as the sole, or at least the most importantf criteria
for success of the regime. A significant conclusion of this research is that the
experience and opinions of CO-management
participants should be included as a
major evaluation criteria. The two case studies of B e a d and Divide reviewed for
this MDP demonstrate the diversity of co-management practice that can occur wen
under the same general structure. The Werent strengths and vr~eaknessesof these
two Boards highlight the need to review the current process in light of the original
goals and expectations of the co-management boards as described by the
participants and set out in the 1993NorSask MOU. This research also demonstrates
the growing need for government to sign a formal agreement with the Boards to
give long-term security to the process that has developed over the past five years.

irecbqns for Fyrfber
The research conducted for this MDP in the NorSask FMLA highlights a number of
areas in which further knowledge would be of benefit to the development of comanagement practice in Canada.

1. The evaluation framework proposed by this MDP should be expanded to include
the qualitative opinions of participants as a s i w c a n t criteria in evaluating the
'success' of any cemanagement process. This new framework should then be tested
against a cemanagement case study to evaluate its validity in practice.
2. Co-management in the NorSask FMLA is evolving to encompass other resource
sectors such as oil and gas and tourism. Research needs to be done into how the
existing co-management structure could adapt to these new challenges. For
example, to investigate what stakeholder groups would need to be included on each
board, what administrative arrangements would need to be made, and where the
necessary long-term funding would come from.
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3. Like other Canadian provinces such as British Columbia, Saskatchewan has begun
a province-wide participatory land use planning process. Provincial managers have
asked a number of the NorSask co-management boards like the DFAC to participate
in this exerdse. Research to assess whether the Boards are the appropriate forum to
undertake this task as well as what resources and funding are needed to support the
Boards to participate must be done before this pmcess is undertaken.

4.Government is increasingly delegating resource management decisions and
responsibilities such as consultation with Aboriginal groups and other l d
stakeholders to resource industries such as the forestry sector. Sufficient case
studies of this phenomenon exist to undertake research to assess whether
consultationundertaken in this way is conducted in an objective and fair manner by
the industry. This research could also develop a set of consultation guidelines for
industry and government to follow.
5. Co-management boards formed through the comprehensive land daims north of
60" feature a balanced representation of federal/ territorial government officials and
First Nations. With the exception of the JamesBay, Nisga'a and Nunavut
agreements, co.management south of 60" takes place in an environment where
A b o r i g d people are not a majority in many communities, do not have the
legislative foundation provided by land daims settlements, and where there is a
mosaic of stakeholders whose concerns must be addressed in conjunction with
Aboriginal rights. Research needs to be conducted to decide what representation by
government, stakeholders,Aboriginal people, and even industry is appropriate to
achieve the goals of cemanagement south of 60".
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Is this your k t experience with co-management or a shared management process?
How long have you been involved in this process? What is your role in this? Has it
changed?
What is your background and experience? Is it useful in your work with this comanagement process?

P.Strrt-up

How did this co-managementprocess get started?
How did it go at the start? Was it easy?

2B Organization
Has the organizational structure of the -management Board remained the same since you
first became involved? What changes have o c d ?
Has your role changed? If so, how?
3A Board Members:
How are co-management Board members selected?
Is there a minimum/maximum term set for Board members? If so,who decides on the
length?
What is the turn-over rate for members?
Is it easy to find new members to participate in the Board?

3B Government:
What is your Department's policy on co-management?
What steps has your Department taken to incoprate co-management into the decisionmaking process?
Are you satisfied with your Department's interactions with the co-managementBoard?
3C Industry:
What is your company's policy on co-management?
What steps has your company undertaken to incorporate co-management into the dedsionmaking process?
Are you satisfied with your company's interactions with the co-management Board?

Where are meetings usually held? How often?
Is it difficult to get people together for meetings? Is attendance by members re@&
What are your overall impressions of the meetings - structure and o r m a t i o n (i.e.
agenda?)

4B Preparationand Information Collection
H o w much time do you spend on board stuff each month?
Since you first became involved with the Board, has the time required for preparing for the
meetings changed?
Are you comfortable with the present workload?

4C Funding

How are the operations of the Boacd funded? Is funding adequate?
Do members et honoraria h r their time? For their scpenses? Is this adequate?
that this should be handled?
How do you

4D Decision-Making
How are decisions made by the Board? Is this an effective process? Are rules written
down?
Who can vote?

4F Interactions: Extemd
Does this Board interact with the other Mistik co-management boards? If so,how?
Are there (or have there been) difficulties between the Board and other h e s t
users/outsiders in the area? How has this conflict been settled?
Is there good communication between Mistik and the Board? Weyerhaeuser? L&M
Woodproducts?
How Ion have you been dealing with these people? Are you comfortable with them?
What is tf eir turn-over rate?
4G Community Involvement

How does communication occur between the Board and the communities?
Can community members participate in the Board meetings? How?
Do you feel that there is a good understanding of the Board and its activities in the
communities?
How representative is the Board of the communi as a whole?
Has the Board served an educational purpose in e community?Employment? Financial?

9

4H Local/Traditicmal Knowledge and Management
Do you feel that co-management is helping to incorporate traditional/local knowledge into
forestry management decisions? Examples?
Are the Elders satisfied with the way that locai knowledge is being incorporated?
What sort of traditionall local knowledge is being gathered through the co-management
process for forestry management?
QI Issues Addressed by the Board
What types of things are addressed by the Board? Have there been controversial issues?
Are things addressed more quickly and effectively than before co-management began?
Are there other resources and issues, not yet dealt with by the Board, that you would like to
see addressed by the Board now or anticipate dealing with in the future? (mining, land, oil
and gas, tourism, e t d

4J Conflict Resolution

How are conflicts and differences settled within the Board?
Has the co-management process helped to reduce conflict in the area over forest
management issues?

5.A , u h K k s

How does the existing process compare to your original expectations of co-management?
What do you see as being problem areas or areas of concern?
Would you improve the process in any way?
Do you feel that the goals of the Board and of co-management are being met?
What do you think is the most successful aspect of the comanagement regime?
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Co-management is a process of give and take. What are you willing to give to ensure the
continued evolution of this -management process? What would you ask for horn the
other key parties?
Is there anything else that you would like to talk about or that you want to a5me?
H o w would you Uce the resuits of this research to come back to the community? (written
report, presentation, a?)

(explain study, consent forms and how long interview will take)
1.Have there been any concerns over forestry practices here?
2.U there were/are concerns over forest resource management, how were/ are they
dealt with around here?
3.(are there any other nahurl resource management concerns in the

community?) Are other natural resource management issues dealt with in the same
way?
4.Have you seen changes in the way foreshy and logging are done up here since
they started up in this area? (better, worse, the same)

- -

5.What type of change? (if yes. expldn i.e. who caused change)
6.(If they haven't mentioned the boards yet) Do you know you have a(n)
advisory / -management board? (if yes) How did you hear about it?
7.Do you know who is on the Board?
8.How are Board members selected?

9.Do you know what types of issues they deal with?
10.Have you ever been to a meeting or thought of attending one? If so,when?
11.What issues did you/would you bring up?
12.(If they did attend) What happened at that meeting?
13.What region or geographical area does the Board represent? Why this area?
14.Do you think that the current Board members are representative of all the
resource users and people in this area? (-gender,occupation, race, communities,
resource users like hunters or wild rice harvesters...I

15.Does the Board cover all the resource issues and community concerns that you
think it should?

16.Does the Board incorporate any local knowledge into the way they cut the forest?
(If low knowledge expressed re: co-management boards and resource issues
addressed, ask if they are interested in howing more)
17How would you like to get that information? (local media, direct mail, reports,
presentation, etc.)

18.Can you suggest anybody else that I should talk to about this?
19-Isthere anything else that you want to ta& about or ask m e ?
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e of

Co-Management of Forestry Resources in the NorSask Forest
Management License Area, Saskatchewan
Fiona Chambers
Masters of Environmental Design Candidate, University of Calgary

Research Infotmation:
This consent form, a copy of which has been given to you, is only part of the process
of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research is about
and what your participation will involve. If you would like more detail about
something mentioned here, or information not included here, please ask. Please take
the time to read this form carefully and to understand any accompanying
information.
Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction
the information regardingparticipation in the research project and agree to
participate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the
investigators, sponsors or involved institutions from their legal and professional
responsibilities. You are £reto withdraw from the study at any time. Your
continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent,so you should
feel kee to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation If
you have further questions concerning matters related to this research, please
contact:
Fiona Chambers: Home: (403)220-1155
Office: (403) 220-6812
If you have any questions concerning your partiapation in this project, you may also
contact Dr. Rich Revel of the University of Calgary Local Area Research
Ethics Committee at Te1.B (403) 220-3622.
Consent:
Fiona has informed me that this is a study designed to obtain information about the
Nosask/ Mistik cwmanagement process with the goal of making recommendations
to the key parties involved to improve their cemanagement regime. I understand
the nature of my involvement in the study,which wiU include giving responses to
an open-ended questionnaire, and that this interview is estimated to take from one
to two hours.

I am aware that notes will be made during this interview for future reference by the
interviewer. I understand that a l l information I provide will be kept strictly
confidential, and will not be used to identify me in any way without my prior
permission I know that I am free to withdraw fnnnthis study at any time and that
any interview notes will be destroyed upon my request.
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I understand that the information collected as a result of m y participation will be
used for the two-year -management research project conducted for Mistik
Management's Science Advisory Board by F i o Chambers,
~
Dianne Korber and Tom
Beckley (both of the Canadian Forest Service). In order to ensure that this
information (handwrittennotes, tape recordings or other methods of data storage) is
kept confidential, I have been told that they will be coded and that only Fiona
Chambers will have knowledge as to the respondent's identity. As well, within two
years of completing her work, the original interview notes, tape recordings or other
original data will be destroyed.
Participant

Date

-

The N o a k a& S E W Co
t MOU
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Forestry
CO-management
Partnership
Memorandum of Understanding
The Government of Saskatchewan
(S-AcJc~Enai-*dRaovm

MbrqgemcIJ)

d

NorSzsk Farest Products he.

i
I,

I
ji

1.0 Preamble
1.1

This Memorandum of Understanding is based on the discussions and
understanding between the Minister of Environment and Resource
Management and NorSask Forest Products Inc

1.2

This is a partnership understanding, whereby the Government of Saskatchewan
and NorSask Forest Products Inc will commit themselves t o initiate jointly
the development and enhancement of the concept of Forestry Co-Management
within the NorSask Forest Management Licence Agreement (FMLA).

1.3

It is acknowledged that Mistik Management Ltd. has s p e a c responsibilities,
as outlined in the 1990 Management Agreement. These responsibilities relate
t o the forest management within the FML& and from time to time Misrik
may be referred to as the operating party

It is further acknowledged that users of the forest and its resources and other
components of the ecosystem (hereinrefemd t o as Stakeholders), other than
NorS-ask, should be involved in the planning of the fore~tryoperatiom within
the NorSask FMLA in order t o minimize the effects of harvesting on those
Stakeholders. This involvement is the bash of co-management.
1.5 It is understood that this Memorandum of Understanding shell not amend or
very in any manner any of the provisions of the NorSask FMLA
1.6 This Memorandun simply represents the h e w o r k fot farther discussions
snd for f o r n d weemeats between the pazzes hereto and the Stakeholders
fi~duding
First Kzcions
other trariidoad users of the forest) o c the
1.4

Co-management Process. Further agreement8 must still be negotiated with

those parties, i n c l u h g the terms and principles contained herein.

2.0 Roles and Responsibilities
2.1

The Government of Saskatchewan owns the renewable resources on Crown
Lands and administers them on behalf of the people of Saskatchewan. The
Province has the authority and responsibility t o review and approve forest
harvesting and management plans developed by the holder of the NorSask
Forest Products Inc FMLA. Nothing in this agreement shall prevent the
Province & o m meeting its responsibilities and obligations with respect to
environmental protection and resource management.

2.2

NorSask Forest Products Inc is responsible for the management of the forests
and its harvesting which meet the terms and conditions of the FMLA
(NorSask 1988).

3.0 Principles
In carrying o u t their respective and joint responsibilities, the p d e s shall use an
inclusive and integrated approach, based on the following principles.
3.1

Sustainable Forest Management
Forest resources will be managed on a sustainable basis and safeguarded for
ffuture generations.

3.2 Integrated Resource Management
Forest Management will consider the £U
range of values and uses of aIl
resources within the FMLA land base; trees being only one of the resources.

The Integrated ~ e s o & e s Management approach will be reflected in the
initiatives management plans and decisions r e m n g forest hhrvesting,
reforestation and sustainability
3.3

Co=-l!apement
-!in open, all-inclusive, partnership approach is essential to eneure that

stakeholders are participants in the decision-makingpmasr regarding
resource planning and management.

This process is referred t o as eo-management.
3.4

Pdeipation
The co-management process must emphasize the ~articinationof stakeholders
within t h e m-ZLA,mii insure timely &d open shaking o ? i c f o m a t i o n prior t o
proposed changes of priorities due to cireunstances.

3.5

Accourrtabititv
Stakeholder representativee participating in the co-management process must
be accountable t o their respective groupa, and responsibIe for keeping those
groups informed about the Board activities, the finances of the Board and
i d o r m a t i o n regarding forest harvesting and resource management w i t h
their Fur Conservation Area (FCA).

4.0 Co-Management Partnership
The Co-management Partnership will be implemented within the structure and
following Terms of Reference. to be developed as follows:
4.1

Structure
A co-management system will be developed with t w o levels: regional (for the
entire F3fL4);and local (based on individual F C h ) . The regional level will be
c d e d the Regional F 1 1 W Coordinating Committee. It will ensure that

co-management processes are consistent with the basic stnrctval and
functional h e w o r k provided in the Operational Terms of Reference, and
that local cu-management evolves in a coordinated, effective and accountable
manner throughout the FMLA
At the I o d level, the process
Lwolve establishment of Co-management
Boards. These boards will be based on the boundaries of local FCAs. Boards
will participate in integrated planning and decision-making throagh an open
and inclusive stakeholder process, with respect t o f o n s t harvesting activities
w i t h i n the local FCA.
4.2

Operational 'hmns of Refemace
The preferred approach to eo-management ensues that the stakeholders
pertiapate not only in the process, but as well in the design of the pmcess.

General details required for consistency have been developed and described by
o f i f i i d s of the Pzrties ;athe document called "ForestryCo-management
Fa-tnersbip - Operational Terms of Refe~ence".
3

Ernest Val-e Schedale Mlowable &mud Cut)
Fresentiy th+re is a k w e s t volume schedule W S )establishec?bv the
province, besed on thei- caldatign of the long-range sustainabiGeld of the
fgrest. It is agreed that en HVS (AUowabie .budCut)shall be estsbLished
for e=ch b c t i o n i n g CO-Mmageclent Board based on the d t i n g FCA
bounderies. Tae FCA H V S shall, in total, ntt exceed n o r reduce the t o t e l -WTS
allowed within t h e FhLk n o r shall they reduce
of the rights m t e d
un&r the rFMIA

5.0 Commitment
The Parties agree to recognize the following as respective and mutual contributions
to the co-managementprocess.

-

5.1

XorSask Forest Products kc.
The Province recognizes and applauds NorSask's financial contributions to the
process of developing Co-Managernent within the NorSask FhfIA, and agrees
t o serve ss an advocate in identifying additional sources of funding relating to
the Co-management initiatives and the boards.

T h e companies operating within the NorSadk FMLAhave agreed t o contribute
to the renewal t m s t fimd estabiished for reforestation the s u m of $3.00 per
cubic metre for both hard wood and soft wood. This contribution (which iiit
subject to future adjpstment in accordance with the terms o f the FMLA) is
significantly more : h x the F'blltAreforestation requiremeats. In addition,
the csmpanies have decided to commit $0.50 per cubic metre to the
established Co-managementBoards. This contribution would be baaed on the

per cubic metre wood volume harvested annually within the established

Co-management Boards' FCA.
5.3

Saskatchewan Environment and ResoMhamment As the department which maintains the legialativa, regnlatoy policy. and
program earnework for environmentd and resomamgement,

Saskatchewen Environment and Resource Management (SERM) tmdertakes
t o empower the co-management procees t h r o u g h shared planning and
ilecisio9-mekizg.

5.4

SERLvl uili participate zt both the regioaal acd I o d ieveh of the
co-management process. The depcrtmeatal c0-m-ement
team win be led
by the Director of the Meadow Lake R e g i o ~ui+& poky support from the
-ector,
Policy and Partnerships B m c h . The Regional h d o r wiU involve
appropriate program and enforcement s t a f f as required t o enapre full and
effective depertnental p&kipation.

6.5

The P e e s recognize the role o f SERM as agenvacivocate to asdst in capturing
government pmgran firnding for the Co-rnmagement Boards, as it relates t o
environmeatmd reso-

stewardship, conmcnity sustainability and

economic cShIopment.

-

5.6

SEPLV will e e l y undertake to direct and focus both financial and human
resources of existiag government p r o w to assist communities and
Comanagement Boards in working toward economic and environmental
sustainability. Where o p p o w t i e s are idenaed, SERU will promote the
location of sustainable community economic development pilot projects within
the NorSask FMtk

5.7

All S E X ?information with respect to policies, programs, and 8Mlevela is t o
be available, including inventory and resource management data

Each Party shall designate a "point person"who s h d be responsible for ongoing
liaison and communication. They shall keep each other informed about a range of
issues, including but not limited to: economic development programs and
opportunities;government policy and program development; demographic factors;
community sociaVpolitical concerns; and the successful development of
co-management,integrated resource management and community development.
Communications s h d be maintained in addition to the participation of the Parties
in the Regional Coordinating Committee and local Co-management Boards.

7.0 Resource and Economic

Development Opportunities
A Resource and Economic Development Opportunities Coordination Committee wiIl
be established to provide a communication focur for natural reaource based
development opportunities in the F'MLA a r e a The committee will a c c e u
information on federal and provincial proa d a b l e to aseist b foatering local
economic development o p p o e t i e c l , compile information on potential
opportunities and provide advice on how to take adventage of these o p p o m t i e s .
In adztion to loed repreeentation, SERM will undertake t o chair the c c d t t e e ,
which v.31 include representation *urn governeat agencies scc5 as E w n o e c
Development, Education, Training and Employnect, Indian mci M6tis A E k ,
3 i u n i d p d Chwnxnent, Sesk Water Corporation, Crown investmeats Corporstion,
SaskPower, and other government departmente as required. Examples of
opportwities to be considered by the c o d t t e e iaclu~ee c o t a ~ s r oseeding
,
production, reforestation and game f d g -

8.0 T~eatyand Aborigbal Rights
That both parties recognize the development of an understanding respecting
co-management must not m g e or detract corn any Treaty or Aboriginal rights.

Government of Saskatchewan
(Saskatchewan Eavironmeat aad Resource Management)

NorSask Forest Products Inc.

FORESTRY CO-MANAGEMENT PARTNERSHiP

Operational Terms of Reference

These Terms of Reference referred to in the Forestry CoManagement Partnership Memorandum of Understanding between
Saskatchewan Environment and Resource Management (SERH) and
NorSask Forest Products I n c . (NorSask) (paragraph 4 . 2 ) , s h a l l
form the basis for implementation of a two level co-managenent
structure and p r o c e s s for the NorSask Forest Management Licence
Agreement.

1 .O Co-management Principles
1.1

1.2

1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

~rovincialrespcnsibility
NorSask responsibility
Co-operation
Sustainability
Inclusion of all stakeholders
Integrated Management

2 - 0 Co-Management Structure and Process
2.1

Structcres
Co-nanageme~t shall be carried act i r c a forum which
includes representatian of NorSask, SZXK and l o c z l
stakeholders.

2.2

It is recognized t h a t the Province of Szskatchewan
has the final authority to approve all forestry plans
as prescribed by the FXIA.

2.3

It is agreed that a 'To-management B o a r d I 1 will be
constituted which consists of representatives of
l o c a l stakeholder groups which have a legitimate
interest in forest management; M i s t i k Management as

-

the operating party; and the Province of
Saskatchewan, as regulatory authority, represented by

SERM.

2.4

-

The Co-nanagement structure shall have two levels
a
regional structure wkich shall be known as the
Regionzl FMLA Coordinating Connittee and local
structure which shall be known as the Co-management
Board (Fur Conservation Area)

.

2.5

The ~ e g i o n a lFMLA coordinating Conmittee s h a l l
r e p r e s e n t key regional stakeholder groups.
Local Co-management Boards shall represent
stakeholders within t h e F u r Conservation Area (FCA)
Boundaries.
KorSask end S E P ! shall. designate s t a f f t o sit on +A=
Regional Coorctinating C o m i t t e e (m)
and the l o c i t l

Co-nenagemezt Bo+=la [ FCI-:

3.0

.

Regional Coordinating Committee

3.2

3.1.1

Stakeholders with regioneily based
organizations shall be eligible for membership.

3.1.2

Senior o f f i c i a l s from NorSask and SERM shall
represent their respective organization.

Process
3.2.1

T h e Regional coordinating Committee shall

operate under these Terms of Reference and any
further guidelines or procedures that may
evolve f o r an orderly, efficient and inclusive
process

.

-

3.3

Roles and Resbonsibilities
3.3-1 Provide overall co-ordinztion for integrated

planning within t h e FMLA.
3.3.2

Develop Sroed guidelines for Co-management
Boards to ensure t h a t they operate in an
effective, consistent and ewitable rnarrnerframework f o r a long term
integrated resource management in the region.

3 - 3 . 3 Design a strategic

4.0

Local Co-management Boards
General O v e r v i e w

4.1-1 The primzry fcrun for use of inclusive planning

and d e c i s i o n processes in f o r e s t resource
nmzgement s h a l l be t k e Co-mznagemect 5 3 ~ ~ 5 .
4.1.2

Establishment of local Co-nanagement Boards
will be based on Northern Fur ~onservztion
Areas (FCA)

.

4.1.3

It is agreed that the criteria for stakeholder
representation on Co-management Boards should
be their ability to show they l e g i t i m a t e l y
represent t h e various interests of t h e
stakeholders and other resource users. To
accomplish this, the board membership process

must be recognized by the elected community
l e a d e r s h i p following the intent as p r e s c r i b e d
w i t h i n the EMLA to recognize community
consultation with the FKI;A.

-

4.1.4

4.2

I t is agreed that each Board must develop a
d i s p u t e resolution mechanism.

~eabershi~
4.2.1

Bozrds will be composed of local stzkeholders

oc stakeholdax groups. including users of
various f o r e s t resources.

4.3

.

4.2.2

NorSask forest Products (Em licensee)

4.2.3

Saskatchewan Environment and Resource
Kancqement (Meadow L&.e Region).

4.2.4

K i s t i k Wnagene~.: LtZ.

( o ? e r a t i n g party)

.

Roles 2nd ResoonsiSilities
4.3.1

The ~ a r t i e saqree that each Co-rnanageaent Zcard
"ill be involved in t h e prspzration of a l l
f c r e s t r y plzns as t h e y a p p l y to t h e i r area.

1.3.2

This planning will rewire t h e BoarBts approval
with respect to all aspects of the planning
process, including:
s i z e and placement of roads;
(a)
(b)
nethod of harvesting;
.
s i z e end l o c a t i o n of cut blocks;
(c)
(d)
cspects of reforestation;
(e) p r o t e c t i o n of w a t e r resources;
enhancement of w i l d l i f e habitat;
( f)
.

(g)

(h)

(i)

-

identification of concerns and other
users of the forest such as h e r i t a g e
s i t e s , wild r i c e areas, parks, and
recreational areas ;
monitoring of forestry activities; and
monitoring of t h e 1 0 Year Forestry Plan
and K I A .

4.3.3

it is agreed that M i s t i k will request each
Soard t o actively a s s i s t w i t h the preparatior.
of - the Environmental Impact Assessment ( E I A )
and t h e 2 0 Yezr F o r e s t r y Plan, hot!! currently
i n process; a3a vith the 5 and 10 Year Forestry
Pla~s.

4.3.4

Bath parties agree that any future forestry

p l a n s shall take i n t o a c c o u n t the
r e c ~ ~ e n d a t i o nset
s f o r t h in t h e E I A and 20
Yezr f o r e s t r y Plan.
4.3.5

to p a r t i c i p a t e i n the
plcnning ~ r o c s s sin a t i m e l y fashion, in ordar
E + c h Scar6 aust aqree

C

finalize annaal forestry p i a n z i n g not l a t e r
chan O c t o b e r 1 in each yezr.

4.4.1

Co-managenant

3oards will relate to t h e

Begioncl E?%
Coordinating Committee w i t h
respect t o ensuring t h e development of broad
giaiaelines t o ensure effective, c o n s i s t e n t and
e q u i t a b l e co-management.
4.4.2

Co-management Board shall make rep,'esentations
and advance i s s u e s s p e c i f i c to their respective
FCA which nay impact on t h e IRM approach

throughout the FMLA.
4.5

Establishment of Co-Manaoement Boards
4.5.1

Stakeholder w o u p s s h a l l be asked t o z p p o i n t a
representative to the local Co-management

Board.

4.6

4.5.2

At t h e i n i t i a l meeting the board shall e l e c t a
chairperson.

4.5.3

T h e Co-manaqenent

BoarSs skal? m e e t as ofZen as
is required t o carry o u t their fcnction.

D i s ~ u t eResolution
5.6.1

B o t h p a r t i e s agree that if a d i s p u t e arises

betideen a 3oara an2 K i s t i k regarding e i t h e r t h e
sperationzl o r p l z ~ z i n geie~eztOF the f o r e s t r = g l t r . s , whick c e p n c t be r e s o l v e d , then t h e
d i s p z t e shall be resolved by a Board cZ
AzSitration c 3 ~ p s e - iof the fclloxing
in6ivi2uzls:
P r e s i d e n t / C h a i m a n of FCE, Board or
(a)
his/her nominee;
P r e s i l e n t of N i s t i k c r his/her nominee;
(5)
R e p r e s e n t r t i v e of the Province of
(C>
Saskatchewan,
4.7

Plan Ap~rovzl
4.7.1

It is agreed thzt the d i s p u t e shall be resolved
by the na j c r i t y of t h e Arbitration Board, and
thereafter t h e plan will proceed through its
normal course f o r approval namely, t h e Board of
'Mistik; t h e Board of NorSask and then presented
to the Minister representing t h e Province oi
-Saskatchewan.
-

-
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Appendix IV

DFUFT #4
Co-Management Memorandum of Understanding

Between
Beauval Co-Management Board Inc.
and

Weyerhaeuser Saskatchewan t t d .

1.1 This hlc~tlorandumof Undrrs1;rnding is bascd 011 the discussiorls and undcrnanding b:l\rczrt fvpcrhx~lscr
Saskii1c11c~
a11Lrb m d rile Bcarn.;l l Co-h4;1nagcmcnrBoard In;. , i t nd rcprcscnv; rh: frame\\ ork far fulutr
discussion and Agrcctnctlu benveen the prrriics.

1.2 This is a Men~orandunrof Undcrs~anding,whereby tVq~rha:us,r Sazkatci~cwanLta. and ~ h Bta.~val
=
CoManagement Board Inc. will co;~uuit111cn1~eksto initiarc jointly the dct.clogrn:nt and cd~ancemcnt0rlhe
conccp: of resources co-managemat \r&liirr 1 1 1 ~3-12 FCAmt
1.4 It is filnher a c ~ o ~ ~ ~ c d
m
gtcusers
d of th: mwurccs and ootlrcr mrnponcnts o::l~c EcosJncrn ihcran d c r r e d to
zs srakellolders).should bc invohcd in the planning of all resources operations nithin Olz Pi-lt FCA in order to
rninimim lhc -fleas of these opemtions on dlose stakeholders. This invalvemnen: a the bas~sof a-managemcnc .

Ir is ackno\vlcdged that both panics havc 2 rnutuai objectmc to incease local involvtrncnt in iB.J-erha:us=r's form
based brlsxncss and that there current@esrsls an c s ~ l i s h c dLong term Wcytrllaccrr s o m a \\ark force on the
FhILA.
1.5 This Memorandm rcprescw UE formal understanding betwen the panies h e t s ~ oand rhc sakchoIdtrs
(including Meris. Fim %lions ond other resource oscrs in Urn 5-12 FCArca) or. the co-management proass.
Funlicr MOUs n u n nil1 bc ncgotistzd w~llrthose panies. intfudrng
terns an- gnndplcs contained h=rc~n.

2.0 Roles and Rcs~onsibiliues;

2.i The Government of Ssskachzwan owns the rensr.351~rcsorlrses on croxn larr* and admminers lhcm O i l
beha!f of rhe people oi S a s k a ~ c h c ~ wThe
l - Pro\incc has ~Ilcautl~srityaand responsibilir? LO m-iew and approve
rejour:t remo\al and rnanag=rtlzlztplans. Xothing in this MOL shall prevent thc Province from rnczting its
reiponrlbilnies and oblipittiom wrtll respect to cn\ironmcnral prsrecr;;on and resaurcc rwm&ment.

It is i:=kn~~b-lcdg~i!
UU: Wey:=ha:us:r Saska1=11~1vz:i i d . h s spsffrzrighcj atld tespnsibilitics as outlined in
exisricg z : ~ dfii!::~: Forts: .Wrtig:wtr.t Lxcenso, kg=%cnls
<i;hrJrA)

2.5 Q:!:e: resaurcc us;iS uill b=.rcspansibIe for a-managing &:ir rtsaue
Bczuval Co-Y~znagernentBoard Inc. guidelines.

m o l a l operations In conjunction uiih

I!:

..

1;: C -.
- V qrg
~
-..,-, r..I-..
e a - r reqecilvt and lair.: respcnsiSiiiti:s, It..:
~ Y ~ F G2S t
Siiscd upox rht fal!otving printiplcs.

~ use
E a:

;nclusi\-c ant inregrated approazk

All resources will :b co-managcd on an e!ir~ronmen:all_t..sociali>-,and wnorn~s;!Ily swMuable basis and
ssrlcgusrdcd To: future genewrions.

Rzsourct manrrgcmcnt m i l l consid~rthe fuI! mnyc of values and uses of all rcs3;lrcrs ulthin thc N-12land base.
t r z s bang only on= of tile resources.

-bz Integrated Resolrrtc Mrinagcmcn: approazh \rill bc rcflcctcd in all managcrnru plurs. and the B c a u d CoI

Slarlag:mtnr Board Inc.vi11 bc pmvidcd every opportunity to rcn.ic\v these plans-

An open, all inclusi~e,pmpMRip opprolclt is csscntirl to ctrcJrc 1113~s~cho1d;rsarc panicipnrlu 1n die
decision-making proccss regarding resource plann~ngand management. The= dtasions rvill bc b s t d upon lllc
bcn available scientific infornmalion, local kno\vicdgc. experience uid mansy111e11t
tools.

-

~ I CO-manitgcment
C
process must emphasize ihe recognition urd pricipation of all nalrehold.O ~ Fi.iikin
S
the K-12
FCA. and enrun: umdy and op:n sharing of infoonmrion including cliangcs due to utlrorrscn circun?rur~~sTr

Swkcholdcr rcprcxnetives participating in the co-managment process ntnn be ~~countable
to their respcctirc
&-cups. and mponsibl: for keeping hose groups ilrformed about 'Yht B o u d activiu:~. the fmanes of ?he Board
and infomlation regarding .Urrsource management wi.illlin ilxir fc consenmion
3.6 Conscnat~on:
A I I resources can be used in ways U l s ~
munlain Qc hcallh of all rcn~\vablzand non-rcntwable =ow:ts.
This
means retaini~~
the diversitz. of lift protening special fca~urcsale! scuing standards for dl ~:
co:npou:nts of the

ecos;)stem.

D ~ c l o p m c n vill
l strive to rnaxicimize economic and social benefits son! all Sas~tch:wanws resources. 7hosc
ScncFmring From these resources brill contribute to kt s o j ~of rmnatdger,cm end a&~ulunrarion.

Weyerimeuser S t s k a ~ l l e wLLC!.
~ md the Deacva! Co--Mamgz~2z.30x5 !nc. WZI mu:ually sviv: to pro\?dt
opponuuues for local alctx~ploytncn~
and thus _elinand mainuin r:s-,z: for all panics. Local cmuaccors will be
~xp:d=d :o m=l nil pzrformanr standards as established by weytrha:us:r
Saskarchcwan Ltd.. These 1 0 ~ 1
contmxors will evenruallg be a pan of the establishtd Wtyerhaeuscr Saskatchswan Ltd. work force and t h q will
assume the forestry related contract wark in tl~eN-12 fur consewalior, geogrephic area.
3 9 General:

The pr?ics rescnc tltc option lo rcqucst nmcndmcn!~lo tlu: MOU. Such nmcndmcn~swill b made to mnruai$
benefit the parties involved
3 c a i 1 ~based
l
contrlctors ail1 Lve their allocation reduced in thc szme proponion as orhcr FMLA concjclors.
2nd these reductions will be dependent upon market and :nil1 requirtzen~s.

Weyerhaturr Saslia~d~cwan
Ltd. \\ill rccogriirc 311 existing N-12 !un c n rcsuictions for good forest ntanagentcnt
masons. h o m e r , fu(urc dis~ussionsbarcd upon xicntific and lorn! knowlcdgc m e d ~ ~hcsc
m p:cs:nc guidelines
too restric~i\~:
and may be amtndcd as nccessan..
Wcycrhacuser Sarkatcheu-anLtd. reserves the right to locate contra::oa on thc FMLA 60 lhr[ producl and long
temm foren nlamgeruent obje;ti~escan be met. Bcauval bawd ccn?a;rors may expect to log their annual
a l l o a r ~ o bod1
~ ~ s ~vitltinthe h'12 Fur B1o:k andzoron o r l ~ pans
v
of U.: FMLA.

The Co-managelnenLPannCship approacll will be implcm:~~~cd
within th:
rcfcrcncc 3s foflo\vs.

S:NE:UI:

i t ~ d0ptrat10~1I
terms of

Th; panics to this ageemenr rceognidng that a so-marwpmenr q s c m m2y mi;: will?
Icvcls: rcgionzl (10 b:
:n:Iusii*c and not cxciusive);and ioul (based upon FCAs.) Tht regional lsr! u-iii:b ca2ltd tilt Repoml FCA Cocrdt nating Cormittee- Ir will cnsurc that so-mi.aagem:nt proasses m consincc: \vt!h chc basic SINCLUOI
and
finnbnal framc\vorh prmidcci in the optrational terrus of rdcrmcc. 3nd thifI ?o;a: co-management evokes in a
co-ordinalcd. c5cctive and acaul~tabltnmncr throughow[ th: FCA.
-At t l r ha!level. the prowill involvc cnablishmtnt of s~nlanagtmemb331Ci. Thcsc box& will bc based on
:be bo:lndaries of 10trl FC&. Boards wiU partitipale in inrqmtcd plwiilg and =:aeon-making through an
opm. all inclusive zpproach within thcu local F W Thcsc ba-~rdrwill bt acto3uconous of wch otim.

1.11: prelerrcd a?proa:h
to so-managtn~etu ~ u r e sUlat cllc sfS:LtolG;r~ plni:ipatz not only iz the process. bur in
:h+ des:gn or the pro:sss. as 1 4 ~ 1 1 - Gmtnl dnsiIs bill b;: devclcg:d by a:F FC~rs3.
4 3 Suc~mabilih.and Annual Hancssl h c l s :

P r e s = ~ ~dlem
i l ~ ISa Hamcsl Volume Schedulr W S ) ealbvlatcd by Ole Pmv~nccfoi the X A . It is t k objectives of
all panlrs lo 1 1 ~ ~ Limber
s :
and orher resouces ar a lt\.c! b:is j~s&~abI;. I f is also recognized that czlc~lation
sf?!:'j OU s I I ~ ; ~Z zZ k Z ril;h as an FCA may LUXnec2srar2~rcllim s w i ~ a 5 i I t 1over
~ - the long t e n dep:nding
G:: tl:c rusci~g
+g= ckss alstribut~onarid the otcureace of 5,s
in irlt FL~CZ. Ti;.
pznies thercforc a g r e ro the
L.:~J:~-E red=%d i n \ a:??
inf3rmz.t:o:: an6 l:Enrge:x--: oj~-cG\a b r 2:- ?ti. ~ r 2. five wz bas:s an5 to miil;~
t ~ ? ~ ~p~ ap s~-~ ! ;
-s:.- ~-: r--.--i RC:SS;;F 10 emxe a ~ r 2 ~ i ~ cjo !w tcCforts: pr~2-z:j02 ;it ljng term.
--LG

-

-kc mas:ir.llm 2venge aa;:nud la?,-cnfor the ner;, five ytarj :!90?-203! :h i r . at:
;

u c 2 kx;a\vxl2; Lh: S- 12
FW!!/4 Core Area w2i noi e x r a (iO.UOD 12: 3:aurai bsscd sont:ir:to;s Mi! hams9
0: L l l S \ 0 l u r n ~
wilhln thr N-I2 FC-Uea witlun &% yes, m1.1UIS: Bcdwvi brsca contrtctors m;iy
L1;;: 5 - 1 2 FCArcs. however. rhs wiil be as d : c ~ f e dby ;till rqclrencnts.

'CArea Oc ?k=
C'C?C:IUC~:T
1::e

niajO?ll?.

x i ~ i kC-:S:C!=

E'he:~rdC(.icrs! Iota! c9n:nacrs :re rtquicd. the E 3 x d wWC: ?:oviC~ We: t l r h ~ i Sl ~
Z Si ~ Z ? C ~ C ~Lfd.
\ I C mtfi a
a d U..zyer!laeuscr Stska~cIlmanLIC.
\+=I! seixl :he ccntfasor(s). Additio~aliy,
~~~~~~cibazuser S+shi:l~tuan Ltd-\\ill work with Beauval and ~ i i l~gefizits
l
ezprpr5lc or ddivcring Y;?im~.p
p r a g r ~ LO
: ~iacr22sc ihc skill leve! of S-12 reside:~lszqd 2 ~ svho
2 ar;- intcrzncd ir; timbrr hamest and
:~iznag:m:n(
Thesc personnel tvi11 illen havc::U skills ncccss;:n. to sc:zs.s31lly bid for conuac: work wi:h and for
Wcycrhaeuser Saskattllewan Ltd

--..A! i ~ is'con:riraors
#...--A

Tho p a n i s a g e to reagnirc the following as rcspt:ti~e acS nlurual contri9uciottr 10 thr: co-managcmm~praccsr

3 c Proxince mill coi~tinue10 scnr as an associate in identifyirg and dseloping ilu process of co-msrage:nent
%:thin the U'eycrl~~eus~r
Sasksl~lt:van i t d . and the Pi-: 2 FC..ea.
5 . 2 Wqrrhi~euszrSasbtchtawt Ltd will contribute 10 the renewal trust fund establisl~~d
for rrfonnatiois and this
comribuuon is Tor thc FMLA forcst manageme!lt requue1n:nts. In addi~ion.Wqcrlucuscr Sa&atchcrv;ln Ltd may
agmc LO fia~nchllysupport conununity in~tiou\*cs\viUlin md amund thc cornmuniw of Reawal and resoursc

enhan:e~!lcm projocu lbi(llin NlZ FCA as agrczd a bj The Board and \Vc;c):rl13curr S ~ l i 3 i d 1 ~ 1Ltd
r~n
Add~l~onally.
We~crllacusoSaslwldlc\%enLid. \ ~ i l iagrx to shar; in adtnsn~j1rai~r.c
apctucs related lo tile Board.

The Provincc agrxs lo xnc as an edvociitc in idcnt~eqngand developiq the prcxss of co-managcmcn! for
Cornplnzes operating witlun the N-12FCAres.
5 .J T ~ Scompanies
C
operating wlrhin the N-1 t FC.&ca

may conuibute an arnou~tto k negotiated, wh:lt will be

u(ilij.rd for econontis developnlent purposcs wihin arc N - l l lal~dbare.

Each paw shall designate a 'point pc:non**rvilo shill :b rcsponslblc for ongoing i t i i l s ~ n2nd ammunioiion.
They shall kccp cach olhcr informed about a nnge cf issues, inciuding but not l ~ t e to:
d etonotuic development
prQg'i:ms and opporn~tuurs:govenEnmn1 policy a ~ pdm p n dwclopsnm~.dcmognp!ric faaors: commdv
soaai!politisal concerns. and ch: succcssfd dcvdopmcn~of co-~nanagcn.ent wUunLlc a d intcgra~cd=somanagement aild community dcvclopmn~Comm~nisationsshall k mainulncd in addition co chc par~cipuion
Of+bs n-wJ ~ i
Sa tlir regiorul m-otdinating ;-omnj:c:md Ioul co-m;rnagna;nt bo;ir&.

.

.-

PC..

~ R s o n r 2nd
e Economic D,lrlo~acnt@pomniticr:
A Regonal Resour= a11d k o n o n u c Umelopmnm~rqponunaics Coordination &mitt= shodd be csublisl~edu,
Xovrdr a ionununication focus for mt~uaIrcrolurcs baKd dcvclopmcn~oppcnunitics in Lhc FCAr Tlic
conlm!ne2 will assess infonnauon on fcdtnl and prc\incial program av3ilablr to srsist iu fasming 1c:d
e;onorr,i: developnien~opponuniu:;. colnpilo inlcrrnarion potential opponunitits and pm\idc advice on l:ow 10
take airamage of these opponuniuoi. In a d ~ t i o nto la- rcprcscnuuon, SmM t ~ l k
l pro-am\#con CIC
coniAtl,-, wiuch will includc rcprcscnution fmm gJvcmmcnl itpcnsic~such as Economic Dcvelopmcr.r
E d c ~ z o aTra~ning
.
and Empiojncnt. Indian and Metis Affairs, Municipal Gmernmcat. Sask Power,
Srskz:;3c\r.an Waier C o ~ o r z t i oCrown
~ ~ , Invenm::~: Corporauolls. and o91er govument dtpanmmu as
reqtr:r=-'. I x x ? ? ! e c ~ 3 p ? o n ~ t i ro
c n:b consi.'cr& by t11c mrnfiz:c irclu.': :ca;Lis~~.
=ding pr~iuttion
refnror:olio::. Sam= far~lting.aquacdturc. ho~~lslmo:ds.
fru&mg. hmx? cquiprncn! rqair. milshrw31 pitkng,
bJira3rzros.w i d 11-shv:tli~g.r i i C :ice p k l t , crc.. c x .
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